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NURSING DRJVE IS UNDER WAY
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A hearing before the Public
Utilities Commission regarding a
requested increase in Warren wa
ter rates by the Warren Water
Company will be held at 10 a. m„
Tuesday, July 1&, at Town Hall.
Present rates of the company, a
stock concern, which serves 200
customers, have been in effect for
26 years, or since 1923, with no re
quest for an increase. Rates of
the 50-ytar-old company are now
SI9 t year for the first faucet, and
S’2 yearly icr a complete bath
room. Ba is of the request is a
general over-all in rease in operat
ing and maintenance costs to the
con pany.
Howard Norwood and Leroy Nor
wood are president and treasurer,
respectively, of the Wairen Water
Company.

Col. William H. Fox, Salvation
Army officer who has devoted
many years of his life to directing
youth activities, is the newly-ap
pointed Provincial Commander of
the organization in New England.
Col. Fox replaced Col. Richard F.
'Stratton, recently retired, on July

The Rockland District Nursing i man, Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon, Dr.
Association swings into the second Wesley Wasgatt, Clarence E. Joy,
week cf its campaign to raise $6030 Mrs. Charles E. Merritt, Mrs. H. E.
for operating expenses with the Lewis Albert E. MacPhail, Rowl
funds coming in slowly but surely. ing's Garage, Pearl V. Foss.
Emil Rivers, David G. Hodgkins,
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40 more are presented today. It is Perry, Charles G. Rowling, Hustondeemed proper to use only the Tuttle Book Company, Round Top
names of the contributors, not the Farms, Charles C. Tibbetts, Wilamount, to spare possible embar jliam F. Brown,
rassment. The Association is every
McLain Shoe Store, Mrs. Herman
body’s servant and small contribu R. Carr, Marie G. Keene, Frederick
tions are most welcome that all S, True, A. L. Nichols, Mrs.
may feel they have a part in sup Charles R. Lake, Alice Knight,
porting the splendid work.
Mrs. Frank Carsley, Mrs. Fanny
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Boston and New England will not
be an entirely new scene of en
deavor and service for Col. Fox
because more than 20 years ago,
from 1027-1929, he served as Pro.incial Young People's Secretary
here. In this capacity he was in
charge of all youth activities for
the six-State area.
Born of Salvationist parents in
Cleveland, Ohio, Col. Fox after
graduation from New York Train
ing College, served in a number of
Corps appointments, prior to duty
in France during the First World
War.
Assignments in eastern Pennsyl
vania, southern New Jersey and
Delaware followed after his return
to the States. Five major appoint
ments in the mid-west, completing
with divisional commander of east
ern Michigan, preceded his trans
fer to New England.

RECEIVED “FANTASTIC" WAGES
—Photo by Cullen

An all time high in wages paid
for one week by the Holmes Pack
ing Company was reached the week
ending July 2 when the gross wage
payments reached $19,860.
An abundance of fish, which per
mitted a full week of work, made
possible the high figure, according
to the manager, Kermit St. Peter.
The boost in wages paid out was
felt in business channels in the
city as workers used the funds aft
er a long Winter layoff to purchase
needed items over and above their
usual weekly purchases.
Earnings of some workers were
almost fantastic, several earning
over $100 and several others well
above $90.
Even though other
workers did not reach the height

of the first dozen or so exception
ally skilled packers, the average
stayed well above the $60 mark for
all hands.
Top eatnings that week for pack
ers went to Mary Connolly whose
check was $126.88, closely followed
by Lillian Wcoster. with $118.26;
Dorothy Duplisea, with $104.80;
Thelma McLellan, who received a
check for $101.31; and Louise Col
lins, who was a novice packer last
year, w.th $101.10.
Other packers in the higher
brackets were: Margaret Bennett,
$95.90; Beatrice Conway, $24.95;
Daisy Nichols, $94 96; Florence
Maddock, $94.31; Pauline Grotton,
$92.92; Bertha Stein, $92.82: Flo
rence Gray, $91.90; Calla Phillips.
$91.70.

. A BATTLE OF ZONES

Formed the Principal Discussion At Monday
Central Maine Power Com
Night’s City Council Meeting
pany Makes Satisfactory
Showing
Strong opposition to the estab
lishment of a filling station on the
West side of Broadway near Cedar
street was shown at the City Coun
cil meeting Monday night. Edward
C. Mcran, Jr., former chairman of
the Council, spoke against the al
lowing of the petition to change
the area to a commercial ”C" zone
to permit the station- being built.
A petition against passing of the
ordinance permitting the change
was presented which carried names
of several residents of the area.
Th Council, after hearing any
person present who wanted to
speak, disallowed the original pe
tition for the changing of the zone
and the establishment of the fill
ing station.

Try Our Home-Made Banana

Edgar A. Ames Farm
U. S. ROUTE 1, WARREN, MAINE
On, Mile from Thomaston-Warren Bridge
For Velvety Rich, Full Flavored Ire
Cream made here on the farm, by Louise,
in person. Served daily HI a, m.-lO p. m.
54-Th-tf

A petition to establish a commer
cial "D” zone in the area of
Broadway and Holmes street near
the new South School was opposed
by the trustees of the Rcckland
School District in a letter signed
by Robert W. Hudson.
The letter pointed out that the
opening of the new school would
encourage residential building in
the area and thereby increase the
taxable property in the city while
a commercial zone would have the
opposite effect.
The Council tabled the matter
for further consideration. The pe
tition had been brought originally
by Robert Kershner who proposed
to establish a confectionery store
at his residence near the schcol.
The west side of Park istreet
from Broadway to Highland street
was established as a commercial
“C” zone.
Passed in first reading was an
ordinance which will prohibit park
ing on Main street for more than
15 minutes from 2 a. m., to 6 a. m.
It is understood that this ordinance
is intended to control all night
parking in order to allow street
cleaners to effectively do their
work in tne early morning hours.
The* area named in the ordinance

By The Roving Reporter

Col. William H. Fox Becomes
Salvation Army’s Provin
cial Commander

Universal Contributions Are Desired

Increased Revenue

Net income of $290,605 in June Is
reported by the Central Maine
Power Company. It was $74 678
higher than that for June, 1948.
Operating revenue was $1,682,155
for the month, compared with
$1485,283 for June, 1948.
Operating expenses, including
taxes but excluding bond interest
and other deductions, were $1,239,425, compared with $1,138,405 for
the same menth a year ago.
For the 12 months ending June
30. the company’s net income was
$4,050,811, compared with $2,731,260
ior the year ending June 30, 1948.
Earnings per share of common
stock outstanding were $1.64 from
July 1, 1948 to June 30, 1049, com
pared with $097 tlie previous year.

THE BLACK CAT

New England Head

To Relieve Traffic Congestion

One Employe Of Holmes Packing Company
Warren Water Rates
Was Paid $126 For One Week

Hearing On Proposed In
crease Before Utilities
Commission July 19
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Came In Search Of Former
Vinalhaven Man Charged
Campaign Is For $6,000 Operating FundWith Embezzlement
Two members of the Boston Po
lice Department of Criminal In-'
vestigation were in Rockland Mon
day and Tuesday in the connec
tion w th the Sears-Roebuck case
which was headlined last week in
the Boston papers.
Object of their search was Raymend Lennox, about 40, oneiime
a Vinalhaven resident, who was va
cationing here wi.h relatives.
Informatlcn obtained through
tlie kindness of the Boston Post
city desk revealed that Lennox had
been a worker under cne of the
principals in the embezzlement case
in Sears Rcebuck and was sought
as a material 'witness.
Lennox who has a Rockland rela
tive, makes his home in Dorches
ter.
Lieut. John I. Willard of Boston
police told tlie Post that Lennox
was employed at Sears Rcebuck as
a salesman.
Local police as-i ted the Boston
officers in locating Lennox who
was questioned at the police sta
tion. Boston police said tliat they
had no warrants lor the man and
that he returned to Boston with
tlie officers of his own volition.

THURSDAY

I have received an attractive
brochure on "Argentina’’ in which
: are depicted some remarkable
I buildings including the School of
i Med cine, in Buenos Aires. My
friends Earl Ludwick, Fred Carinl,
Frank Butler. Jose Hobbs and
many others will be interested to
know that Argentina’s favorite
sport is horse racing.
—o—
Aging citizens do not enjoy too
good eyesight, but I cannot help
marveling when I see motion pic
ture fans diLgently reading news
papers in the half light of the
theatres. It would seem to be a
God-given privilege.

Aerial view nf the Main street and Point area through which the Planning Board recommends the
survey of a new truck highway. The entrance to the passage between the Hotel Rockland and Nadeau’s
Restaurant is shown to the center left of the photo by ar. arrow. The proposed roadway, beyond the hotel
Of Rnrlthnd’c Now
when they have completed the
property, is shown by a white strip in the photo. The road follows the route of Park street place toward Bllilrlprs
DUIIUCIb UI nOCKianu S Itiew cement walks around'the Federal
the waterfront for a distance and then swings to the now unused Limerock Railroad right of way along the
Road Will Do Three Mile building I wonder what the next
shoreline embankment to cross Winter street and enter Pink street to continue to Tillson Avenue.

Get Warren Contract

The Planning Board of the city
has recommended a survey for a
new street to be a truck highway
to and from the Point section to
relieve Main street, Tillson avenue,
and Winter street congestion.
The recommendation was includ
ed in the last paragraph of a letter
containing several recommenda
tions on zoning changes at the
city meet ng of Monday night and
went almost unnoticed, as it was
read by the City Clerk.
The Planning Board recommend
ed that a truck route be surveyed
by city officials over Park street
place, which joins Main street at
the foot of Park street and runs
between the Hotel Rockland and
Nadeaus Restaurant. Swinging to
the left some 4CO feet from the
junction, it would take fhe course
of the old Limerock Railroad right
of way and follow the curve of the
shoreline to Winter street. Cross
ing Winter street at the junction
of Pink street, the proposed road
would swing over Pink beside an
area now used as a parking lot
for the truck terminal of the Bos
ton & Rockland Transportation
Co., and enter Tiilscn avenue di
rectly opposite the John Bird Co.
block.
Members of the Planning Board
ara John Pomeroy, Alan J. Murray
and John Hartson.
Pomeroy is

general manager of the Thomaston
plant of Lawrence Portland Ce
ment Company; Murray, the chief
accountant, of Central Maine Power
Company in this division and HartI sen, with the electrical contract
ing firm of A. T. Thurston.
The congestion at the head of
Tillson avenue and Winter street
on Main has long been apparent
as huge trucks serving the busy
Point area travel in and out of the
! section on almost a night and day
schedule.
The proposed road would give
them a direct rouie in and out of
Crockett’s Point over Park street,
without having to negotiate the
narrow turns at Winter and Till
son. Slight changes in the traffic
light system at Park and Main
streets would also allow the lights
to serve the traffic over the pro
posed highway.
■ Within thp past decade, the
Point has changed from a more or
less dormant section cf the city to
a busy, congested area which ob
viously needs increased highway
facilities. Tlie Planning Board,
■ charged with the planning of
streets and other municipal serv
ices, has lcng studied the stiuation
and offers their recommendations
as the solution of the Point traffic
problem.
The route would necessitate the

A TREMENDOUS PROJECT
'-'•-•■'••'•'■I

Government Officials Are At Islesboro Today
Viewing Sites For Possible Laboratory
Interest has been shown in the
offer of the Town of Islesboro to
the Department of Agriculture of
land on which tc. establish a hoof
and mouth disease laboratory to the
extent tliat department officials are
cn the island this morning.
A Dr. McPhee, assistant chief of

the U.S. Department of Agriculture
Department of Animal Husbandry
and Engineer Frank K. Morris were
scheduled tc meet town officials at
1030 this morning.
The group
will survey two possible sites for
the location of the laboratory.
The town formed a special com
mittee seme time ago to invite the
Department of Agriculture to the
island with the project which ts
reached from Summer to Pleasant said to be financed to the extent
streets.
of $25,000,000.

moving of only one building, a
small dwelling which could be
easily relocated elsewhere in the
same area.
Removal of houses in the Pink
and Pearl street area with n the
past year by the Boston & Rock
land Transportation Company for
the erection of their terminal and
truck yard has opened that end
of the route to the point where
access to Tillson avenue could be
gained over a standard width street.

Stonington Survey
House Public Works Com
mittee Has Given Its Nod
Of Approval
Representative Fellows said yes
terday that the House Public Works
committee approved his resolution
authorizing a survey of Stonington
Harbor to determine if dredging op
erations and constructicn of a pub
lic dock are feasible. The action
constitutes a directive to the
Rivers and Harbors Board, Army
engineers, to make the study.
Stonington residents have com
plained that the bay area has been
reduced in size by the number cf
flats and ledges running out at
low water. Fishing activity has
been hampered by need for deep
ening the harbor, they say. Last
year, nearly 180 power boats operat
ed cut of Stonington.
The harbor is three-fourths of a
mile east of Allens Cove, is bounded
on the south by the Deer Lsle
Thoroughfare which is the inshore
passage from Rc;kland to the east
ern fishing grounds.
The
Knox
County Council,
American Legion, will hold their
annual field day Sunday, July 17
at Oakland Park, rain or shine.
AU Legionnaires and their fam
ilies are invited, charge $1.50 per
person. Plenty to eat and drink.
Games, sports and fun galore.

fenced ln" pIac*Lwl11 be'

Stretch For State

There's the age old theory about
the effect of shaking a red rag in
front of a bull. Red-shirted fire
men apparently have the same ef
fect, for when they went to extin
guish a barn fire in North Andover,
Mass., the other day, they found
an angry bull in full possession.
The bull won; the barn burned.

Warren Brothers Roads Company
was low bidder yesterday before the
State Highway Commission on the
surfacing of three miles of cement
highway cn U.S. 1 in Warren with
bituminous concrete.
Company officials this morning
stated that the big cf the company
was $30,099 for the laying of a
minimum of two inches of bitumi
nous concrete over the old cement
road and the laying of the deck of
the bridge over Gecrges River in
South Warren.
The project will start where the
bituminous highway and the cement
meet in Warren and will run for
three miles toward Thomaston.
Work is expected to start today and
take about two weeks to, complete.
Stewart AsscciStes of Cambridge,
who have engineered the Rockland
street project, which is scheduled
to be completed today, will also
engineer the state road work. Rich
ard Thomas, former Rockland city
assessor, will be engineer in charge.

Walking heme from Farwell and
Ames Hall with her mother and
sister, long years ago, Lillian
Sprague Copping recalls that a lo
cal minister, commenting upon a
certain man, declared that he was
so mean that he would take the
last cent out of an orphan’s mouth.
Then up spoke the sister: "How
did it get there?" Sixty-four dol
lar question.
,

The man who saved $8000 in six
years out of a weekly salary of $31
should be our next Secretary of
the Treasury.—Boston Globe.
Or in jail.

Runs batted in were added to
baseball statistics in the season of
1920.

A Damaged Sign
Owners Of Oak Wood Inn
Hail Painter Into Muni
cipal Court

TOWN NEWS

painter and his customer over a
sign done for Oak Wood Inn in
Rockport, brought Vernon Dodge
of Rockland to court Wednesday
on charges brought by Alex Varda
voulis, co-owner of the Inn.
Vardavoulis charged that Dodge,
sign painter once employed by the
Inn management, damaged a sign j
owned by the inn by throwing red
paint on it one night recently.
Dcdge denied the charges of ma
licious mischief and appealed to
Superior Court when found guilty
and fined $20 and costs of $2.70.
Bail was set at $100.
Vardavoulis claimed damage to
the sign of $25 and testified that
he witnessed Dodge entering his
truck after having thrown paint
on the sign in question. Dodge
claimed to have been in Islesboro
at the time Vardavoulis said the
malicious act was committed.

WARREN
ROCKPORT
CAMDEN
UNION
THOMASTON
VINALHAVEN
WALDOBORO
TENANT'S HARBOR
PORT CLYDE
MEDOMAK
HOPE
DUTCH NECK
ORFF’S CORNER
ROUND POND
SEARSMONT

Items of Interest from
the Towns Listed Below
A disagreement between a sign Appear in This Issue.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again ,1
would havr* made a rule to read aorne
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week The loss of these
tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charlea
Darwin.
SUMMER SONG

Lord of beauty! Lord of Life!
Thou hast made this earth so fair.
Lavished Oh. so graciously
Gifts of glory everywhere;
Blue and gold of Summer days.
Mountain stream and sunlit plain;
TJrees so stately, birds on wing.
Gentle fall of silvery rain:

TIME OF SERVICES CHANGE
The Church of the Nazarene an
nounces a change in its service
schedule effective July 17. Sunday
School begins at 9.15 a. m. Morn
ing worship service at 10.30. The
the loveliness of Spring.
Young Peoples Society will meet at AllPageant
of fair Summer flowers;
6 p. m., followed by the Evangelistic Crimson tint of Autumn leaves
service at 7 30. Wednesday night,
And the Winter’s sweeping showers.
at 7. choir practice preceding mid For each gift of beauty rare.
of eternal bliss.
week prayer meeting at 7.30. Every I Promise
will praise the Lord who. gave
one is cordially invited to attend
Such a lovely world as this.
these services.
—Doris N. Rendell.

Bean Pickers Wanted
To Sign Up At Once
For the Bean Picking Season To Start
ABOUT AUGUST FIRST
IT IS MORE THAN EVER ESSENTIAL THIS
YEAR THAT
ALL BEANS BE HARVESTED!

VZJrr

is symbolized by the shin
ing brilliance of this pre
cious diamond, carrying
your love for oil the world
to see.
$100°°

A TIP FROM JOE

Here is great opportunity for Children 11 to 15 years,
To Earn Big Money Picking Beans

Price Paid - 2c per Pound

Shining jiour”

If you read Joe in '48
You know his tips were always straight.
Sell Blueberries and get your pay
From Monmouth Canning that very day.”

A NEW WATKINS SERVICE
Wc are pleased to announce that BRUNO MAZ
ZEO of Rockland will represent Watkins Cleaners
in this territory with a new house to house service.
This service will be fast, convenient, economical

and will include the following:
Household Furnishings.

Sanitone Cleansing.
Mothprotexing.

* Safe Storage for Fur8

* Weatherproofing.

Free Bus Transportation Provided to the Fields
Apply To
U. S. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE OFFICE, 437 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
BLACK & GAY CANNERS, THOMASTON

It worked out well and made a feeling
Of quicker, easier, fairer dealing.
So in '49 they’ll pay CASH again.
Take a Tip and sell to the Monmouth Men!

54—56, 57*59

MONMOUTH CANNING CO.

(each shirt individually
wrapped in crllnphanr.

* Trained by Watkins in

Portland.

For Free Pickup and Delivery Call

Rockland 1410

393 M AIN ST., TEE. 1450
ROCKLAND, ME.

WATKINS492 Main

LIBERTY AND UNION. MAINE
56-58

* Bonded Routeman.

Men’s Shirt Laundering

Be Sure and Sign Up At Once!

BLACK & GAY, CANNERS

and Woolens.

* Mats and Neckties.

...

Maine’s Leading Cleaners
Siner 1889

St.,

Rockland

From City Reports

Lobsters Unlimited

Various Items Of Interest See What the Worcester
Telegram Has To Say
Are Gathered—Fifty
About Our Coming
Arrests In June
Festival
New taxable property in the city
was authorized last month by tne
building inspector to the value of
831,425, according to the monthly
report of the City Manager. The
new construction was broken down
as being three dwellings to a value
of $8900; one store front with a
value of $22,700 and two signs to
the value of $1725. and one private
garage to the value of $100.
•• • •
The Police Department reported
a total of 59 arrests for the month
of June and 111 investigations. Ar
rests were classified as 31 for
drunkenness, six for assault and 22
for traffic violations. Traffic vio
lations include nine speeders, one
reckless driving charge anti two
drunken drivers. Parking viola
tors numbered 40 16 being for me
ter violations and 24 others, in ad
dition to tlie major traffic viola
tions listed. Seven courtesy tickets
were issued to parking violators
during the month.
• • • •
The case load of the Welfare
Department dropped from 140 to
88; the opening of the Summer la
bor market being the major factor
in the decrease of the number of
persons needing city aid. Out of
this number, 40 are directly charge
able to the City of Rockland, 39
to the State Welfare Department
and nine to other communities.
• • • •
Fire loss in the city was set at
zero by the head of that depart
ment who reports 11 alarms for
the month, plus one call for emer
gency work.
• • • •
Total collections on taxes due for
the month amounted to $4737 with
unpaid taxes for all years set at
$5424. Tax liens are in effect on
property to the value of $1146 for
the 1947 assessment and $8628 for
1948
• • • •
The City Clerk reported registra
tion of 43 births. 14 marriages and
19 deaths.
Thirty municipal li
censes and permits were issued
which gave the city treasury $212.50
State licenses issued amounted to
213 for which the State received
$376.90 and the city the remainder
Of the $409.25 total.

COURIER GOES WITH YOU
When you, as a subscriber of The
Courier-Gazette go South or West
or any place on vacation for a week
or six months, phone or write The
Courier-Gazette, and your Courier
will be sent you, each issue, at no
expense to you.
tf

Wheels Balanced
Wheel Aligning
Speedometer Repair Work On
All Chrysler Make Cars

Nelson Bros. Garage
515 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 720
ROCKLAND, ME. 50-tf

ROBARTS
TREE AND
LANDSCAPE SERVICE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Established 1932
SPECIALIZING IN
Lawn Building
Flag Stone Walks
Foundation Planting
Tree Moving
Spraying
Pruning
TEL. CAMDEN 785
50-tf

That Rockland's Lobster and Sea
food Festival is being widely ad
vertised may be judged from the
following article written by Walter
Merkel for the Worcester, Mass.
Telegram:
"Lobsters Unlimited!”
That is the slogan of the 1949
Maine Lobster ana Seafoods Festi
val to be held at Rockland. Aug. 5,
6. and 7. The festival, established
to acquaint home folks and tourists
with the importance of the State
as a fishing center, will feature fish
and lobster feeds, dancing in the
streets and a parade of floats sym
bolizing the industry. Last year's
catch from the sparkling waters off
the coast
exceeded
18.000.(X)0
pounds of all kinds of seafood—and
that is some scaleful.
Worcester persons who attended
the '48 festival assured me that the
slogan "Lobsters Unlimited," means
just that. You may eat lobsters
until you develop claws for finger
nails; and the tariff is said to be
reasonable, considering prices in
our better restaurants.
Rockland expects to serve 10 tons
of lobster during the celebration.
Besides a chance to gorge on sea
food you will see the latest fishing
equipment which makes large
catches possible. Three large dis
play tents will house all types and
classes of marine exhibits used by
Maine's important fishing fleet.
What intrigues me is the pro
gram of dancing. Everyone is ex
pected to take part in the square
dance, better known as the contra
and folk dancing, the night of Aug.
6. Ju.-t how anyone will be able
to waddle, let alone dance, after dis
posing of a proportionate share of
10 tons of lobster, poses the jack
pot question.
On the other hand, the dance
may be a settling process which
will give participants stomach room
for additional lobsters.
Certainly
no one will pass up a morsel of this
succulent food if he has a quarter of-inch stowing space left.
The lobster is New England’s
most delectable seafood. Its meat,
sweet as a hickory nut and firm as
’ a woman’s decision, has a flavor to
: satisfy the gods. Who can resist
| the aroma from lobster steaming in
salt water or baking under seaweed
on hot rocks?
The Rockland Chamber of Com
merce. sponsoring the event, maysit back and smile, as long as it
features "Lobsters Unlimited." It
is sure to have guests unlimited.

FOR THIS WEEK
1948 PLYMOUTH SEDAN
1947 FORD SEDAN
1916 CHEVROLET SEDAN
1939 CHEVROLET TUDOR
1939 STU'DEBAKER COUPE
1937 PLYMOUTH SEDAN
1935 CHEVROLET COUPE
OTHERS TO CHOOSE FROM

MILLER’S
GARAGE

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

MAINE DID WELL
Knox ranks tenth among the 16 Counties of the State in
the Opportunity Bond Drive, every county having gone over
the top. Knox County's quota in Series E. bond sales was
$125,000, and the sales have amounted thus far to $132,394.
"With another weeks sales yet to come in before the final
tabulation. Maine has exceeded its $3,900,000 quota by over
10 percent." State Chairman Maxwell revealed, "having
reached a figure of $4,297,370 in sales of U. S. Savings Bonds
Series E. All of these sales were made to individuals,” Max
well stated, "which shows the thriftiness of Maine citizens,
and the effectiveness of one of the best bond committees in
the country in presenting the best investment in the world
today."

WALDO

THEATRE

WALDOBORO—TEL. 100

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
JULY 14-15
Loretta Young. Van Johnson in

"MOTHER IS A
FRESHMAN'’
In Technicolor
With Rudy Vallee,
Barbara Lawrence
~SATURDAY ONLY7jVLY"16—
EDDIE ALBERT, GALE STORM
James Gleason. Binnie Barnes,
Barton MacLane

DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH

“THE DUDE
GOES WEST”

S6-_31 RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND

Next Sunday-Monday, July 17-18;
"MA AND PA KETTLE”

A HOLLOW VICTORY

On Display At

MILLER’S
GARAGE
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League Standings
W L GBL
2
Rockland ........ ..... 10
0
1A
Thomaston ..... .... 11
4
Waldoboro ....... ..... 9
4
1,4
Spruce Head ... ..... 8
G
3
Rockport .......... ..... 4
6
5
Warren ............ ..... 6
9
5’/k
Camden ........ ..... 5
8
5 >4
St. George .............. 0
14 11
• • • •
Tuesday's Results
Rockland 2. Warren 0.
Waldoboro 5, Camden 0.
Spruce Head 10. St. George 7.
Thcmaston 3, Rockport 1.
Tonight's Games
Camden at Rockland.
Spruce Head at Thomaston.
Waldoboro at St. George.
Warren at Rockport.
Sunday: No games scheduled.
• • • •
Spruce Head 10. St. George 7
At Spruce Head
There were errors a-plenty in
Tuesday night's game, the home
team making nine of them, yet
emergin cn the long end. For St.
George, it was 14 straight losses.
St. George
ab r h o a
R. Smith, s ............. 5 0 13 2
M. Smith, c ........... 5 0 2 4 0
W. Leppanen. 2 ...... 5 0 0 3 1
Simmons, 3 ............. 4 0 0 4 1
Mills, p .................... 4 2 3 1 3
Chapman, 1 ........... 4 1 1 10
A. Leppanen, lf ...... 4 112 0
Polky. rf
.......... 4 1110
Leighton, cf ........... 4 2 12 1

Totals .................. 32 0 13
Rockland
ab r h
Miller, 3 ................... 3 0 1
Thompson, c ........... 3 0 0
LaCrosse, lb ........... 3 0 0
Hodgkins. If ............ 3 0 0
Billings, s ..........
12 0
Russell, 2 ................. 2 0 1
Chisholm, r ............. 2 0 1
Kelsey, cf ............... 3 0 1
V gue, p ................... 2 0 0
Fiench, p ..........
1 0 1

Totals .................. 37 10 17 24 10
St. George
0102030 1—7
Spruce Head
1 2 4 3 0 0 0 x—10
Errors, Newcomb 2, Davis 2,
Ames, Alley Sturges, D. Post. Teel,
W. Leppanen. Chapman. Simmons.
Runs batted in, Teel 2, Newcombe
2, Sturges 2, Davis. E. Post, Ames,
R. Smith, Polky. Two base hits,
Alley, Mills. A. Leppanen. Stolen
bases. M. Smith 2, Mills. Left on
base. Spruce Head 7. St. Gecrge 6.
Base on balls, off Mills 2. Strike-

Ordinance Notice
The following ordinance had final
passage at a meeting of the City Coun
cil held July 11. 1949. and will become
effective twenty days after date of
this publication
unless
suspeBded
from going into operation by valid
referendum thereof:
Chapter 28. of the Revised Ordinances
is hereby amended by adding the fol
lowing section.
The following area is hereby estab
lished as a Commercial Zone C and
the Zoning Map is amended accord
ingly.
An area bounded on the westerly
side of Broadway one hundred feet
from Park Street to the corner of Park
and Broadway; thence westerly along
the north side of said Park Street to
Highland Street; thence along the
easterly side of said Highland Street
one hundred feet; thence easterly to
the place cf beginning on Broadway.
GEHALD U MARGESON.
57-lt
City Clerk.

GOOD FOR LIFE
CASH OR TERMS

0

Totals .................. 23 2 5 24 12
Warren
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0—0
Rockland
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 x—2
Errors, Robinson. Runs batted
in, Kelsey, Chisholm. Two base
hits, Miller. Leonard, G. Delano,
j Stone. Double play, lives to Leon■ ard to Stone, Billings to Miller.
i Left on base. Rockland 5. Warren
10. Base on balls, off Bosse 3.
I Vigue 2. Strikeouts, Bosse 4, Vigue
5 Winning pitcher, Vigue. Umpire.
‘ Wink.
• • • •
Thomaston 3, Rockport 1
At Thomaston
It was even Stephen for seven
innings and then Dana Sawyer
took it into his head to knock the
ball out of the lot, with a mate on
tlie base paths. It was strictly a

Ordinance Notice
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing Ordinance Amendments had
their first reading at the regula"
monthly meeting of the City Council
held July 11. 1949 and hearing thereon
will be held in the City Council Room
on August 8. 1949 at 7 30 P M
The Council, of the City of Rockland
hereby ordains;
Chapter 25 of the Revised Ordinances
is hereby amended by adding the fol
lowing section:
SECTION 418. No person shall park
a vehicle on Main Street between
Pleasant Street and Summer Street for
a period of time longer than 15 minutes
between the hours of 2.00 A. M and
6 00 A M. Sundays and legal holidays
excepted.
The Council of the City of Rockland
hereby ordains:
Schedule I, Section 402 of Chapter
25. is hereby amended by adding the
following:
SUMMER:
South side beginning
at the curb line on the west side of
Main Street and extending westerly
300 feet.
GERALD U JJARGESON,
57 It
City Clerk

For a beverage that is brimful
of satisfying flavor, you can't
do better than to serve A&P
Tea or Coffee. The price is sat
isfying, too. No matter which
blend you select, you'll marvel
at the cool savings. So, chill lor
a thrill or heat for a treat . . .
enjoy flavor perfect beverages

How do you like the fresh
fruits and vegetable depart
ment in your A&P store?
Are the vegetables fresh
and crisp—as they should be?
Are tlie fruits firm and ripe
— as they should he?
Are die displays ueat and
orderly — as they should be?
Are the clerks helpful and
courteous — as they should
be?
We maintain buying offices
wherever and whenever fresh
fruits and vegetables of top
quality are available. We
rush this produce in refrig
erated trains and trucks to
our warehouses and stores.
We price it to sell quickly
and we inspect it constantly
all along the line for any sign
of deterioration.

that hit the spot.

1

----

Hearty and Vigorous

Our Own

TEA BAGS PKG J
48—37c OF 16

Orange Pekoe
TEA BAGS
PKG
PKG OF 48 43c Of 16

15c

Nectar

Mild and Mellow

8 O'clock Coffee

41 ‘

Rich and Full-Bodied

Red Circle

In other words, all our
efforts are aimed at offering
you only the finest and fresh
est fruits and vegetables.
lf we ever fail to do this,
we will consider it a favor if
you will tell us about it.

£ 45‘

Vigorous and Winey
LB
BAG

Bokar Coffee

48c

Ovs/l-JasaK, Ja&oIaJ

Please write:

Jane Parker Date J

Customer Relations Department,

| Home-Style Bread

A&P Food Stores,
420 Lexington Avenue,
New York 17, N. Y.

LOAF

19

DOZ

SUGARED

20'

Jane Parker

lane Parker Dated
Plain Donuts

Donuts

DOZ

49"

19L Potato Chips

6R0WN

LARGE <jeC
BCM

NATIVE PASCAL

6 0Z

SNOW

—

COUNTRY CLUB

> et

MEN’S TEE SHIRTS
AND BRIEFS

Cooked Hams
FIELD
q.
.
SMOKED—LEAN

BRIEFS
59c each, 3 for $1.75
TEE SHIRTS
69c each, 3 for $2.05

Rib Roast
SHORT CUT
SUNNYFIELD SLICED
p
SUNNYFIELD
DOCOn
SUGAR CURED
Frankforts
SKINLESS

rlCniCS

Boys’ Gripper Shorts
49c each, 3 for $1.45
Men’s Sanforized
Gripper Shorts
69c each, 3 for $2.05

Rib-Knit Athletic Shirts
49c each, 3 for $1.45

Oj

L0

l,49‘

SUGAR CURED

LEAN FRESHLY
GROUND

Hamburg

»C

50

LB

^qC

HEAVY STEER

■p

p* |_

LB

ffC
LB 55
LB 53'
aaC

FRESH

Tuna Fish

Top Quality? You Bet! Guar
anteed. Long wearing Fruit Of
the Looms are proven best
through the years!

33

lb

sliced

YI IDKCVC

I URIxE I □

InHlxEllJ

It’s easy to check your pur
chases when you shop at A&P.
All guesswork has been elim
inated . . . each and every item
lias the price marked on 4t.
Compare it with the cash reg
ister slip . . . the price is right
and you know what it is.

ANN
PAGE

16 OZ
PKG
16 0Z
PKG

RS
NABL :o

Premium

Whole Chicken

8

N0 RUB

floor wax
CUBES

Flit D.D.T. Spray

QQ

a

A

BOTS

LAKUt “WYYL

Fancy Milk-Fed-5-6 LBS
REGULAR DRESSED

DRAWN READY-TO-COOK
PORTERHOUSE or SIRLOIN

t43e
lb

59c

Top Quality . . . Fine In Flavorl
c 1 LB 15*

4/

41

,

QT
CAN

67c

lb89c

HEAVY STEER BEEF

A CANS

PKG OF 12

49'

SILVERBROOK BUTTER
65'
PICKLES SWEET MIXED-KING PHILLIP °JAR ' 25'
FAMILY FLOUR 25s=^s
77'
ROBIN HOOD FLOUR 2bVgb 2.09
SARDINES
DOMESTIC
3 CANS 25'
FRIEND S BEEF WITH GRAVY
CAN 59'
ANGEL FACIAL TISSUE
17'
FOR EVERT
LB
CHED-O-BIT
CHEESE USE
2 LOAF 71'
SLICED CHEESE
lb43‘
AMERICAN
WHITE or COLORED

a >6 0Z |

gallon

lb

lb

■ AD^C COUkfl

a >4 0Z awI

BOUILLON

Herb-Ox

a/

I/

CANNED
4 LB CAN

ANN PAGE—TENDER
COOKED WITH PORK

lA/:lk~»+'»
TYIIDGrT S

AQt
AT

awC

ANN PAGE | wC
0Z JAR

ANN PAGE
GRADE A

Ketchup

DGOnS

BOT

US
NAB IS 0

Graham

q

“T 4/
47c

23

REGULAR DRESSED

eb73{

DRAWN READY-TO-COOK

STEAKS

57'

lb

OidAiandinip UaiusA.!

PRICE MARKED!

Syrup

FRESH-YOUNG TOM
18 LBS & UP-REG DRESSED

DRAWN READY-TO-COOK
WHOLE or HALE
X*|Jlf*KCklC
ROASTING-LARGE 4l?54 LBS

EVERY ITEM IS

French Dressing

PKG

SPAGHETTI
IV
39'
<

LttS 41* PK015*

GUARANTEED
A 90 day guarantee is attached
to the good Used Cars we sell.
Plenty of cars—all makes. Fast
turnover. Just the car you want.

DREWETT’S GARAGE

TOM LONG

Kaiser-Frazer Sales-Service
ROUTE 1,
WARREN, ME.
TEL. 33-3
46-tf

AUTOMOTIVE & MARINE
MACHINE SHOP

LAVA SOAP

DEVILED HAM

Blue# While You Wash

Cleans Dirty Hands Better

Underwood's

PKG

Y

DUZ

CAN

Duz Does Everything

be done this way!

MED Qc

OC

it

29'

CAKE

Y

SNOW

IVl

Quick Suds lor Dishes
LARGE
PKG

AQC
A7

mJ

19'

SPIC 'N SPAN

No Rinsing—No Wiping
1 tB
PKG

OOC
Xd

But the Courier-Gazette
suggests that its

DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
25-31 RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND

CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES

save you the time

ROCKLAND, ME.,

BLU-WHITE FLAKES

2M OZ

Our men are qualified through knowledge and 50 years of
experience to give you Machine Shop Satisfaction, in Automotive
and Marine Service. Let us serve your Machine Shop Require
ments. t ome in especially and see our New Large Stationary
Crank Shaft Regrinder.

586 MAIN ST.,

SATISFYING!

Corner

lb16c
BANANAS
FANCY YELLOW RIPE
lb
70c
ONIONS NEW CROP-YELLOW 10 bag
jv
EARLY ELBERTA
PEACHES
LB 19'
FREESTONE
F
'
EL
°
’
ro.
25
Cucumbers
SANTA ROSA
PLUMS
LBS 45'
PLUMP RIPE
Celery
23
aaC
BING CHERRIES
LB .29'
LARGE
Orange Juice
crop
can 28
I
<
OTC
WATERMELONS ANY SIZE PIECE LB ,5‘
Ice Cream all flavors pint 27
SsrfatbuL fife J'ime Qualih^...(pAiuiiL ffe Jd/ue (Jaime!

4

TEL. 1503
113 CAMDEN ST.
Factory Representative
54-Th-66

Customers* ft

Potatoes, sweet.........................
54
Quinces .............
— 48
Raspberries ............................... - 40
Rice, rough .......................
44
Rye .............................................. - 58
Salt, coarse ..............................-- TO
Salt, fine...............
— 60
Salt, Liverpool .......................... - 80
Seed, alfalfa................................. 60
Seed, clover ................................. 66
Seed, herdsgrass ....................... - 45
Seed, Hungarian grass............... ♦*
Seed, Timothy ...........................- 45
Seed, millet ..............-........ .......... 60
Seed, orchard grass.................. ~ 14
Seed, redtop................................ - 14
Spinach ........................................ 12
Strawberries -..............................- 40
Tomatoes ......................................... 58
Turnips, English ......................... 50
Turnips, rutabaga ...................... 60
The standard weight of a
barrel of Flour is ............. 196 lb».

TOMATOES 2 Cello Pkgs 33c

WE SELL IS

ALUMINUM SCREEN
AND STORM WINDOWS

i Bushel—Lbs
Apples .................. . ........... ........... 44
Apples, dried .......
25
Barley ........
48
Beans .......................................... „ 60
Beans, Lima ...............................
56
Beans, snell................................. 28
Beans, Soy ................................... 58
Beans, scarlet or white, runner.
pole ............................................ 50
Beans, string ....... . .................... _ 24
Beans, Windsor(broad) .............. 47
Beets ............................................ 60
Beets, mangel-wurzel................. 60
Beets, sugar................................ 60
Beets, turnip ............................... 60
Beet Greens................................. 12
Blackberries ................................. *0
Blueberries ................................... 42
Bran and Shorts ......................... 20
Carrots ................. -.................... 50

50
56
32
40
12
50
11
12
70
50
50
50
35
32
52
8
45
33
68
60
56
28
60

Selected Red Ripe

o
6
3
6
4
3
1
1
0

EVERY USED CAR

The Burrowes Combination

Com, cracked ..............................
Com, Indian ................................
Cranberries ....................
..
Currants .........................
Dandelions ...................................
Peed ..............................................
Hair ...............................................
Kale ......
Lime ..............................................
Meal (except oatmeal) ...............
Meal, com ....................................
Meal, rye...................................... Millet, Japanese ..........................
Oats ..............................................
Onions ..........
Parsley .........................................
Parsnips .......................................
Peaches, dried .........................
Pears ............................................
Peas, smooth................................
Peas, wrinkled ............................
Peas, unshelled, green ...............
Potatoes ........................................

Standard Weights

4 8

7 10 2 1 8

r h o a
114 0
112 0
0 2 1 3
2 2 3 6
1 4 3 1
12 0 0
3 12 0
0 2 8 0
12 10

a
3
0
0
0
0
1
0
3
2

Totals ................. 30 1 4’23 9
•—Two out in 8th when game
called—darkness.
Thomaston
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 —3
Rockport
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1—1
Errors, Verge, Dana, Deshon.
Runs batted in. Sawyer 2 Henry,
Laukka. Two base hits, Barlow,
Williams, Laukka.
Home runs,
Sawyer. Stolen bases, Lynch, Dean.
Left on bases. Thomaston 5, Rcck
port 9. Base on balls, Jenkins 4,
Aho 3. Strikeouts, Jenkins 4. Aho
5. Umpire, Watts.
• • • •
Warren's Norwood Shines
In Augusta Tuesday night, the
Millionaires defeated the Berlin
(N.H.) Red Sox 16 to 0 before a
crowd of 1000. Quoting from the
Kennebec Journal report:
"While the Millionaires were fat
outs, Davis 3. Mills 1. BK. Davis. tening their averages, Johnny WatLosing pitcher. Mills.
Umpire, • sen and Red Norwood set down the
Hatch.
Berlin batters on two hits. Watson,
A • • •
who hurled the first five innings,
gave up a single in the first frame
Rockland 2, Warren 0
with two out. Norwood was touched
At Rorkland
Imagine a team making 12 hits for the other safety in the eighth
without scoring. That's what hap with none away. He fanned the side
pened to Warren Tuesday night, after the single.
"Bussier was the only cne of the
while the Rockets were scoring
visitors to reach second, taking that
twice on five hits.
The heme team had a narrow base on Norwood's wild pitch in the
escape in the eighth when Warren eighth after singling. With the
filled the bases with only one down. exception of the two hits, two fly
A broken bat and double play by outs were the only balls hit out
Billings and Miller ended the visit of the infield. Norwood fanned
seven and Watson four.”
ors’ hopes.
• • • •
,Warren
Tomorrow is the date for the final
ab r h o a
to be made up and turned
Leonard, s ............... 4 0 3 2 0 roster
lives, 2 .................... 4 0 3 1 1 in by the managers of the KnoxHanna, c ................. 2 0 0 5 0 Lincoln Twilight League teams to
Robinson, 3 ........... 4 0 10 1 the Secretary of the League.
G. Delano, cf .......... 4 0 2 2 0
Stone, lb ................. 4 0 1 10 0
C. Delano, r
0 0 0
Fales, If .....
0 2 1 0
Bosse, p .................. 3 o 1 0 0

But Rockland and Thomaston Both Had Nar
row Escapes Tuesday Night

IN COMFORT

PLYMOUTH
SUBURBAN

3

IS STILL ON OUR HEELS

SAVE MONEY

SEE THE NEW

Totals .................. 27
Rockport
ab
Williams, 2 ............. 4
Deshon. s ................. 3
Perry 1
4
Dean, cf ................. 3
Pease, c .................... 0
Laukka. 3 .....
3
Foote, lf
2
Aho, p .............
3
Hall
4

Besides upsetting the Major Leagues' schedule for three
whole days the all-star game between the Nationals and
Americans came close to being a joke performance with an
all-time record of five errors made by the former team. Spec
tators who crowded onto the rain-swept field, especially the
loyal supporters of the National League entrant must have
betn quite thoroughly disgusted.

116 MAIN STREET. CITY

Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00, Sunday at 3.00

OUR SPECIALS

[EDITORIAL]

Where We Get Our Mahogany
Of all tropical American timber
trees, mahogany is the most valu
able. There are two main species;
Swietenia mahogani, confined to
the West Indies and south Florida,
and Swietenia macrophvlla. which
ranges from Mexico's Yucatan
Peninsula all the way to Colombia
and beyond, growing in the rainiest
regions of the six Middle American
countries lying between. A third
species known as Swietenia humilis
Totals .................. 39
grows along the Pacific coast be
Spruce Head
tween southwestern Mexico and
ab
Costa Rica, but it has little com Teel, c ..................... 5
D. Post, rf ............. 4
mercial importance.
Davis, p .................. 5
Alley, s .................... 4
Newcombe, 2 ........... 4
FOR SALE
Drinkwater, cf ........ 4
New 1948 House Trailer E.
Post, lf ............... 3
Three Rooms—Equipped
Ames, lb ................ 4
Will Sell To Most Reasonable Offer. Sturges, 3 ................ 4
57'58

pitchers’ battle, with five hits tor
the home team and four for Rock
land.
Thomaston
ab r h o a
Lynch, cf ................. 3 110 0
Verge, s .................... 4 0 0 1 3
D. Sawyer, c ........... 4 114 0
Barlow, 1 ............... 3 I 1 14 0
Henry, r ................... 3 0 10 1
Peirpont, r ............. 0 0 0 0 0
Dana, 3 .................... 3 0 111
H. Sawyer, lf .......... 3 0 0 0 0
Jenkins, p ............... 3 0 0 2 6
Kelley, 2 ................... 1 0 0 2 2

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TEL. 24

PRINTING
DEPARTMENT
and effort.

PERSONAL IVORY

Kind to Everything it Toucl.es
4

cakes

23

SWAN SOAP

ICE BOX COOKIES

Chocolate & Vanilla—Educator
Swan wrappers in the specially provided bon for
CARE and a cake of Swan ooes overseas.’

A
A

p’^oz O1C
PKG
X 1

large ooc
CAKES

*7

"Fill layers with whipped cream and freew —
a 6eW?titful summer treat!"

57-61

All prteM subject (e ULNikNt changta and etlrtUvi at all A&P Sell-Service Stores In tlrla area

T uCsday-Thursday-Sat urday

TALK OF THE TOWN

July 17—Annual Outing ot Knox Coun
ty Legion Posts at Oakland Paik.
July 20—"The Gospel Heralds' at First
Baptist Church.
July 21 22—"The Glorified Brat " at
Watts Hall. Thomaston, auspices of
St. Peter’s Church.
July 28—Lawn Party at St James'
Catholic Church. Thomaston
Aug. 3 At the Library. Port Clyde, the
Baptist Circle Mid-Summer Fair.
Aug. 7—Class of 1914 reunion at Cralgnalr Inn. Clark Island at 3 oclock.
Aug. 10- Owl s Head Baptist Church
Fair at Library
Aug 16—Roekland Garden Club Flower
Show al Universalist vestry, after
noon and evenong.
Aug.16—Flower Show
by
Rockland
Garden Club at Universalist Vestry
Aug 18—Warren: Concert at Baptist
Church
I Bept. 7—City Schools open

The Rockland Yacht Club will
hold a clam bake at Broad Cove,
Sunday, July 24, according to Com
modore Horatio Cowan. Departure
for the scene of the affair will be
made from the Yacht Club float at
noon with boat owning members
of the club supplying transporta
tion. Prospective members as well
as members are invited to attend;
all that is required is notification
of steward Richard Dunning at the
club by Wednesday, July 20. Clams,
■ dishes and ice cream Will be sup
plied by the club. Those attend.ng
are to furnish their own sand
wiches, etc.

The stage at Watts Hall, Thom
aston, will offer another chance
to the many people who still have
not seen the production of Charles
Emery’s play "The Glorified Brat,"
which was presented one night
only in Rockland. The dates set
this time are Thursday and Friday,
July 21 and 22 at 8.30 p. m.
Everyone wants to see this play.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cates at
tended the inspection of the Farm
ington Eastern Star at Farmington
Monday night. Their daughter,
Mrs. Marilyn Greenleaf, received
the degree of the order.

The Salvation Army Annual Ap
peal being carried cn through the
month of July has reached the to
tal of $478; 120 individual contribu
tors have responded, 88 being sent
in to the Treasurer, Lendon C.
Jackson at the Knox County Trust
.. Company.

Have your watch repaired by the
most expert craftsmanship, tested
and timed by tne New Scientific
Watchmaster machine at Daniels
Jewelers, 399 Main St, Rockland.
lBtf

BEANO
A NEW AMI BETTER BEANO

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
At 7.30 P. M.

St. Bernard’s Church Hall

Auspices Knights of Columbus
43-tf

In Municipal Court
The cirunken driving cases of
Leland Proctor and Percy Colson
of Rockland have been continued
until next Monday mormng to
wait results of blood tests taken
i for alcohol at the time of their ar
rests. Both pleaded not guilty
when arraigned Tuesday morning.
I
• , • •
Lester Allen, Jr., of Rockland was
found guilty of interfering with an

Mrs Inez Spain is employed lh
the McLoon Sales and Service Dis
play room on Main street.

The Ira J. Shuman property at
the junction of Pleasant and
[Union streets, consisting of two
dwellings, has been sold to Mrs. Mar
garet B.ewer through the Elmer C.
Davis Agency. The new owner
plans extensive repairs in prepar
ing the property for rental, accord
ing to Mr. Davis.

A year round supporter of the
Rockland District Nursing Asso
ciation is Tax Collector Carl O.
' Nelson. He assists hundreds of
persons during the year with mo| tt r lc.ints and other papers. He
[ accepts no gratuities, but grateful
| patrons observe the Nursing Asso
ciation box standing handy by and
plop into it their quarters, to the
everlasting benefit of a worthy
cause.
An interesting event cf the near
future, and one which has made a
big hit in other sections of the
State, will be the donkey baseball
game at Community Park between
the Rockland and Belfast Liens
Clubs. The game will be played
under the lights on the night of
Aug. 1. More fun than a box of
monkeys is premised by Dr Blake
Annis chairman. Proceeds go to
the Community Park fund.

Residents of the West Meadow
road area will be interested in the
arrival yesterday of the official appicval of the newly-installed hyd
rant from the "Bog Quarry" by
the New England Fire Insurance
Rating Association. This will mean
a lower insurance rate for residents
in that section.
Rockland police have arrested
five drunken drivers this month up
to yesterday afternoon; an all-time
high for arrests for that especial
offense.
BORN
Bodman At Knox Hospital July 13,
to Mr and Mrs John Bodman, a son.
Crockett—At Vinal Maternity Home.
July 12, to Mr and Mrs Ralph E
Crockett of Warren, a daughter—Dianne
Ruth.
Winchenbaugh—At Vinal Maternity
Home. July 14, to Mr and Mrs. Basil
R. Winchenbaugh. a son.
Small—At Knox Hospital. July 12. to
Mr. and Mrs Harvey Small (Thelma
Freeman) a daughter—Rhoda Aimee.
Miller—At Orff's Corner. July 8. to
Mr. and Mrs Chester Miller, a daugh
ter—Paula.

CARD OF TlfANKS
I wish to extend my heartfelt thanks
to all my friends and relatives for the
cards, flowers and gifts, and to mem
bers of Mt. Pleasant Grange for the
lovely fruit basket sent me during my
stay at Knox County and Eastern
Ma.ne General Hospitals.
57*lt
Mrs. Helena Mondeu.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our son. Vernard E. McHenan who passed away
July 16 1940 it.id mother, Mrs. Mary
Ednle. who passed away July 16. 1941.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett McHenan and
family.

6M Maia Straa

57*lt

Mail Orders Filled

IN MEMORI IM
In memory of Herbert Seaman, who
passed away July 14, 1941.
Today recalls sad
merles
Of a loved one gone to rest.
And those who think of him today
Are those who loved him best.
* Father. Mother, Sister and Brothers

Rockland Marble
& Granite Works
20 Lindsey St., Tel. 600
ROCKLAND
15-tf

NOTICE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
George W Wood Jr. of Rockland in
tlie County of Knox and State of
Maine, has made application to the
Maine Board of Bar Examiners for
' examination for admission to the Bar
of the State of Maine, at the session
of the Board to be held at Portland.
Maine on Wednesday, August 3. 1949
EDWARD W ATWOOD.
' 57-Th-63
Secretary of the Board.

RUBBER STAMPS
ANY SIZE
On Order at

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES
Licensed Lady Embalmer

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

officer in the performance of his
duty and was fined $10 and costs
of court of $5. Interference was
alleged by police at the time of the
arrest of Percy Colson for drunken
driving.
• • • •
Charles A. Collins of Camden,
who completed a 90 days’ jail sen
tence la$t Saturday, was in the
toils again Tuesday. Pleading not
gu lty on panhandling charges and
intoxication, he was found guilty
and awarded a total of 45 days in
jail.
» • • •
Wolfgang Roth of New York paid
a fine of $10 on charges of speed
ing at the rate of 50 miles per
hour on South Main street.
• • • «
William C. Wilkes of Rockland
was fined $10 on speeding charges
which alleged a speed of 50 miles
per hour.
• • • •
Maynard Nash of Waldoboro
charged with operating a car at 55
miles per hour on New County load,
paid a fine of $10.
• • • •
Wednesday, Walter J. O'Connor
of Portland was released by the
Court on charges of taking a car
which was the property of Mrs.
Dorothy Smith of Rockland with
out the owner s consent The court
ruled that the matter was more
civil than criminal, after hearina
evidence
A total of $900 damage was al
leged in the warrant to the Smith
car which was in an accident cn
the road leading from the Fish
Hatchery in Hope to Route 137. The
incident was investigated by State
Trooper Ray Fcley.
O’Connor pleaded guilty to op
erating a car without a license and
paid a fine cf $10 and costs of
court of $2.70.
A third charge of failing to report
an accident was brought with the
the court noting on the warrant
that the matter was to be brought
to the attention of the Secretary
of State..
• • • •
Elmer Davis, Lubec clam truck
driver, was charged by Coastal
Warden Dobbins with having ille
gal clams in his load to the ex
tent of 26 percent. He paid a fine
of $10 and costs following a guilty
plea.
This morning Dobbins will appear
against Jchn G. Garnet of Steuben
cn short clam charges. Also a
clam trucker. Dobbins alleges that
he had short clams to 34 percent.
• • • •
Leland T. Johnson, Jr., of Stam
ford, Conn., paid a fine of $10 and
costs of $5 on charges of passing a
Stop sign. Johnsen also was fined
$10 and costs on charges of speed
ing at 30 miles per hour on Lime
rcck street.
• • • •
A. C. Pitcher of Belfast was re
leased by the court on charges of
passing a red light in the .city.
• • • •
Rockland pol ce, according to
Chief George Shaw, will bring
charges against Edward Huntley of
Rockland this morning in Munici
pal Court for assault and battery
on Patrolman Lambert last night.
Shaw explains that ^the assault
grew out of an attempt to quiet
an anniversary celebration follow
ing complaint of a Granite street
landlord. With Huntley in the
same instance are Kenneth Wins
low, Robert Powell and Henry
Parson, all of whom are to be
charged with disturbing the peace,
according to Shaw.

Don’t paint a new concrete floor
until it is at least six months old.
It takes several months for con
crete to thoroughly dry. Paint ap
plied before the concrete is “cured"
is very likely to peel off.

Books were so scarce four cen
turies ago that they sometimes
were chained to public book stalls.

to Come may

558 Main Street

Remember

Thomaston Tel. 192
rf

Ambulance Service

Maine manufacturers are going
to have a “week” all their own.
For years. Maine Governors have
been proclaiming
“weeks" and
“days” to celebrate a wide variety
of campaigns, celebrations and ac
tivities.
. Gov. Frederick G. Payne has now
p'raclaimed Maine Products Week
for Aug. 7 to 14.
"Many of our Summer guests
and many of our own residents,”
Gov. Payne’s proclamation said,
"are unfamiliar with the full
scope and wide range of Maine pro
ducts.’’ He urged Maine manufac
turers to exhibit their products
during the special week and recom
mended that "Maine people and
their guests view these outstanding
displays of Maine craftsmanship
and skill.”
Retail merchants also were urged
to arrange window displays of
Maine products, and hotels and
restaurants were asked to feature
"all Maine menus.”

Permanent position. Available
at once for an intelligent woman,
on a part time basis calling from
her home. Selling experience
helplul hut not necessary as we
will train you for this position.
For interview write giving phone
number and background to
CHARLES BRISKET
8 Chapman Arcade, Portland, Me.
57-58

But we will find time to do
vour work—bring in your order.
It will receive careful, prompt
attention.

THE COURIER- GAZETTE
JOB PRINTING DEPT.
R. L. ANDERSEN, Foreman.
22-aw-tf

“Sure! I Knew
You’d Be
Pleased With

Electric
Cookery!”

Maine, will open an office July 18 at the

Of course, this is an old, old story to my custom
ers who have had electric service, but it’s always
“sweet music” to me.

Thorndike Hotel, Room 109
56*58

Thanks a miUion! And if by chance you’re not
cooking electrically, you’re missing one of the most
delightful experiences of your life!
Come in and
let's talk it over ; you'll find you, too, will be thrilled
with my services.

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

ChesterJBrooks
TEL. 98

WARREN,

Knox-Linroln-Waldo Counties
45-tf
◄ look for *

Rock of A(

marker It »

of Age* mor

AUTHORIZIB
91*11*

LIME CO. WHARF,

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

.55
.15
.59
.69
.59
.45

CENTRAL
POWER

ROCKLAND

STEAK

65c

IJt.

THIS WEEK’S OUTSTANDING VALUES!
■

meaty fresh
native

I" W W Li

lb.

GOLDEN
SMOKED

SHOULDERS

lb.

lb. 39c

FRESH
CREAMERY

*b-59c

VITAMIN ENRICHED—HI-C

ORANGE-ADE, ‘SX'cT
—HOMOGENIZED AND STERILIZED

8 oz. bot.

Lettuce Leaf

Chocoloto

Chiffon Pie
1.. only 5c a portion!
THE SECRET? It's Velvet Blended
wit’ Carnation to Save Cream
Ask for Free Recipe

#r coomm

..nt UKIKtl
MADE WITH

HORMELS

AINE
'OMPAN Y

Salad Oil,

26c

Underwood’s Deviled

tin 19c

Ham,

Sliced in Syrup

3 Tins

Peaches,

.39c

2 tins 49c

qlsiztfer

Nestle’s Bits, pkg.
Choc. Pudding, pkg.
Flag Dog Food 3 tins
Fruit Cocktail, tin

23c
5c
25c
33c

Beardley’s—Lb. Jar

HAMS,

INQUIRE

Keith Goldsmith, Economy Clothes Shop
TEL. 1107
55-57

ROCKLAND. ME.

VEAL LEGS, whole or rump half . . .
VEAL CHOPS..............................................
BONELESS VEAL, roast or stew . . .
LARGE NATIVE FOWL, 6
lb. ave.
CHUCK ROAST .........................................
BONELESS CHUCK. POT ROAST . .
CORNED BEEF. lean, boneless...........
RUMP STEAK ............................................
SIRLOIN STEAK......................................
BONELESS SIRLOIN STEAK.............
TOP ROUND STEAK ..............................

. . . .
. ...
. ...
. ...
. . . .
. . . .
. ...
. . . .
. . . .
. ...
. . . .

lb..
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

tin $2.29

Jell-O,
3 pkgs. 23c
Salad Dressing, pt. 27c
Foss Vanilla 2 oz bot 35c
Pie Crust Mix, pkg. 15c
Red Oak

2 lbs. 79c

HORMEL SPAM .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 12 oz. tin 43c
PRUDENCE CORNED BEEF HASH.. .. .. .. tin 35c

SMAU'S—MEATS
j

OFFICES FOR RENT
ROCKLAND, ME.,

Western Sirloin
Cut irom Graded Beef

Peanut Butter, 34c Coffee,

UPPER PARK STREET.

435 MAIN ST.,

bvMn?* Inc. 1940

Kilowatt?
Your Electric Servant

FEYLERS
TEL. 1190,

Adwtfwn

Your taste will tell you that there’s an important
Extra Value in th,e Meats you get at The Perry
Markets—Try it and see—

BUTTER,

Direct from the Fishermen.

ment, your choice is not
only for your lifetime, but
for generations to come. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each is
backed by a signed guarantee to
you, your heirs, or your descendants.

C«p»

SMOKED BEEF TONGUES, Armours,

It's very gratifying to hear that so many of my
New customers are pleased with cooking electrically.
Many say “food tastes better,” "the economy cook
er brings out food flavors,’’ “it’s so fast,’’ “perfect
baking results,” etc.

Practicing Physician for five years at Waldoboro,

n choosing a family monu*

It’s QUALITY

As Busy as
Cupid in Springtime
are the wheels of our new
Automatic Printing Press

HAMBURG STEAK, Freshly Ground.. .. .. .. lb. 55c
CHUCK ROAST, Lean, Economical.. .. .. .. lb. 49c

HARRY ANALIS, M. D.

LOBSTERS-ANY SIZE
35
c
POUND
HALIBUT

V oar Taste Will Tell.

All Kinds of Fresh Fish Landed Daily—

I

Ambulance Service

WANTED

Gov. Payne, Proclaiming It,
Urges Restaurants To
Feature All-Maine
Menus

«•

Read The Courier-Gazette

ANNOUNCEMENT

PHONE 701

TELS. 390—1174-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Rev. Cyril A. Palmer

Rev. Cyril A. Palmer, graduate of
Pasadena College. Pasadena, Calif.,
will succeed Rev. Ralph S. Phillips
as pastor of the local Church of the
Nazarene, Maverick square. Rev.
Phillips has taken the pastorate of
the Church of the Nazarene at
Eliot.
Mr. Palmer is a graduate of Skow
hegan High School and received his
college education at Olivet Nazarene
College Kankakee, Ill., for two
years followed by a year's study at
Trevecca Nazarene College, Nash
ville. Tenn. He received his degree
in Bachelor of Theology from
Pasadena College.
He has had experience in serv
ing as student pastor at Dunkirk,
Ind., Oneonta, Ala., and Crestline,
Calif. Mr. Palmer was director of
the.religious work for the County
Workhouse in Nashville while a
student at Trevecca College.
Mrs. Palmer was graduated from
Henry Clay High School, Lexing
ton, Ky., and also attended Tretecca Nazarene College.
Both Rev. and Mrs. Palmer are
greatly interested in Sunday School
work, knowing its value to the
community, and the church is look
ing forward to a prosperous year
in all of its departments.

NATIONAL FARM
The owners of the Colonial Crafts
Rug Company of Waldoboro, an
SAFETY WEEK
nounced this week that experienced
rug braiders in this county are be
JULY 24-30,1949 ~
ing interviewed and samples of
their work examined in an effort
to secure 175 qualified braiders and
sewers.
For some years the Waldoboro
firm has furnished hand-made
braided rugs to retail outlets
T />
throughout the nation and are now
expanding the number of workers.
It is the plan of the rug com
pany to open a shop in Bar Har
bor where 30 employes would dis
tribute the materials and patterns
to the braiders. The shop would
then gather the finished rugs
from the home of the braiders in
the county.
According to Harold C. Dodge of
Bar Harbor, chairman of New In
dustries Committee of the Bar
Harbor Chamber of Commerce, ap
proximately 100 braiders have al
ready been contacted and that
M
there seems little doubt of secur
ing the required 175. Dodge said
u
that Colonial Crafts Rug Com
pany will provide the necessarji
u, * • ' » ’»
training.
Because the major part cf the
*DiDNT PAOOV tMAftM
TO Kit* AWAY FftOM THt BAltft?"
work is done at home it is of no
consequence where
the worker
lives. The materials will be brought
NADONA1 SAFfTir COUNCIL
to the worker and the completed
rug or braid will be picked up and
paid for.
To paint a straight line on fur
To raise the height of flowers if
Those interested in this work
should contact Harold C. Dodge of niture or woodwork, put two strips container is tall, use macaroni, put
Bar Harbor.—Ellsworth American. of masking tape ibuy it where you ting each stem in a piece of maca
buy your paint) on the wood, leav roni to make it the correct height.
The word ‘‘Bible’’ derives from ing blank the space you wish to
Byblos, the name of a city which
Make a belt hanger out of an or
exported papyrus in ancient times. paint. Then paint the line—you’ll
smear on the tape instead of the dinary wooden coat hanger, by
wood. When paint dries, remove screwing cup hooks into the hanger
bar all the way prro«s.
tape.

Maine Products Week TELEPHONE SOLICITOR

NATIVE
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
PENOBSCOT BAY HADDOCK .... .. .. .. .
ST. JOHN SALMON .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
SWORD FISH .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
SCALLOPS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
TUNA FISH .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

BURPEE
Funeral Home

Maine canners and the Agricul
tural Extension Service o^the Uni
versity of Maine have agreed to set
up a State of Maine 5-ton Corn
Club
this
season,
announces
Joseph C. Hickey. Extension can
ning crops and vegetable specialist
Purpose of the club is to stimulate
greater interest and better practices
in producing the high yielding, high
quality canning and freezing sweet
corn.
Hickey cooperated with the raw
products committee of the Maine
Canners’ Association in working cut
the plans for the 5-Ton Coni Club.
Committee members are George
Morrill of Burnham and Morrill
Company, Portland Donald Reed
cf H. C. Baxter Company, Hart
land; Clarence Harmon of H.L.
Forhan Company, Gorham; Clinton
Davis, Jr., cf Portland Packing
Company and Fred Pratt of J. W.
Piatt Company, Farmington
The State is being divided into
three areas for purposes of the con
test. The western section includes
Androscoggin, Cumberland, Frank
lin, Oxford and York counties; the
central area includes Knox, Lin
coln, Somerset, Kennebec and Saga
dahoc Counties; the north central
division includes Hancock. Penob
scot, Piscataquis and Waldo coun
ties.
The Maine Canners' Association
will give cash prizes cf $25 for first
and $10 for second to the highest
corn producers in each area. The
fields will be measured to deter
mine accurately the highest yield
per acre. All 5-ton producers will
receive certificates of merit, with
special certificates going to the ten
highest producers in each area. The
president of the Maine Canners’ As
sociation and Hickey will sign them
Every grower of at least one acre
of canning corn is eligible fcr mem
bership in the club, explains Hickey.
Awards will be made to the Spring
of 1950 after the production records
have been summarized. The club
should provide much valuable in
formation on corn production, giv
ing growers a real chance to see hew
their neighbors get top yields year
after year. Further information is
available from local canning fac
tories, county agents or Hickey.

Farm Cropper*—1949

Colonial Company Of Waldo
boro Extends Work To
Hancock County

Maine Canners Are Much In
terested—Knox County
In Central Area

ALIVE OR BOILED

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
I-tf

Contacts Rugmakers

A New Pastor

Five-Ton Corn Club

That Generations

Rockland Tel. 810
22 Knox Street
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.,39
.49
.59
.39
.42
.59
.45
.89
.59
.79
.75
57*lt

LUX FLAKES
Large Pkg., 29c

Large Pkg., 29c

SILVER DUST
30c

2 Med. Cakes, 17c

Large Pkg.,

SWAN SOAP

SPRY

LUX SOAP
2 Bath Cakes,

RINSO

23c

1 lb. tin 33c, 3 lb. tin 91 c

WHERE GOOD FOODS GET TOGETHER

The Perry Markets^

9
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Miss Helen Sukeforth went WedJiet'ay to Boston to join her father,
/"vt c >eforth, and attend the
<i_
They went to New
fork for ' .’ week-end games and
lew home ounday. Mr. Sukeforth
will remain in town for a few days.
Mrs B C. Reed of Portland was
guest Tuesday of Mrs. W. G. Labe.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Nadeau
of Rockland were visitors in town
Monday.
Stanley Reed '* Portland is on
vacation at the home of his brother,
Francis Reed, Slaigo.
Mrs. Jessi Achorn is boarding
at the home of Irs. Alma Lamont.
Mr. r Mrs. Charles Rowe, Jr.,
were guests at the home of Charles
Rowe. Sr., over the week-end.
George Bur s of Ledgard, Conn .
Is visiting hi
Mrs Fannie
Burns. Benner Hill.
Miss Jane Rider of Portland is
guest of ’ er j ents, Mr and Mrs.
Harold R.d<
Mr. and Mrs. Neil G.lchrest of
Springfield, Mass., passed a few days
recently with Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Hilton ’
Mrs. Edward Connor cf Winches
ter .Mass., is visiting relatives intown. She was joined over the
week-end by Mr. Connor and son
Richard.
Mrs. Howard A Marple and
daughter passed the week-end with
friends in Ro'hport.

MEDOMAK
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Simmons of
Friendship were visitors Sunday at
Verg Prior’s.
Howard Kimball and friend of
Dorchester, Mass., spent the week
end with his sister, Mrs. Anthony
Ziccadelll.
Mrs. Margaret Thompson has ar
rived at her cottage on Long Island
for the Summer.
Miss Alice Osier returned home
Thursday from Bangor where she
visited Mrs. William Weatherbee.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Simmohs of
Muscongus were recent guests at
Frank CollamOte's.
Mr. and Mrs. William Kimball of
Saco visited the past week with
Mrs. Kimball’s mother, Mrs. Mar
tha Prior.
Mrs. Burton Carter and daughter
Jeanette went Wednesday to Vinal
haven to visit relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Quimby and
son Walter of Lowell, Mass., were
visitors the past week at the home
of Fred Keene, Jr. Mrs. Keene had
as callers Saturday, R. W. Nichols
of Wiscasset and Mr. and Mrs.
Scott Nichols and children of HanO' "* Mass.
.
and *.'rs. John K -»r have
arrived at their cott.
lor the
Summer.
-04 Mrs. Burton Teele of
were in town on a day’s
t.
-tly.

leag

rates led the National
a 1948 atte-dance.

Sellf us the
‘'last

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

7O%”

It’s a fact — 90% of all

tire troubles happen in
the last 10% of tire life.
Get rid of old, smooth,

dangerous tires now. Re

CUSHING

Mrs. Lana Killeran entertained
her Sunday School class recently.
Miss Susan Brimmer of New Lon
don, Conn., is guest of her grand
mother, Mrs. Susan Bannon.
Mrs. William Bitters has re
turned to Sarasota, Fla., after
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Cla
rence Wales. Enroute she visited
friends in New York.
Miss Mina Woodcock is at the
Dennison Nursing Home. Waldo
boro. She was at the Miles Memo
rial Hospital, Damariscotta, for
several weeks. She is said to be
improving.
A son born Wednesday to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Fales, has been
named John Richard; weight, 8
pounds, 12 ounces.
Mrs. Winfield Richards of Cam
den had a severe heart attack last
week at her Summer home but is
recovering.
Mrs, Gunnerson and children
were in Rockland Monday on busi
ness.
Tire road at Hathorne's Point
has been resurfaced and is to be
tarred this week.
The family of the late Dr. Henry
Elliott is at their cottage for the
Summer.
The Melgrad family of Hartford,
Conn., are at the Rockwell cottage
for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Broughton of
New York are at their Summer
home.
Mrs. Marie Vannah of Walling
ford, Conn , has been in town for a
few days.
Union Church has been redeco
rated and painted.
Susan Bannon went Wednesday
to Bristol to attend the funeral of
her aunt. Harriet Foster.
Vivian Miller and Bertha Orne
have employment at General Sea
foods, Rockland.
Miss Ruth Jones recently visited
her parents in New Hampshire.
Newton Street of Woodbridge.
Conn, is in town, preparing his
property for his family, who are to
arrive this week.
Prof, and Mrs. Karl Woodcock
of Lewiston are at their cottage for
their annual vacation.
Mrs. Madeline Spear is attending
her mother who is ill. at her Sum
mer home, Hathorne's PoTht
Rev. and Mrs. Orrin Cocks of
Pensylvania are at their Summer
home for the season.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Fulton Fergu
son of Woodbridge, Conn., who
were in town 10 days, will return
home Tuesday.

Largest Pipe Line

WARREN

Will Be Opened Tomorrow
Furnishing Oil For a
Shell Refinery

« «««
AlJNA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
ft ft ftft
Tel 48

A daughter, Dianne Ruth, was
born Tuesday at the Vinal Mater
nity Home, Rockland, to Mr. and
Mrs, Emerson Crockett (Agnes
Wiley).
Tentative plans for an early Fall
fair were made Monday at Mystic
Rebekah Lodge. Committee is.
Miss Athleen Robinson, Mrs. Kath
ryn Jameson. Mrs. Adelle Stanford,
Mrs. Edna Moore, and Mrs. Lillian
Simmons.
Chairmen are, Mrs.
Edith Wotton, fancy work; Mrs.
Thelma Farris, candy; Mrs. Alice1
Buck, grabs; Mrs. Leona Goodwin,
miscellaneous; Mrs. Gertrude Hahn
aprons and Mrs. Ruth Philbrook,
and Mrs. Anna Starrett, co-chair
men of rummage. Each chairman
w il appoint her committee. Miss
Mary L. Coffin was initiated. A
field day for LOOP and Rebekah
Lodges of Districts 15 and 16. will
be held at Round Pond, July 24,
with sports events planned.
Miss Lucy Teague of Cranford, N
J„ who has been on a vacation trip
at Hoel Pond, Saranac Lake region
of New York State, has arrived
home to pass the remainder of the
Summer with her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin C. Teague, and aunt.
Miss Bertha D. Teague.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Caldrice of
Philadelphia and Rockville, Conn.,
respectively, passing a vacation in
this section, visited friends in this
town Monday.
Passing a few days at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin C. Teague,
while on a fishing trip in this
town and vicinity are Joseph
Teague and grandsons, Robert and
Donald Teague, of North Wey
mouth, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Sewall Vaughan
and sons, Robert and Sewall, Jr.,
of Whitman, Mass., are passing
this week with Mr, Vaughan's sis
ter. Mrs. Anna Starrett.
Miss Irma Barton, telephone op
erator at the local exchange, is on
a week's vacation at her home in
Camden.
Mrs. Verna Wiley is a surgical
patient at Thayer Hospital. Water
ville.
The Fireside Class will meet at
6.15 p m. sharp. Friday night at
the Baptist parsonagefi for the
Arizona's copper mines are monthly meeting.
Fred Perkins. Jr., will supply Sun.
among the greatest in the world.
day morning at the Congregational
Church, as planned, during the
PUT MORE OPPORTUNITY
month of July.
IN YOUR FUTURE
Sermon topics Sunday at the
Baptist Church will be: At 10 a. m„
‘Power of the Name” and at 7 p. m.
•The Battle of Ai.”
The quarterly parish meeting of
the Congregational Church will fol
low the public supper tenight.
Gov. and Mrs. Frederick Payne
were recent callers at the home of
Mrs. Jane Andrews.
, PUT $2.50 A WEEK
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest G. Starrett
tn Series E Savings Bonds through The Payroll Savings
and son. Douglass Starrett, Mrs.
Plan. IN 10 YEARS YOU WILL
Susie Oxton, and Mrs. Gertrude
OWN SAVINGS BONDS WORTH Starrett attended the funeral Sat
$1,725 MATURITY VALUE.
urday for Miss Addie Lermond, at
Thomaston.
Recent callers on Mr. an Mrs.
Hamlin Bowes, and Mrs. Inez Hills
were Mrs. Hattie Benner of Wal
doboro, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Benner
of Whitinsville, Mrs. Alice McIntyre
of Malden, Mass., and Miss Jean
nette Stahl cf Waldoboro.
Herman Ramo of New York City
will show a benefit Finnish movie
at Glover Hall, Sunday ngiht at 8—
a musical show.
A citizens meeting will be called
for 730 Thursday night, at Town
Hall, to consider the problem of
the public dump, now located off
route 90. This is not a special town,
meeting, but a session to talk over
suggestions to take care of the mat
ter. The dump will be outlawed
some time in August, when legis
lation of the past season, comes into
effect, that a certain amount of
footage about dumps, be bull-dozed
as a fire stop. The town does not
own such footage for a stop.
Wedded Twenty-Five Years
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph B. Crockett,
who observe their silver wedding
anniversary today, were feted Mon
day at an anniversary party given
at the home of 'their son-in-law
and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Stimpson, Jr.
They received gifts of silver and
a purse of money. The anniversary
cake was made by Mrs. Guy Stimp
son, and house decorations were
garden flowers. Refreshments were
served.
,
Among the out-of-town guests
were Mrs. Lottie Crockett of Rock-

A 1000-mile flow of crude oil
from New Mexico to Shell Oil's re
finery at Wood River, Illinois,
through the largest privately-con
structed pipe line ever built in
America, will be officially recog
nized with the turning of a valve
at 4 p. m„ tomorrow. In a brief
ceremony, Illinois State Represen
tative Leland Kennedy will open
the gate valve which permits the
first barrel of crude from the line
to flow into the refinery's new tank
farm.
Officially designated as the Basin
and Ozark Pipe Line Systems, the
recently completed underground
carrier was hailed by Mr. Kennedy
as 'an important step toward more
efficient utilization of our natural
resources.” According' to H. D.
Dale, refinery manager, the 20 to
24 inch diameter line will help
insure continuous and adequate pe
troleum supplies for the increasing
number of homes and automobiles,
as well as the expanding industrial
activities of the Midwest,
'Increased demand for petroleum
products since the war,” said Dale,
"stimulated the discovery and de
velopment of new crude oil re
serves in West Texas and New
Mexico. Transportation facilities
of unprecedented capacity were
then needed to move huge quanti
ties of oil from the Southwest to
the growing Midwest markets. The
Basin and Ozark Pipe Line Sys
tems are the result." He pointed
out that the lines were financed
and built by private companies
w.thout government subsidies of
any kind.
Among the distinguished guests
present at the valve-opening cere
mony will be the mayors of Wood
River. Hartford. Alton, East Alton,
and Edwardsville, Ill. Operation of
the line will be explained in a talk
by H. H. Anderson, vice president
of Shell Pipe Line Corporation,
which Ls part owner of both the
Basin and Ozark Systems, and op
erator of the Ozark system.

port. Mr. and Mrs. John Lane, Sr.,
and daughters Misses Marjorie and
Marion Lane, and Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Lermond and daughter,
Norma of West Rockport. Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Hastings, and Mrs.
Ernest Hastings of South Hope;
Mrs. William Ring and Charles
Ring of South China, Mr. and Mrs.
Harvell Ring and daughter Pris
cilla of Thomaston, ami Mrs. Fos
ter Fales of Pleasant Point, Cush
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Crockett were mar
ried at the Congregational parson
age in this town, July 12, 1924, by
Rev. Charles D. Paul, and since
have made their home here.
Mrs. Crockett, the only daughter
of Charles Ring, and the late Mrs.
Ethel Ring, is president of the E.
A. Starrett Auxiliary. SUV., and a
member of the P.T.A.
Both she
and her husband are affiliated with
White Oak Grange, North Warren,
and the former is a member of
Knox Pomona Grange She taught
m schools here before her marriage.
Mr. Crockett .a veteran of World
War I. saw a year of service in
France at the time. He is the son
of Mrs. Lottie Crockett, and the
late Adelbert Crockett, and is em
ployed by the General Seafoods
Corp., in Rockland.
Besides the daughter .they have
two sons, Harvell and Emerson,
both of this town, and three grand
children.
Call 82-23 lor Sheldon’s Taxi—
adv.
52tf
TUNA RODS
REELS
GEAR
V. S. Coast and Harbor Charts
“Everything Marine"
Wholesale
Retail
MARINE SERVICE. INC.
Boothbay Harbor, Me..
Tel. 464
57-69

Goodyears I

TO LET
TO Let to properly accredited couple
a three-room Furnished Apartment
until Sept. 10 Apply to MRS FROST.
8 Summer St
Tel 1406_________ 57 58

SMALL Furnished Apartment. Adults.
Apply In person at 11 James St. be
tween 5 and 6 o'clock
56tf
IN Camden, an Apartment to let.
nice condition. TEL. 2672 .
56 57
TWO Furnished Rooms to let; bath;
references required; 30 JEFFERSON
ST., City___________________________ 56-58

THREE ROOM Apart, to let. on main
road in Cushing, near church, store
and school. Attractive home for elderly
couple or newlyweds. A. A. WOOD
BURY, Thomaston.________________ 56-58
NEW 3 room cottage to let furnished,
hot and cold water, bathroom, gas.
electricity, private adjoining beach,
excellent view; available after July 17.
Write or phone EDGAR JOHNSON.
Pleasant Point, Me Tel. Thomaston
188-11______________________________ 56-61
IN Clark Island, furnished cabin to
let; electric lights, two adults onlv.
MR. and MRS M JONES. Clark Lsland
____________________________________ 56 58
DESIRABLE Front Room, centrally
located. References required; 36 MA
SONIS ST Tel. 1177 M____________ 56-57
COTTAGE at Spruce Head Island, to
let; 2 bedrooms, living room and kit
chen combined. TEL 223-R.
55-57
TWO ROOM and one room Apart
ment to let at 67 Talbot Avenue. TEL
966-M______________________________ 55-57
SIX ROOM Cottage to let at. Ingra
ham Hill, modern conveniences. RILEY
STROUT. Box 893, Rockland.
53tf
UNFURNISHED 3 room Apartment
with bath, to let TEL. 402.
52tf
KITCHENETTE Apartment with bath
to let.
Apply BICKNELL'S HARD
WARE.______________________________ 51tf
TWO- or three-room furnished apart
ments to let. Heated and hot water.
Tel. 966 or call at 67 Talbot Ave., JOHN
THURAU. Rockland.
47-tf

ROOMS
per

WEEK
DOUBLES—$8.00
Best Room Value in Rockland
WINDSOR HOUSE
12 Myrtle St.,
Rockland
Tel. 670

41-tf

Return-address Y.our
Packages Quickly,

Legibly and Correctly

INSTRUCTION, male. Grab this op
portunity.
Auto Body-Fender Repair
Shops are busy; pay high wages.
Trained men are needed; have your
own shop when experienced. Reliable
school offers practical training in few
hours weekly.
Write AUTO-CRAFTS
TRAINING, care The Courier-Gazette
56*57

RUBBER STAMP

BUYERS WAITING

On Order at

$2 DOWN

I have two buyers waiting,
eager to buy dairy farms. These
are spot sales. Phone me at
once. I have a buyer who wants
to get into the lobster business.

$1.25 WEEKLY

EXTRA SPECIAL VALUE

tires deserve new tubes.

Lifeguards make blowout3

Robarts Tree
and Landscape Service

harmless.

TEL. CAMDEN 785
50-tf

THE COURIER-GAZETTE)
49-aw-tf I

ONLY

NOTICE TO POULTRYMEN

buys a new
Goodyear^

There Will Be a Demonstration of the

DeLuxe Tire
(b.qoxidj/;

NEW AUTOMATIC POULTRY FEEDER

I

Friday and Saturday, July 15-16

(Exclusive)

A28-339—Seven rooms, Cape
Cod style; U. S. No. 1, Rockport.
Good condition, modern, bath, 3
rooms all new; 2 poultry build
ings, 1-car garage. $4500. Ideal
location for gift shop or the like.

AT THE

BITLER
CAR A’HOMEWPET
4.70 MAIN STREET. ;TEL/67I
ROCKLAND. MAINE
1IBB SERVICE HEADQUARTER®

NEWCASTLE GRAIN COMPANY
WALDOBORO, MAINE,

HERE'S WHAT IS COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
serted once for 50 cents, two times for 75 cents. Additional
lines 10 cents each for one time; 20 cents for two times. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called I. e. advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaxette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

1937 2-door Chevrolet for sale with
radio and heater. TEL 919 R
57 59

VARIOUS City Lots for sale, at less
than city valuation. TEL. 520-M
57-59

FOR SAALE
Cottages
No. 1 A 3-bedroom cottage with an
ocean front and about four acres of
land; priced to sell quickly $3500
r
No. 2 A 3 bedroom cottage of rare
charm, right in the bay
$4000
No 3 A 4 bedroom Cottage, borders
Rockland harbor. $3500
No. 4 A 5-bedroom Cottage, fireplace
full bath. $2800
No. 5. Lake front Cottage,
only
$2500
Farms
No 6 An estimated 36 acres Lind
with nicely constructed building. $5500
No 7. A 100-acre Farm, buildings In
fair condition
Price $5500
No 8. An estimated 4-acre Farm,
buildings In nice condition.
Owner
says $8000. but wants offer.
No 9. An estimated 30-acre Farm,
with about 1000 feet on No. 1 Highway
Very nice home with 2 baths $13,000
No 10 An estimated 70-acre Farm
beautiful view.
Nice home . Price
$14,000
No. 11. An estlated 70 acres. 9 room
house, hardwood floors, furnace heat.
$8000
Homes
No 12 A 2 family House has 2
baths, separate hot air furnaces. Price
$6500
No. 13. A 3-apartment House, cen
tral location.
Price $7000.
Ask to
see it and make your offer
No. 14 A beautiful Home In the very
best condition
Has hot water heat,
with oil burner
Price $15,000
No 15. A 6-room House. South-End
location. $3500
No 16. A 2 family Home. South End
location. $3000
No. 17. A beautifully arranged Home
for a small family. Very modern $8000
No. 18 A 2 family House.
always
rented. In good condition. Price $6500
No. 19 Small Hotel,
doing
nice
business
P.lce $16,500
No 20. A guest Home of 20 rooms.
16 letting rooms the price $35,000
No. 21
A 9 room House with about
2 acres land $6500
No. 22 The so-called Shaw property
located Park St.: Rockland, suitable
for a home and business. Why not in
spect this property. Price $10,000
No 23 Here Is your dream Home,
with 4 bedrooms. 2 baths, hot water
heat
Ask for Inspection Pr.ice $18 000
No 24. A 6 room House, in very good
condition.
Price is $6500
No. 25 A large. Home, beautiful sur
roundings.
Very exclusive
Probably
would cost today to build $100,000 It's
yours for $15,000 Tills is a steal price
Immediate possession can be had
The above listings we hope will please
you enough to Inspect any that are in
the range price you wish to invest
Any way we have a lot more to se
lect from
FREEMAN S. YOUNG.
Tel 730 163 Main St.. Rockland. Me
________57 It

Price

ONE Pipe Furnace for sale

TEI, 323.

1940 STUDEBAKER (6 cylinder) Club
Coupe, radio and heater Good condi
tion throughout.. $445 LONG'S AUTO
SALES. Tel 15O3F
57-58
1948 MODEL Easy Spin D yer Wash
ing Machine for sale Sofa. bed. club
chair. Governor Winthrop desk, all
priced for quick sale. TEL. 523.
57-58
LIVING Room Set. 3-piece mohair
for sale. ANTON MICHELSON. RED
2. Union. 3 miles from East Union to
Hope road.
57*it,

WANTED
YOUNG Man 19-25 wanted to assist
manager on extensive trip to California
for Winter months and return. Ex
celfent earnings with Immediate draw
ing account, and 49 auto transporta
tion. furnished.
No experience re
quired. but must be neat appearing,
aggressive, competent driver and able
to leave Rockland July 17 See BURCH
BAKER Thorndike Hotel. 7 9 p m
only. No phone calls.
57*lt
CAPABLE Girl or Woman wanted to
assist with general housework; to live
In. may have one or two members of
family live with her Tel 1259 J MRS
DAVIS. 115 Main St.. City
57 59
KITCHEN Man wanted, six days a
week at NADEAU'S RESTAURANT. 295
Main St. Tel. 123.
57tf
SMALL Male Dog. wanted; one year
or so old; Fox Terrier breed preferred
WALTER ANDERSON. Friendship
57*59
SALESLADY wanted, steady job. ref
erences required. GONIA'S. 467 Main
St.. City. Tel. 710.
56-tf

TELEPHONE 46

PARK & POLLARD FEEDS

I WILL BUY
1st and 2d Mortgages
On Real Estate

"UNCLE BEN"
12 Myrtle St., Rockland, Me.
Tel. 670

with a

WEST FARM AGENCY,
INC.
Charles E. King, Rep.

HOSMER POND ROAD
PH0NZ 8537. CAMDEN

l-tf

WORKINGMAN’S
HOME
Small 4-Room House
$500.00
If you are handy with a paint brush
and hammer and can visualize how
this house will look when decorated—
Nice opportunity to put a roof over
your head and take the landlord off
your payroll.
"UNCLE BEN"
13 Mvrtle St Tel. 670 Rockland. Me
______________
56 58

FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

MISCELLANEOUS

Why be bothered with these
pests? We ran Mosquito-Proof
your place by MIST SPRAYING.
Cheap, Clean and Efficient.
Free Estimates

And remember — new

Mrs. Amandi Tammi returned
Monday from Fitchburg, Mass.,
where she visited friends for two
weeks and attended the Finnish
Festival.
Mrs Lizzie Hawes, Mrs. Carrie
French, son Hartley and George
Hawes are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Jameson at their friendship
cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. George Rounds,
who have been guests of Mrs. Vanda
Wentworth, left Monday on return
to California.
Heath Austin of Bradford. Mass.,
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Paul Har
riman.
Miss Harriett Glidden of West
Boylston, Mass., is visitng her sister,
Mrs. Lela Haskell.
Mrs. Percy Marks and daughter
Eleanor of Bath are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. George Cameron.
Mrs. Madeline Martin of Hamp
den has been guest of her cousin,
Mrs Inez Butler the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Elton Rich of Mon
roe, are in Colorado for two weeks,
while their children Penelope and
Paul are guests of their grandpar
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Butler.
Mrs. Carl Halldren and grand
daughter!, Carol Guston of Dor
chester, with friends will arrive
Saturday to spend a month at the
Fuller cottage, Sennebec Pond
M^s Nina Fuller, accompanied
by Miss Agnes Creighton and Mrs.
Mary Wallace, were in Portland
Friday, luncheon guests of Mrs.
John Skillin. They also called on
Rev. and Mrs. Ernest Doughty in
South Portland.

____________

MOSQUITOES

you tire troubles on new

«« « «
MRS CHARLOTTE HA WEB
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Telephone 2-21

$z:
VJ

ADS
CLASSIFIED
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE

USE OUR

UNION

ONE Furnished Apartment to let. V
COOK wanted, middle aged ladv. for
F STUDLEY
Tel 8060 .
2fitf plain
cooking
MEDOMAK
FARM
North
Waldoboro.
56*58
ROOMS. Board by day or week;
WEBBER'S INN. Tel. 340-3, ThomasUTOPIA FOR SALESMEN
_________________________________ 2tf
I have the opportunity to hire one
Man of clean, neat appearance with
car to sell The Greatest Invention
Since Radio as stated by Invention
magazine. You can easily earn from
SOMETHING new starts July 15. 1949. one to two hundred dollars per week.
E NOONAN.
Your watch repaired FREE if you come Write me for Interview
55-58
.in at the right time. Come In and find Box 636, Rockland. Me.
out how we do It. Lower prices at
497 MAIN ST.. City.
57*53

duce the risk of blowouts,

punetv-es, skids. Trade in

FOR SALE

40-tf
PIANOS and House Organs Tuned
$4.00. Pipe Organs tuned. $50. JOHN
HHUBBS. 69 Park St. Tel. 199-M. 57‘62
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102 Union
St. Grove St. entrance.
Tel. 94-W
EVA AMES
____________________ 56*61
ANTIQUES, Glass. China, Furniture
old Paintings, etc., wanted
CARL E
FREEMAN. Glen Cove. Tel. Rockland
103________
8tf
BICYCLES and Tricycles repaired and
painted like new RAY'S CRAFT SHOP.
14 Prescott St.. City.
54»Th 62

INCLUDE

SIX-ROOM Cottage at Cooper’s
Beach, for sale; fireplace, lights, water.
7 min. from town. TEL 178-R or call
at 55 Masonic St.. CTTy.
57-59
EASTMAN Cine-Kodak Eight, model
20 with tripod, excellent condition.
practically new one room Coleman Oil
Heater. Kalamazoo Kitchen Range,
coal or oil
Used three years, halflength Mirror. Down Puff. Crib. Tux
edo. size 38. cheap. Sl&te Blackboard.
Wardrobe Trunk; 6 Elliot St.. Thomas
too TEL 61
57 59

In Your Spring Housecleaning
Program

UNITED HOME
SUPPLY CO.

579 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 939
Where Willow St and Rankin
St Meet
Painters’ Business Solicited
37-tf

!
!
j

|
I
!

1
i

1936 BEACH WAGON for sale. $150
Good condition. PEASE GARAGE. Glea j
son St.. Thomaston.
57*59 |
HAY. 3 pastures for sale, cut and
carry. E D HYDE. Old Morse Farm.
Searsmont. Me.
58*lt
REAL ESTATE SPECIAL
At Clark Island (on mainland) the
always desired "Wright Farm" ls now
for sale. Situated on an elevation,
with water to water view, thia fine
eight-room dwelling and barn, with
about 135 acres and good amount of
standing maple and birch, ls a "back
to nature" opportunity for the city
dweller
Taxed low and priced at
$4000
FRANK A WHEELER. General In
surance. Real Estate Brokerage. 21 No.
Main St. Tel. 830
57-It
THREE-fllECE OVer-«tuffed Living '
Room Set for sale Priced for quick !
sale. TEL. 757-W.
57*58 •
ODD Tables for sale: also other mis- |
cellaneous articles; 55 MASONIC ST.,
f’;tv
57-11 ,
YEAR ROUND Cottage for sale; 7
rooms, completely furnished, double
sized lot. lake shore. Hosmer Pond. .
Camden.
PAUL McFARLAND.
Tel. 1
Camden 8260.
57-59
WHITE Enamel Ice Refrigerator,
small size, excellent condition. TEL
42-M
57*58
OLDSMOBILE.
5 passenger Coupe.
1941) for sale; good rubber, one o /ner
MRS A. S. LOVE. Tenant's Harbor.
Tel. 23________________ 57 59
~ BICYCLES- 1 boy's. 1 girl's. 26-inch
wheels, balloon tires, little used, ex
cellently maintained; 10 Masonic St.
57*58
REAL ESTATE
Six rooms, bath, furnace, cemented
basement
Mostly furnished and in
good location. $3600
Four Rooms, bath, garage. Route
One location. $2750.
Seven rooms, complete bath, new
heating plant.
Cemented basement,
slate roof, near central location and
In good repair. $5800.
Attractive
country
home of
7
rooms, modern
kitchen and bath.
H W heat, cemented basement, shade
trees, 4 acres of land. $8000
Attractive Country
Home of
5
rooms, hardtop road, near Thomaston.
$1750.
57 58
80-acre Farm on hardtop road, would
make good setup for poultry and blue
berries. $4500.
Oceanfront Cottage, furnished. 5
rooms, fieldstone fireplace, Phllgas.
sunroom overlooking ocean, bold shore,
surf, garden spot and about 4 acres
of woodland. Secluded location near
Owls Head
Cottage and furnishings
in good repair. $3700
Several other cottages and vacant
shore land.
Most offerings are at reduced prices
and from willing sellers.
Delaying
your purchase could be a mistake.
F. H WOOD.
Court House,
Rockland
57 -It
THE BIRD BLOCK
One of the best brick buildings in
this section—3 floors plus basement—
two elevators—28 000 square feet of
space Would like contacts with Inter
ested persons regarding Its sale or pos
sible lease.
Keys at my office
F H. WOOD.
Court House,
Rockland
57 58
LARGE Hay Rack on heavy one
horse wagon wheels CLARENCE SPEAR.
Warren Tel. 7 14
56-58
BOX Spring for sale, innersprlng
mattress, full size, in excellent condi
tion. TEL. Thomaston 34 12.
56*57
REAL ESTATE VALUES
Your attention ls respectfully called
to these outstanding values.
Prices
sharply reduced
Ask me the details.
The Whitehouse Estate
A very substantial reduction has
been made In the asking price for this
excellent property In Tenant’s Har
bor. A splendid buy at the new low
price.
St. George Bakery Property
The price of this ideally located land
and building has been very drastical
ly reduced for immediate sale
This
is a remarkable bargain
Two Other Properties
The Conary Estate in Tenant’s Har
bor and a wood lot. located on a tar
road are offered for sale. Ask me for
details.
ERNEST RAWLEY.
Tenant’s Harbor. Me
Tel. 8
____
56-58
NEW Sail Boat. 18 ft V-bottom Not
rigged. Bargain priced. V L PACK
ard. 45 Granite St.
56tf
ALL WOOL Rug Material for sale. 50c
a pound
Mall and phone orders
promptly filled
REMNANT SHOPPE
200 Main St
Tel. 523.
57-58
COLLIE-SHEPHERD Cross Pups for
sale.
FRANK CALDERWOOD
Tel
Union 6-14.
56-57
LAVATORY, flush, copper hot water
tank, second hand brick for sale. RAY
MOND GENTHNER. Rockville. Me. Tel.
813W2.
56.58

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Small House and barn, cellar, elec.,
new roof, shopping center, 12 min.
walk. $1800
Fine country Home, year around lo
cation. all modern throughout $4950
A Winter or Summer Home, fronting
on the salt water, artesian well, cellar,
elec.. 6 rooms. $4500.
Fine three Bedroom Summer Home,
fireplace, modern conveniences, fronts
on the salt water with landscaped
grounds. $4000.
E W. COFFIN.
Owl's Head. Me.,
Phone 551-W2
56-58
FOR SALE
Rockland Specials
Seven-room House, hot water heat
with oil. some hardwood floors, garage
Good neighborhood.
Price reduced
for quick sale.
Two-family House, two complete
baths, hot water heat with oil, garage,
near stores Would like offer.
Two family House. Each apartment
has bath, hot air furnace, garage,
land for garden. This one can be
bought for 20% cash, balance as rent.
Rockville
Small 6 room House, modem bath,
garage, large lot of land for garden
Asking price, $3800.
Four-room Cottage and garage, good
lake shore frontage, grand view. Price
$1100
Worth more.
L A THURSTON
38 Beech St.
Tel. 1159
56-57
ELEVEN Grade Herefords for sale. Tel
Warren 44-11. WILLIS A MOODY.
____________________________________ 56*58
SUNLAMP for sale, hospital type L-F
(Hl-Arc High Intensity. Therapeutic
Arc); Hair Dryer, Walton humidifier;
steel filing cabinet. 5 drawers. Apply
71 CHESTNUT ST.. Tel. Camden 705.
____________________________________ 56-58
FURNITURE for sale; antique and
other furniture, chairs, brass bed and
spring, kitchen range, antique maple
bed, picture frames, bureaus, lawn
chairs, fiat-type library table, five draw
ers; small tables, odd windows, dropleaf table; two dining room oak tables
and chairs. Apply 71 CHESTNUT ST..
Tel Camden 705 .
56-58
McCORMICK-DEERING Ideal Mowlng Machine for sale, with tractor
hitch, 6 ft. cut. and two cutter bars.
ROGER B
JAMESON.
Thomaston
Tel. 94 5.
56-57
FORD V-8, 2 ton Truck (1937). for
sale, or trade for house trailer. TEL
1091-W C. E. GROTTON, 139 Camden
St., city.___________________________ 55-61
GIRLS Bicycle for sale. Also Lawn
mower. Carpenter's Tools, ’i-ton trailer.
TEL. 441 J after 6 p. m.
55*57
LARGE Ice Box and Ice Chest for
sale.
Marble topped stand; 27 Elm
street. TEL. 510-W.
54tf
ALL Electric Universal Range for
sale, In excellent condition. TBL
855-J_______________ _______________ 55*57
SEASHORE Homes and
Country
Fa: ms from $1800 to $38,000. E W.
COFFIN Tel. 551-W2. Owl’s Head
___________________________________ 55-64
DRY. Sawed Slab Wood for sale; $7.00
per load, approximately 1 cord. Free
delivery. TEL WARREN 32 22
57*61
BU15CK Tupdor (1935). Plymouth
Deluxe. 4 dr. Sedan (1938), clean all
through. $350. Write BOX 13. Camden
Me.
_____________________
55*57
AFRICAN Violets, six varieties, Be
gonias, Gloxinias and a fine assortment
of Summer House Plants THE DEANS’
GREENHOUSE. 325 Old County Rd.
Tel 348 J_______ __________________ 55*60
ICE Refrigerator for sale. 3 feet high.
3 feet wide, nice condition. Will sell
cheap TEL 971 Ml.
53tf
HOUSE for sale on Thomas St~
Camden B. H. MUNROE. Thomas St’
Camden
53*58
HARDY Chrysanthemums, for blooms
this Fall. 6 for $1. Hardy Carnations,
3 clumps $1; full line of other peren
nials, rock garden plants, rose bushes
and shrubs.
Also Rose Geraniums,
Begonias and Star of
Bethlehem.
MERRY GARDENS. Upper Mechanic
St. Camden.
54*57
19*17 FLEETMASTER Chev. 4-doof
$1295
SEA VIEW OARAGE
51 tf
SWEET Peas 50 cents a hunch and
mixed bouquets. GRACES GARDENS
Mrs Charles A Swift. 9 Booker St
Thomaston. Tel 114-4
51 tf

FOR SALE
Well
located single
and
double
Houses. In and outside of Rockland
Some can be bought on" small down
payments
Also listed. Farms. Cottages, Summer
Estates, Income Property and Shore
Acreage.
H you are Interested In buying any
type of Real Estate, come In and see
If we have lt; if not listed we will try
to find something that meets your r»quirements
Always glad t,o serve you.
L A THURSTON
38 Beech St.. Rockland. Mp., Tel. 1159
47-tf
LEDERLE'S Newcastle Disease Vac
cine for sale Live virus*—modified for
«nd 500 dose bottles. H.
W. LITTLE, Rockland, Me. Tel. 532.
29tf
HOUSE lots between Camden and
RzY?kpoJIt^?n npw State Highway, for
sale. PHILIP THOMAS, Waahlmrtos
St. Camden. Me.
^40tf
fSI'EEI, Ralls go lbs., several t.houaand
feet for sale. Good for boat railway.
y"rfl
Btack lumber. JOHN
MBRHAN * SON, Clark Island. Tel
Rockland 21-W2, A. C. Hocklna Tenant's Harbor. Tel. 56-13.
35tf
HARDWOOD—very beet grade, moetly maple—delivered 4 ft. or fitted a.
wanted Phone or write: HELLORBSt
Warren, Me.
21 tf

81abw»*i. «n»ed «tov.
lengths, $10 for a large cord load, fast.
J.I2™^ellver7
c&u OT write. HILL.
CRBST, Warren. Tel. 35-41
istf
WASHING Machine and Wringer Roll
Repairing Pick up and deliver. Tel

SUPPLYUan<1' BrrLER CAR * HOMB
________ ■_____ ________ _______

13tf

granite lives forever

Gas Ranges
THE GLENWOOD
Gas and Oil
THE TAPPAN
Gas

Gas Water Heaters
NCKVIlt

BENDIX 1948, DeLuxe Model Wash
ing Machine for sale, slightly used. $150.
L W FERNALD, Lake Ave.. City 56*58

THE SERVEL
GAS REFRIGERATOR
It’s Silent
SOLD AND SERVICED BY

A. C. McLoon & Co.
TEL. 51,

ROCKLAND, ME.
35-tf

_ Stone Walks, Flagging, Wall Stone,
P»vlng. Property Markers. Honor Rolla,
Pier Stone. Outdoor Fireplaces. Rip Ran
for Breakwaters and Plera. Boat Moor
ings and Chain, Culvert Stone.
"EVERYTHINO IN ORANTW
BUILDING stone
JOHN MEEHAN * SON
Clark Island, Me.
Tel. Rockland 21 W3
A. C. Hocking
Tel. Tenant’. Harbor M-ll
_____________________ ________________ 4-M
CONCRETE Product* for aals—Buri
al vaults, septic tanka, building posta
outside concrete work, air compressor
work. ROBERT O. BURNS. TeL 143S
---------------- L_________________________ Itf

BODY and FENDER
WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS
ANY TYPE OF WELDING

Rowling’s Garage
778 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MX.
TEL. 202-W

1-M

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

VINALHAVEN
c

MRS. OSCAR LANS
Correspondent
TEL. OS

c

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Beckman
who were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
*ndy Johnson went Friday to Chi
cago. Mrs. Beckman is the niece
of Mr. Johnson. This was theijp
first meeting in 20 years.
Mrs. Hannah Busoni and son
Maurio of New York are spending
the Summer at Silver Birch Camp
and Mrs. Ruth Koebner and
daughter Kay are at Camp Restless
at the Ames farm. Their husbands
will Join them later.
Mr. andi Mrs. Edward Johnson
who were in town for a few weeks'
vacation, have returned to Belmont,
Macs.
V Arthur Arey is a patient at Knox
Hospital.
Ralph Candage. daughter Mary
and friend. Patricia Fitzpatrick, re
turned Saturday to Springfield,
Mass.
Lester Mullen returned Saturday
to Boston, having visited his
mother, Mrs. Frank Mullen.
Lyford Ross was in Rockland
Monday on a business trip.
Eliot Elisofon has arrived at his
Summer home at Crockett’s River.
He will speak on his trip to Asia
Si the Lions Club meeting tonight
>t Union Church vestry.
William Fraser who was guest of
his mother .Mrs. Barbara Fraser,
and other relatives in town, re
turned Saturday to Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs. William Pettipas of
Gloucester, Mass., are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. George White.
A. E .Libby and A. A. Peterson
were in Augusta Tuesday on a
business trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Cole who
Were at their Shore Acres cottage,
returned Monday to Providence.
* Ralph Candage of Springfield,
ftfass., recently bought the Palzola
house.
George Alexander of Bucksport
is guest of Mr. and Mrs. George A.
Lawry.
Mrs. Athene Anthony and daugh

ter Rosemary have returned from
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Bailey
and children June and Jane of
Wellesley Hills, Mass., also Mr. and
Mrs. James Calderwood cf Waldo
boro were recent visitors at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Alton Hop
kins.
Mrs. Wimmin Murch who has
been visiting her daughter and
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
MacDonald, returned Wednesday to
Portland,
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Davis re
turned Saturday to Rockland aft
er a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Swears.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Gilchrist
and children were guests Tuesday
of his sisters, Mrs. Oscar Water
man and Mrs. Leon Stone in
North Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred K. Coombs
were dinner guests Sunday of Mrs.
Willard Brown and daughter Patsy
Brown at Camp Lookout, Shore
Acres.
Vacation Bible School began July
11 at Union Church vestry for a
two weeks’ session. Hours are
from & a. m., to 12 Mondays
through Fridays. Children from 4
to 12 years may enroll. The
teaching staff is: Mrs. Erma Hol
brook, Mrs Doris S. Arey, Mrs.
Mildred Hopkins. Miss Harriet Vi
nal, Mrs Priscilla Carlsen, and
Miss Lola A. White, director.

BB

SUMMER SCHEDULE

VINALHAVEN
PORT district
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY, E. D. T.
Starting June 1 to October 1

TEA

30

MANI.

WHAT, PLUMP,
TENDER FRANKS

1

...THE BEST

I EVER TASTED!

- SS®

NO LAND
FREE

A Rockland Attorney’s Contribution To the
Portland University Law Review

Chaisson vs Williams, 130 Maine
341. In this particular case defend
ant turned his steering wheel in an
attempt to guide his automobile
around a curve by turning the
wheel to the left,' but the vehicle
failed to respond and continued in
a forward direction, coming to a
halt only upon crashing into the
woods and striking a tree stump,
all to the immediate injury of the
plaintiff, who was riding with the
defendant as a gratuitous guest
It is unchallenged in this juris
diction that an automobile host
owes to his guest the duty of exer
cising at least ordinary care, not
unreasonably to expose the latter
to an additional peril, or subject
him to a newly created danger. Auj tomobilcs when operated by pru
dent persons, with reasonable care,
do not usually leave the highway
and crash into some object. When
, they do so, it is the extraordinary,
and not the ordinary, course of
things.
When an automobile, and the ©pWhile on Vinalhaven, visit the i eration thereof are within the ex
Island Gift Shop Souvenirs, Gifts clusive control of the defendant,
Greeting Cards, Books.
53tf whose guest is injured and it is not
The Island Gift Shop, Vinal- reasonably within the power of
guest to prove the cause of
haven Me., believes that a gift such
<tiat’s worth giving is worth bein the accident, which is one not
gift wrapped.—adv.
Th commonly incident, according to
everyday experience, to the opera
City authorities of Bremerhaven. tion of an automobile, the occurGermany now estimates that 75 per I rence, although unexplained, is
cent of the buildings in the city's i prima facie evidence of negligence
residential space and 60 percent of on the part of the defendant.
The defendant’s negligence arises
its industrial area were destroyed
as a matter of law. Res ipsa loquiduring the war.
I tur, in whatever latitude taken, is a
There are about 500 volcanos rule of evidence which warrants,
which have erupted in historic but does not compel, the inference
times.
of negligence from circumstantial
facts.
You can protect an open can of
The basic rule that facts in issue
evaporated milk with cellophane are to be submitted to the jury in
tape.
cludes cases where the question is
, as to the inference to be drawn
' from such facts. The doctrine of
res ipsa loquitur does not dispense
with the rule that the person allegnegligence must prove it, but
is simply a mode of proving the
Make tea exactly as usual . , . While still hot
negligence of the defendant, inferpour into glasses filled with cracked ice . . .
entially, without changing the bur
den of proof. When all the eviAdd sugar and lemon to taste . . .

"SALADA

; In Sylvia vs. Etscovitz, previously
' cited, the gist of the doctrine is
J that the unexplained accident unJ der the particular circumstances
, warrants an inference of negligence.
But this inference, as previously
' explained, may be rebutted. The
; defendant, by showing how the ac- ,
' cident happened, may establish
j that it was not due to his fault
See Sherman and Redfield on
j Negligence, Revised Edition, pages
dencc is in, the question for the I 154 to 155. It is not necessary lor
Jury is whether the preponderance ' the defendant to go that far He
..
, Sneed not show how the accident :
is with the plaintiff. The doctrine , happened, if without doing so he !
is , not
to
be
invoked,
it
is
borne
. ,
.................................. in can establish that he did his full
mind, when all the facts attending I duly under the circumstances to
the injury are disclosed by the evi- guard against n Tbis rule has
rience, and nothing is left to in- been appiie{j to the case at hand i
fe.ence. The character of the ac- quite logically, or so I believe,
cident, rather than the fact of acFrom the foregoing citations, and
cident decides, as a legal proposi- j attempted explanations of the docUon, whether the doctrine applies. 1 trinc of les ,
loqu.tur it is still
The skidding, of a vehicle cn slip- extremely difficult to if not impospery roads without fault in epera- slble determine just exactly when
tion is not a case to which res ipsa and where we may safely apply the
loqmtiir applies.
, doctrine. However 15 beliew? it
The same applies to tire blowouts, proper to say that each case is govThe case of Metriiiko vs Witherell. crned by its own set of particular,
134 ™a!,ne 483 ag‘ee<1 wlth Chaisson and peculiar facts from which the
vs Williams, and stated that res jury, if it sees fit, may establish
tpsa loquitur is a rule of evidence whether the doctrine does or does
which, fthere applicable, permits the not appiy fn my opinion we cerinference of negligence from cir- ; tainly cannct g0 w {ar
say
cumstantial facts.
that the court will affirmatively esSyivia vs. Etscovitz, 135 Maine 80 ,ablish th,
,t ,g & flndi
of
Here he defendant made a per- [act in the main instance> frcm
sonal inspection of his automobile whlch the court wi], rule
before leaving, checking in particu- ; Summed up. we might conclude
lar the steering gear and brakes. that in thc-e cases where the eviand also noticed that the tires were dence shows nothing definite as to a
practically new. After driving about particular act of negligence, yet un
eight miles, under favorable condi der those same facts, the probabili
tions, the vehicle suddenly swerved ties favor the prima facie conclu
and left the road, crashing into a sion that there must have been
cement abutment, thereby causing negligence in some particular (oth
physical injuries to the plaintiff.
erwise the happening remains un
It was here held that if nothing explained) the doctrine is invoked
more were
shown
the
doctrine
of
,
,.
. _ „ i in all other cases it is not. We
I might also conclude that although
occurrence in itself is prima facie “the thing speaks for itself," parevidence of negligence The acci ties may testify that the thing
dent is one which in the ordinary "spoke for itself misleadingly," fci
course of events does not happen if the presumption is rebuttable. It
due care has been exercised. It should be so with all presumptions;
would seem that, from the evidence, there is slight justification fcr hondue care, . had, been
exercised.
, an
„ .
__ , oring
a presumption that is flatly
The defendant. made
inspec;
by established opposing
tion of the vehicle prior to the
the qp
ac-- ij1 contradicted
facts.
cident, but the occurrence of the
accident itself apparently gives rise
LINCOLNVILLE
to a presumption that he either did 1
Addie M. Heald
not properly inspect or failed in j
his inspection, to detcet what was
Mrs. Addie M. Heald, 93, widow’
wrong with his vehicle that would if Fr(?d A Hca)d djed Mond
at
cause
it to suddenly swerve and I
’
„
cause
leave the road, for unexplained j tdc home of her son Roger Heald.
reasons. I feel the latter proposi- j She was born in this town, June 24
tion the more probable. It is in- 1856, daughter of Jefferson and
deed difficult to say just when an ' Cynthia Heal young.
inspection would, or would not, be
.
. . ,
, ,
proper. It Is my sincere opinion ,„Sh"
that no concise rule may be laid
Ethyl Grant Eelfastst; Dana
down but that the facts in each C- Heald, Whitinsulle, Mass., Donindividual case must be laid be- ald H«ald; Roe« Heald, Mrs. Lena
fore the jury for proper determina- Er0?^e!;T Ijincolnvllle, Howard F.
yon
Heald, Upton, Mass.; Mrs. Barbara
A case which presents an interMcIntyre Milton, N. H.; Mrs
esting and enlightening problem Hazel Shioles, Laconia, N. H.; a
is the Atlantic & Pacific Tea Com- | alater- Mrs Nora Heald, Rockport;
pany vs. Kennebec Water District, 1 grandchildren and four great
140 Maine 166. Here the action was gtandchildren.
to recover damages caused by the
Funeral services were held Wedalleged negligence cf the defendant, uetiday from the Gilbert C. Laite
A water meter installed in the P’ineral Home, Rev. Melvin H
plaintiff’s store <by the defendant) 7^0Ir °uiciat)n8- Interment was iff
breke, and the escaping water dam- Youngtown Cemetery.
aged the plaintiff's stock of merTurkov miih
chandi.se to a considerable extent, square mfies ha^ only some

“CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE”

Recipe for Iced Tea

A
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Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
I-eave
Arrive

Vinalhaven,
Rockland,
Yinalliaven,
Rockland,
Vinalhaven,
Rockland,
Itnrkland,
Vinalhaven,
Roekland,
Vinalhaven,
Rorkland,
Vinalhaven,

7.00 A. 1W.
8.30 A. M.
1.1)0 P. M.
2.30 P. M.
4.15 P. M.
5.30 P. M.
7.45 A. M.
9.00 A. M.
9.30 A. M.
11.00 A.M.
3.30 P. M.
5.00 P. M.

On Tuesdays and Thursdays extra
trip leaving Roekland at 2.15 P. M.
Saturdays, leave Vinalhaven at 5.30
P. M.
STARTING SUNDAY, JUNE 19
Will run Sundays. Leaving Rork
land at 8.45 A. M. Arriving Vinal
haven 10.15 A. M.
Leave Vinalhaven 3.30 P, M. Ar
riving Rorkland 5.00 P. M.
Leave Roekland 5.15 P. M. Arriv
ing Vinalhaven 6.45 P. M.
(Subject to change without notice)
R. L. Brown, Mgr.
42-45pl.'46-tf inside

the meter.
The plaintiff relied on the dectrines of res ipsa loquitur. The
plaintiff had judgment in the lower
court, and the defendant alleged
exceptions.
The learned Judge
Thaxter gave the opinion: "In the
instant case the meter was of opproved design and bought from a
reputable manufacturer. No amount
of inspection by the defendant
would have disclosed any defect
(because of the type of meter, and
the manner in which it was con
structed), for it was impossible to
find any flaw even after the appliance had been dismantled.
Any inference of negligence by
the defendant which may have
arisen bceause of the mere happen
ing of the accident has been effec
tively rebutted. To hold otherwise
would be to make the defendant
an insurer regardless of negligence.”

XiS " r°adS " eVWy
1
____________
-— ------------------------ - —___ ____

SUMMER SCHEDULE

NORTH HAVEN
PORT DISTRICT

Starting June 6th
Daily Except Sunday E. D. T.

BY
(jJ. J. (p&AUHL

Kate looked at her daughter and felt a twinge of pain,
for Hope was too pretty to be hidden in a swamp, torn
loose from her circle of friends, removed from her ad
mirers to a place where there would probably be no
worthy admirers to replace them.
“But who knows?" Granny asked, a light in her eye.
“Maybe there’ll be a John Alden down there in the
•wamp country.”

You'll never forget this poignant story of what the
Ives family did find in the swamp country. A gripping
tale of one family’s fight to conquer a wilderness.

START10 liltl IS FREE'1 Ml

NOW RUNNING SERIALLY ON SATURDAYS

Tinast

AYONNAlSf I

Salads Taste Better
Topped With Finest

Mayonnaise
ALWAYS FRESH

?.59c
Fresh Crisp Garden

Salad Vegetables

6.30 A. M.
7.45 A. M.

Leave North Haven
Arrive Rockland

12.15 P. M.
1.30 P. M.

Leave Rockland
9.00 A, M
Arrive North Haven
10.15 A.M.
Or Arrival New York Train
Leave Rockland
3.30 P, M.
Arrive North Haven
4.45 P. M
Or Arrival 2.35 P. M, Train

STORES

XVA/XJVATJrr

California Swaat Juicy Valencia - Good Sire

Oranges

2 Do1 65c

Pirtn Ripe For Summer Salad.

2 X°29c

Tomatoes

Guaranteed Quality Meats
Large, Plump, Meaty from Native Faims

Fresh Fowl

Santa Rosa Luscious Ripo

Plums

25c

Fresh Ciisp Pascal

Celery

25c

Native Sweet Green

Peppers

2

L».

23c

Native Crisp Iceberg

Lettuce

2 fo 27c

Native YaAing Swewt

Leave North Havrn
Arrive Roekland

IS

Lb 43c

Tender Young Native

Broilers

Lb

Also Fryers

Native Plump Roasting -

43c

lo 5’/2 Lbs. Av.

Chickens
Bone in - Popular Oven or Pot Roast

Chuck Roast
Mtlk Fed - Tender Light Soft Meat

Veal Legs
Lean, Meaty, Regular Style

Beets

Smoked Shoulders Lb 49c

Thin Skinned - Full of Juice

Lean, Meaty - Ready to Serve

Lemons

Cooked Shoulders Lb 59c

Luscious Ripe California

Fresh Ground L ean Beef

Cantaloupe

Hamburg

CREAM SUMMER VEGETABLES . . .
Delicious Made With

Fancy Skinless - Sure to Be Tender

Frankfurts
Mild Sugar Cured - Lean, Rindless

Here's what

♦HOMEMAKER’S PANEL SAYS ABOUT

CAIN’S
X

MAYONNAISE

♦Experienced homemakers were
asked their frank opinions of Cain's
. . . and here’s what they said!

(Subject to change without notice)
Pl 44-47/48-tf inside

x/Wi body"
To everyone, a fop Cain quality!

>•*

Packed 8 to 10 to the pound, they’re all "Din
ner-Quality” meat! Tender beef and juicy
pork! Buy them in the package marked
SWIFT’S PREMIUM FRANKS. That way
you’re always sure to get the same high qual
ity and delicious flavor.

STARTING SUNDAY, JUNE 26, TO
SEPTEMBER 11, INCLUSIVE
Will run Sundays leaving Rock
land at 8.30 A. M. Arriving North
Haven at 9.45 A, M.
Leave North Haven at 3.45 P. M.
Arriving Rorkland at 5.00 P. M.
June 26th to September 11th extra
trip from North Haven every Satur
day P. M. Leaving North Haven
at 6.00 P. M. Arriving Roekland
7.15 P. M.

EVANGELINE
MILK
Vitamin Rich - Freeh Flavor

Tail

3 c™, 35c
TRUE OLIVE FLAVOR

FOR SUMMMtR SOUPS

SWANSON’S EVERFRESH

Herbox Cubes

2

MIRABEL PURE FRUIT

15c Boned Turkey

PKGS

te

Preserve

ARMOUR S TASTY

29c Deviled Meat
FINAST - ALL VARIETIES - OVEN BAKED

“ 19c Baked Beans

Marmalade

"lotenqv oidtfdtoto''

Summer Seafood favorites
FRESH CAUGHT
lb 69c
FRESH EASTERN
lb 49c
HALIBUT
MEATT STEAKS
STRICTLY FRESH
lb 55c
SALMON
MEATY EASTERN
SWORDFISH

ter 26c Boned Chicken

MIRABEL ORANGE

Cain's never becomes runny, or thin.

Lb 55c

SWANSON’S EVERFRESH

Lettuce Leaf Oil

Raspberry

"dta/ip pitted up"

Sliced Bacon

JAR

2

ot
CANS

z

Only Cain's perfectly brings out
delicate flavors!
NEW LOW PRICES!
Ask your grocer for CAIN’S MAYONNAISE

Look for your dealer’s special display of Swiff's
Premium Franks in the flavor-protecting package

“Ah,

it!

that’s

Just

what I need—a Rubber
Stamp to save me writing

so much.”

$

Some of the handy uses
for

RUBBER STAMPS

Receipting bills

Ol

Names and addresses
Laundry marking
Endorsing checks

SEALTEST

ICE CREAM

Chips of old-fashioned lemon-stick candy
add

Made.FRESH DAILY in Swift’s' kitchens

from Coast to Coast!

their

delightful

flavor

to

this July

Special! No wonder it was a big flavor hit

ICE CREAM
GENERAL ICE CREAM CORP,

of '48! Don't miss it.

Get the best - get Sealtest

Dating forms
Any Size You Need.
On order ai

The Courier-Gazette

BROOKSIDE FRESH CREAMERY

Butter

PRINTS IB 68c •
FRESH NATIVE
NA
BROOKSIOE - GRADE A

Size
JUST REDUCED - WHOLE MILK CHEDDAR

Mild Cheese

DOZ

75

jabr

35c

5c Candies & Gum 6 foR 23c

81c Mustard

13c

ADDS ZEST TO MEALS
LOAF
58

CLOVERDALE - ENRICHED - TABLE QUALITY

Margarine

FINAST - UNIFORM CONSISTENCY

Peanut Butter
FINAST PREPARED

2 LB
LOAF

national

Cheese Food
2

pkIs

BETTY ALDEN - WHITE SLICED

Bread

65c

SAVE ON POPULAR

Lrc.

Eggs

JUSrR3OU;EO -FIRST

r^bll

2

LOAVES

71c

39c

Gulden's

Mustard

JAR

14c

CLOVERDALE - SOLID USHT MEAT •

Tuna Fish

37c

WONDERFULLY SOFT - ECONOMICAL

27c Angel Soft msuV

.riSo 21c

These Prices Effective at First National Self-Service Super Markets in This Vicinity «—Subiect to Market Changes

TuAsday-Tfiursday-Saturday
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THOMASTON

CAMDEN

News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Ingalls and
son John of Bangor, formerly of
this town .were visitors here Tues
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Whalen
have returned to Hopkinton, Mass.,
after visiting Mrs. Luther Clark.
Mrs. Charles Copeland and Miss
Margaret Copeland
of Newton
Center, Mass., are guests of Mrs.
Charlotte Gray.
Mr .and Mrs. Thomas Whalen
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark and
family motored to Fort Knox,
Castine, Penobscot and Blue Hill
recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick White
hill have returned to St. Johnsbury.
Vt., after spending a week with his
brother and sister-in-law. Mr. and
Mrs. Harrison Whitehill.
Vacation Bible School opened
Monday
momii
Di n W.
Flagg in charge. John Pruder was
song leader. Misses Jean Williams
and Diane Sawyer were at the
pianos. Richard Hastings was
church flag bearer: Roger Hunt,
national
ilag bearer. Unwood
Moody and Wesley Daggett assist
ed in opening
the program.
Teachers and their assistants are
Mrs. Marjorie Mills, Mrs. Harriet
Buzynski, Miss Marion Scoit, Mar
tha Jack. Miss Gladys Fernald.
Jeanine Spaulding Bernice Hunt
Audrey Young, Mr. Prudent and
Dr. Flagg.
Mrs. Charlotte Melquist, secretary, and Mrs. Grace
M. Strout is in charge of the mu
sic.
Mrs. Richard Spear and children.
Danny and Lo s of Jersey City.
N. J., are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Maynard Spear for a few weeks.
Rae Clark, who has been visit
ing Mrs. Robert Rollins in Vinal
haven for three weeks, has returned
home, and her sister. Norman Clark
Is guest of her aunt for a few
weeks.
Robert MacFarland, Jr. is at
Boy’s State at the U. of M. this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Seth A. Abbott and

of

The successful bidder will be required
to furnish a surety company bond hi
the amount of seventy five (75) per
cent of th. contract price
The right is reserved to reject any
or all proposals.
MAINE STATE HIGHWAY COMMIS
SION.
' Augusta. Maine, July 13, 1949

ft ft ft ft
MTBiS HHI.HN M

Our respondent

oo o

childier David and Alison of Ham
burg, N. Y„ are guests of Mrs.
Charlotte Gray.

ROCKPORT
XX XX XX XX
ZX XX XS, X^

E. A. CJHAMFNEY
Correspondent
XX XX XX XN

TO. 2228

The Gordon College Quartet w.il
be at the Baptist Church Sunday
at 7 p m.
Mrs H. H. Coleman of Sanford,
Fla., is at Mrs. Hazel Cains for the
season.
Mrs. Cora M. Welch and children
went Sunday ,to Lyndonville, Vt..
where they will* join Mr. Welch and
make their lutuie home.
Carroll T. Berry was in Orono.
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald H. John
son of Richmond Hills. N. Y„ have
been spending their vacation with
Mr and Mrs. Don Johnson Mr and
Mrs. W Ilium De Santis and daugh
ter Virginia of Reidville, Mass.,
were week-end guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Johnson.
Capt. Huse Richards has re
turned from Norton's Pond where
he spent a week with Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Henderson of Camden.
Francis Gilbert is at his cottage
on Russell avenue for the Summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Willis and
daughters. Constance and Fannie,
of Providence R. I., and Miss Nor
ma Deane of Nashua, N H . were
week-end guests at Mrs. Belle
Coates.
At the Baptist Church, Rev. C.
W. Small, pastor, the schedule Sun
day will be: 10.45 a. m., worship,
sermon topic, "The Whole Ar
mour:" 11.45 a. m„ Church School;
6 p. m„ Youth Group at Rockville:
7 p. nt.. Evangelistic service con
ducted by the Gordon College
Quartet. There will be special mu
sic at all services.
William W. Overlook
William Walter Overlock. 72. died
July 9 in Camden, following a long
illness. He was born May 10. 1875,
in Washington, son of Mr and
Mrs. James Overlock. He had been
a resident here 44 years
He is survived by his wife. Ella
Howe Overlock; three sons, May
nard of Nlorth. Bennington. Vt.
Kenneth cf Orono: and Donald of
this place a daughter. Mrs Flor
ence McKenney; a sisterMrs. Abbie
Linscott of Friendship and a
brother. Rufus Overlock; also nine
grandchildren.
Funeral services were held Mon
day from the Gilbert C. Laite Fu
neral Home. Camden. Rev.Carl W
Small officiating. Interment was in
Mountain View Cemetery.

After two circut court trials and
two supreme court decisions Rose
Hawkins of Scott County, Missis
sippi, was awarded $1250 for slip
ping on a banana peel.
Molybdenum added to alloys of
stainless steel increases corrosion
resistance of the metal.

HJCXH

CAMDEN HILLS THEATRE

TO 2214

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert McKusick
cf Globe Arizona, are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd L. Sykes, Central
street The McKusicks made the
trip from Arizona in their private
plane, land ng at Ash Point.
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Jones and
son have been guests of Mrs. Jones'
lather. Lester Pitcher, and her
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs W A
Pitcher at
Lincolnville Beach.
Formerly of New York City, Dr.
and Mrs. Jones, after a short mo
tor trip to Michigan, will go to
Johnston Tenn.. where Dr. Jones
will begin liis new work as urolo
gist at the Mountain Farms Vet
erans Hospital.
Miss Eva Moore of Cambridge,
Mass, is spending tlie month of
July at the home of her cousin,
C. Wilkes Babb.
Jane Packard is spending the
month at Med-o-lark Camp for
girls in Washington. Bobby Pack
ard is at Camp Medomak, Wash
ington.
Music lovers will be interested in
the announcement of two organ re
citals scheduled for August. The
first will be given at the Congre
gational Church, Aug. 1, by Mrs
John W Ison, organist of the
church. William P. Washburn of
Philadelphia will give a recital
Aug. 15 at the church. The public
is invited to both recitals.
Teachers added to the personnel
of the schools are, Miss Reba M
Willey of Gorhain, art instructor
in Camden .Rockport and Thom
aston; Joseph Hamblen of Gor
ham. instructor in agriculture un
der the Veterans' Administration.
Miss Willey is a graduate of Ves
per George School of Art and has
attended Gorham State Teachers’
College. This Summer she is
studying at the University of
Maine. Previous to coining here.
Mr. Hamblen was agricultural in
structor in Waldoboro. His course,
called Institutional on Farm Train
ing ior Veterans, is comprised of
part time classroom work for those
taking the course, and part Unit in
struction in practical application
on their farms. Lester Shibles
and Clifton Robb.tis are ass.statit
instructors.
Second Largest Colonial Empire
French colonial empire, second
largest in the world, has an area
of 5,518,000 square miles, about 40
per cent greater than the United
States and its outlying territories,
and almost 26 times as large as
France proper, with 212,741 square
miles Yet the population of some
73 million in the French colonial
empire is less than twice as great
as that of continental France, esti
mated nt 40,158,000 in 1946 Most
parts of this colonial empire are
relatively backward in both indus
try and agriculture, but under a
sound development policy France
could realize enormous benefits
from these colonies, located chief
ly in northwestern Africa, south
eastern Asia, northern South Amer
ica and islands in the Pacific and
Indian Oceans.

DR. HARRISON SANBORN

Read The Courier-Gazette

DENTIST

Wishes to Announce the Opening

DANCE
SPRUCE HEAD

Of An Office at

Every Saturday Night

11 Elm St., Camden, Me.

.Admission 50c tax included
MUSIC BY

For Appointment

HAVENER S HOT SHOTS

57-lt

LOBSTER

17 Billion to Ride Free
More than 17 billion passengers
will travel an estimated 241 million
tniles in the United States in 1948
without paying a cent for trans
porta tion Their travel wil] be up
and down, confined to trips by ele
vator ln the nation’s office and
residential buildings
With 5,000
newly installed lifts going into serv
ice. the country’s elevator census
soon will reach a record of 400.
300 units
Trains carry about
79,273.000; street cars, nine bil
lion; busses, 10.045,387.000, sub
ways four billion, and airplanes
13 million. Some elevator design
ers are looking forward to in
stallation of automatic speaking
devices tliat wil) ca'l off floor num
bers and merchandise

STRAND
TELEPHONE

6 92

___

TODAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

SHE
FOUGHT
to give
her man
a second
chance
at life!

for BOYS
AGES 5 TO 13.

WEEKDAYS FROM JULY 11
SWIMMING, GRAFTS, SPORTS

For reservations call 789-W, Summer Res., or
356-W, Home
Or write ROGER DOW
25 Spruce Street, Rockland

Special Buffet Every Tuesday Night, $1.25,
Includes Hot and Cold Dishes, Salads, Desserts.
57-eoTh-tf

TrJrJrJrJrJ

YOUR
Saturday Issues
of

2. Illustrated Series—S. L. Cullen.

A M El R0 - GOLDWYN- MAYER PICT URE

3. Poets’ Comer, The Lyric Muse—Kay McDonald.

STARTS SUNDAY

4. Guardians Of Our Coast—Lighthouse Feature.

BOB

HOPES
LUCILLE

5. Golfers’ Column—Pro. Arthur Flanagan.

\

Vamon RuniM

7. Fisherman’s Column.
8. Rockland As It Is Today—(Pictures).

‘ LIFE OF RILEY”
FRIDAY ONLY
Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner,
(liarles Laughton in

A PAIAM0UNI fKlUtl

IT’S ALIVE

MASSACHUSETTS HOUSE WORKSHOP

Beginning Mon., All Next Week
"THE HEIRESS"
Eves, at 8; Mat. Sat. at 2.30

11. Activities Of the Churches.

ttt

NEED
Liberal Allowance On All Trade-ins.

Free Delivery Service!

it'. RED RYDER
in

Suggestions For Special Features or Departments Will Be
Starring

An Equity Pictun
An Eagle lion
Films Release

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Also
Final Chapter ZORRO
Shorts
Cartoons
News
STARTS SUNDAY
John Payne, Ellen Drew
with Sonny Tufts

“THE CROOKED WAY”

Radio Bulletin—See the Latest Selection of Portable Radios—Replenish Your Portable Batteries Now!

LAST TIMES TODAY
Daring! Revealing! True!

“PAISAN”
THOMASTON, MAINE

14. Short Story Writing Contest

15. Knox and Lincoln School News.

Full Five Year Warranty!

WE REPAIR ALL TYPES OF RADIOS

12. Serial Story.
13. Drama and the Arts Column.

JIM BANNOH»

PHILCO REFRIGERATORS AND FREEZERS TO SUIT EVERY

10. Knox and Lincoln Industries.

“The Mighty Joe Young”

V

- - - - Mel’s Appliance- - - - -

9. Legion Column.

Also
Noah Beery, Jr„ Jimmy Rogers

1

“PRAIRIE CHICKENS”

Gladly Received.

1

LAKEWOOD PLAYERS
with
JOHN BARAGREY
(Back from Hollywood)
Now Presenting
“SEE HOW THEY RUN”
A Laugh Riot!

,

COMING SOON

ICi'A'.'cH.]

Monday July 18 — Monday August 1

MAIN STREET,

DAY CAMP

1. Signed Article Series—F. A. Winslow.

Last Times Today
WILLIAM BENDIX in

Mrs. Dorothy Chester Heywood of the pottery works will be
in our exhibit room Monday, July 18, to explain the use of local
clays, glazes from Blue Hill rocks and the work of the local
potters.

20 Miles from Roekland on Kt. 1
57 II

Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Lewis, Mgrs.
57-Th-78

TEL. SEARSPORT 157,

Will Carry These Features in the Weeks to Come

FRANK MORGAN- AGNES MOOREHEAQ
BILL WILLIAMS

"THE BRIBE

Open Daily 1# A. M.—8 P. M.

Lobster Newburg, Cold Sliced Turkey and Ham
$2.75

The Courier-Gazette

JAMES JUNE
STEWARTAILYSON
■jlt«

CAMDEN THEATRE

57-Th-60

LINCOLNVILLE, MAINE

Buffet Supper from 6.00 to 8.00 o’clock
ENTREES

6. Steamboat Yams of Boats and Men—John M. Richardson.

TELEPHONE UNION 16-4

Made By Hand in Blue Hill, Maine

THURSDAYS (Summer Feature)

M-G-M prottnf*

DANCE

By Bresillo’s of New York
Open Saturdays and Sundays; Other Times By Appointment

THE POTTERY OF ROWANTREES KILN

LOBSTER, STEAK AND CHICKEN DINNERS

Lunch and Transportation Furnished, $2.00 per day

From $1.50

1

FOUR—DAYS—FOUR

HAND PAINTED GREETING CARDS

INN

SPECIALIZING IN

STEAK

tNvesr /n us sav/nss bombs

SEVEN TREE POND GIFT SHOPPE

ESTHER MORTON, Proprietor

CLUB

ROUTE ONE, SEWSPORT, ME.

CHICKEN DINNERS

Every Saturday Night

ALL HAND DECORATED ARTICLES

, Birds have been present on earth
' since the Mesozoic era and now
comprise the most numerous class
1 of higher animals.

HIGH TIDE TEA ROOM

SOUTH CUSHING GRANGE HALL
54-Th-tf

On the West Shore of the Pond, Union. Maine

COLLEGE

“You Can’t Take It With You”

54-Th-tf

51-58

Serve baked potatoes and a tossed
green salad with barbecued spareribs; for dessert have a fruit compote of melon and citrus- fruits.

“Come As You Are”

Phone Roekland 921-W or

Camden 2450

In a recent week a record 9414
The armored ship Monitor was
bags ;,f United States mail were | built in 100 days for the Union
landed at Cobh. Eire.
I r avy.
________
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MAINE STATE HIGHWAY
COMMISSION
Notice To Bridge Contractors
Notice Is hereby given that sealed
proposals will be received at the office
ol the Maine State Highway Collinils
Sion Augusta. Maine, until ten o clock
A
M
Daylight Time (nine oclock
Standard Timei. Wednecday. July 27.
1949 for the construction of the fol
lowing br dge structures
Penobscot
River
Bridge
between
Lincoln and Chester. Penobscot Coun
ty.
Maine
Substructure
Estimate
1060 cu. yds concrete and 5400 lln. ft
wood piles.
Moose
Brook Bridge in Ludlow
Aroostook County. Maine.
Estimate
2400 cu yds earth and approach work
and 230 cu yds concrete
Dead Stream Bridge ln Monticello..
A costock County. Maine
Estimate
4400 cu. yds earth and appro., h work
and 134 lln. ft. of 13 ft diameter sec
tional plate pipes
Cripple Creek Bridge over Tidewater
Stieam in Owl s Head Knox County,
Maine
Estimate 2200 lin ft wood
piles, 13 M.BM timber and 200 cu. yds
stone masonry.
Proposal forms plans and specifi
cations may be seen ed up n applica
tion to the Commission A fixed charge
of fifteen dollars ($15 OOi will be made
for the j®ans and specifications for
each structure, fourte, n dollar- '$14 00i
of which Is returnable If plans and
Specifications are returned ln goccj
condition not later than ten (10) days
after the date set for the opening
of bids
Each proposal must be made upon
the blank form provided by the Com
lssion and must be accompanied by a
certified check for five hundred dol
lars ($500 001, payable to the Treas
urer of the State of Maine, as a guar
antee that the bidder will contract
for the woik if it is awarded to him
Each proposal shall be ln a sepa
rate envelope, sealed and
plainly
marked
Pioposal for the construc
tion of
Bridge in the Town

Three members of the 1949 C.nThere was a rain of wild geese
cinnati team are 10-year men. They in a small German village when
In Search for Hidden Coin are Ray Mueller. Harry Gumbert. lightning struck a flying flock and
I nearly 40 birds fell.
North Shields. Northumberland. and Johnny Vander Meer.
England, is a seafaring town which
recenUy was the scene of an in
tensive search (or burled treasure
In pursuance of that search, work
ingmen demolished ancient Chir
NOW, ENDS SATURDAY, JULY 16
ton cottage
Some 99 guineas (worth $3,780)
were reported hidden under a
An Original Musical
"young sycamore tree” in the rear
of the house Nor was this all leg
NEXT WEEK, TUESDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
end For the workmen found a pie s
That Hilarious Comedy
of parchment, dated May 22. 1653,
under the basement stairs which
described the treasure and the tree
Reservations Tel. Camden 3083.
Curtain 8.20
behind the house There was even
57-58
a sketch attached to the document
which purported to show the post
tion of the buried treasure
The main trouble was, things
have changed In the last 294 years
and no one seemed to know which
tree was referred to or whether it
had been cut down.
The document, written tn red ink
and signed by one John Dow told | U. S. ROUTE 1,
CAMDEN, MAINE
of a day of terror and Imprison
TELEPHONE 8301
ment. "My master," It read, "bade
me hide some 900 guineas In safety
until his return This 1 have done
and they are hid beneath the young
sycamore to the rear of the house
I have drawn a crude map
showing the position of the money.”
British Wreckers Speeded

r

I,uesday-Thursday-Saturday

Social Matters
Please phone 1M4 or 1593, Mrs. Mil
dred Richardson, (or parties, weddings,
(neats and social events of all types
earlier ao item is phoned oi
nailed in, the mom readily It appears
la print.

Mfe

Miss Gladys Elliott of Waterville
is spending the week with Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Ames, Union street.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gherardi
and family have returned home,
after a vacation trip to Portland,
Boston and New York, and a visit
with Mrs. Gherardi’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Merle Mills at North Ha
ven.

%<r. and Mrs. Carl Young and
daughter Linda have returned home
after spending- a week's vacation
with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Young at
North Brooksville.
____
A.
(Miss Mary Mulholland of Los
Angeles is spending the Summer
with Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thurston
at their cottage "Pour Winds,"
Ash Point.

Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Shurtleff
(Vivian Sartelle) of Tampa, Fla,
are visiting her aunts, Mrs. Roy L.
iMowlton and Fiances E. Collette,
Summer street. Mrs. Shurtleff has
not visited Rockland for 18 years
and it is Mr. Shurtleff’s first visit
to this city.
Mrs. Gladys
Newburg, N.
spending three
C. Boody, Jr.,

Hall returned to
Y. Tuesday after
weeks witli Mrs. E.
Pleasant street. ’’

Mrs. Merle Mills of North Ha
ven is a surgical patient at Cam
den Community Hospital.

..Anthony Galiano and son Franwent to New York Saturday to
attend the wedding of Mr. Galiano’s niece, Miss Ncrma Gatiano, to
Andrew Scagano of New York City.
Francis returned to Eostcn Mon
day to take up his new duties with
the State Highway Commission.
Mr. Galiano, who is cn vacation
from Van Baalen Heilbrun ft Co.,
will icmain in New York for the
week as guest of his brother, Rosa
rio Galiano.

Mrs. John Duff was hostess to
the M. D. Club Tuesday night.
Tripoli was played followed by late
lunch. Present were: Miss Louise
Smith, Miss Ruth Emery; Mrs. R.
Morton Estes and Mrs. Gerald
'' Mrs. Albert M. Hastings has as Black of Rockland, Mrs. Frank
guests for the Summer at her home Sawyer, Camden, and Mrs. Stew
on Talbot avenue, Mrs. Daniel G. ard Rhodes, Milford, Conn.
Munson and daughter Miss Ruth
Miss Lula Jones and Miss Nena
Munson of Queen’s Village, N. Y„
and Mrs. M. T. Keil and children Wright of Gainsville, Ga., are
Miss Jocelyn Keil and son David house guests this week of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert C. Burns, Old County
of Garden City, N. Y.
road. Monday, they motored to
Mrs. Zelma M. Dwinal and Mrs. Bar Harbor to see Cadillac Moun
E. Carl Moran Jr., entertained the tain and Arcadia National Park.
Scribblers’ Club at luncheon last After leaving Rockland they will
Thursday at the home of Mrs. visit the Moosehead Lake region
Dwinal in Rockport. The luncheon and later go through the White
Mountains enroute
table was v ery attractive with cen and Green
terpiece of lavender sweet peas and home.
Dr. Van Fleet roses. A meeting
followed the luncheon at which On Friday and Saturday, Aug. 5
Mrs. Marshall displayed her new and 6, the Garden Club of Mt.
book. "Ruth.”
Other members Desert will again have an "Open
present were: Mrs. Maurice Love Garden Days" to raise money for
joy, Mrs. Carl Borgerson, and Mrs. the Rehabilitation Project for Bar
Charles Merritt of Rockland, Mrs. Harbor. Precisely what form the
Grace Church of Rockport, Mrs. project shall take will not be de
Ruth Whittemore of Portland, Mrs. cided till certain changes in roads,
Harry Marshall of Rockport and etc., which the town is planning
Coral Gables, Fla.
Guests were have been completed, then it will
Mrs. Blanche Thomas, house guest be easier to tell what is most need
of Mrs. Marshall, and Mrs. Teles- ed to be done. In the mean time
foro Casanova of New York City the Garden Days are planned as
an annual event to build up as
and Cooper’s Beach.
large a fund as possible for this
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Voter of North purpose, and to go on after the
Jay are spending a few days with project is finished for some other
The list of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Horeyseck, useful undertaking.
gardens to be opened will be given
Amesbury street.
next week. At present it is only
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Sullivan possible to say there will be some
and daughter Catherine of Water in Bar Harbor, Seal and Northeast
ville are spending the week with Hatbors. All over the island this
his mother, Mrs. Vivien Sullivan, year, the thriving gardens and lush
verdure are in sharp contrast to
Main street.
tlie rest of the parched Northeast.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hcldensen oi
Miss Helvi Laitinen is on two
Newton Center Mass., are visiting
their daughter and son-in-law, Mr weeks' vacation from her duties at
and Mrs. Herbert C. Newbegin, the Veterans' Administration Cen
ter in Tcgus.
Talbot avenue.

KT

C. E. MORSE

Office 650-W,
Res. 1013-W
M. C. K. K. Co Official Watch
Inspector
144 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
55-57

Robert White, Sr., of Farmington and Mr. and Mrs. Robert White,
Jr., and children Sandra and Rob
ert III, of South Portland, have
been recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
A. T. Thurston at their cottage
"Four Winds,” Ash Point.

Mr. and Mrs. John F. Hartson
have returned to their duties at A.
T. Thurston’s following two weeks’
vacation spent at Cape Cod.

Mrs. Robert Merchant enter
tained Monday night at her new
home on Gurdy street honoring her
mother, Mrs. Clara Payson, at a
surprise birthday party. Mrs. Payson was the recipient of many
lovely gifts.
The evening was
For social items in The Courler- spent soc ally, cards being the
jazette, telephone 1044 or 1593.— principal feature with prizes award
lotf ed Mrs. Archie Bowley, Mrs. Robert
Pendleton and Mrs. Donald Crie.
(Delicious late lunch was served.
Present were: Mrs. Paul Rackliffe,
Mrs. George Hallowell, Mrs. Archie
Bowley, Mrs. Donald Crie, Mrs.
Watch Repairing
Harold Whitehilil, and Mrs. Robert
Pendleton.
Diamonds, Watches

Jewelry and
Photographic Equipment

Page Seven
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Douglas N. Perry of Somersworth,
N. H., spent the holiday week-end
at the home of his mother, Mrs.
Frances H. Perry. On his return
trip he was accompanied by his
mother as far as Old Orchard
Beach where she remained for a
week's visit with her daughter and
son-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Emile
Amnotte, Jr.

RECORD SALE
Balance of Month Only.

Any Popular or Classical

COLUMBIA RECORD ALBUMS

50% DISCOUNT
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

Mr, and Mrs. James Mannhardt
of Rochester, N. Y„ are spending
the week with her father, James
D. MacLaughlin, Old County road.

— ^-<5

_____

kW
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- Just Arrived -

200 NEW
COTTON DRESSES
s4.95 T0 s7.95
VALUES TO 10.95

NEW COTTON SKIRTS

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Robinson,
Jean Merrill, Barbara Clark, Jance Stanley, Alberta Sprague and
Manley Hart leave by motor tomor
row. for the Word of Life Camp at
Schroon Lake, New York, where
they will spend a week.

Mrs, Carl Griffith began her du
ties Monday as bookkeeper and
cashier at Newbert's Restaurant.
"The Inn" at Spruce Head pos
sesses admirable facilities for hold
ing of moderate sized parties. This
was learned by the guests who at
tended the birthday party given
this week for Andrew Wyeth. In
excellent taste were the table dec
orations arranged by the hostess.
“Pat” Graham. The centerpiece
was composed -of white baby bache
lor buttons, with green lace ferns
entwining the table top.
White
taper candles were used for illumi
nation. The birthday cake decora
tions were green and white. The
guests in addition to Mr. Wyeth
were: Mrs. N. C. Wyeth, Mr. and
Mrs: Myron Files, Mr. and Mrs.
John McCoy, Mr. and Mrs. Sher
wood Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Merle
D, James, MVs. Andrew Wyeth,
Mrs, Ralph Sargent and Miss
Carolyn Wyeth.

Looking Backward

TipsonTouring

COMMERCIAL

E. & M. WALNUT
ICE CREAM
Made from Diamond Selected
Walnut Halves and Fresh Maine
(’ream.

Tempting . . . refreshing

deliciously satisfying.

NEW COTTON BLOUSES

Under the direction of Mrs.
Austin Trask, general chairman,
and Mrs. Perry B. Bryne, program
chairman, 1949 will mark the 19th
year the Old Bristol Garden Club
nas presented its annual flower
show. It has become one of the
outstanding events of the Summer
season attiacting great local .mer
est and a large following among
the vacation visitors.
This year the exhibits will be
shown for two days opening at 2
p. m., Wednesday, July 20, and
continuing through the following
day. It is being held at Lakehurst.
Egypt road, Damariscotta. This
pavilion, converted from an old
barn near Pemaquid Lake, provides
an ideal rural atmosphere delight
ful to exhibitor and visitor alike.
Unlimited parking space is offered
and refreshments will be available.
The Hog Island Nature Camp of
The National Audubon Society, un
der the direct on of Vice President
Car! W. Buchheistcr, will prepare
a special exhibit with particular
emphasis cn soil conservation,
portraying ground and soil foimations with plant and animal life
from the Glacial period to the
present time.
Classes have been scheduled for
all age groups and it is anticipated
those open to High School and
Grade School boys and girls will be
of particular interest. Ncn-members are urged to participate in the
four classes of the Horticultural
group that will be open to them as
well as members.
Mrs. A. R. Benedict, exhibitor,
lecturer, and nationally known au
thority and judge of flower shows
will offer special exhibits as well
as act in the capacity of General
Advisor for the program.
Mrs. Stanley B. Fossett,
Publicity Chairman.

Mrs. Wallace Spear cf Nobleboro
is a tonsillectomy patient at the
Eye and Ear Infirmary in Portland.

442 MAIN ST.

TEL. 721,

Old Bristol Garden and Flow
er Show At Damariscotta
July 20 and 21

Chester Athearn of Dover, N. H .
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Savitt and son
Michael motored to Oakland yes has been spending two weeks with
terday where
Michael entered his sister and brother-in-law, Mr,
and Mrs. Ernest Gamage, ai their
Camp Lown for several weeks.
cottage at Crawford Lake.
The Catholic Women’s Club held
Miss Faith Long of Jamaica
its final meeting of the Summer
Monday night in St. Bernard’s Plain, Mass., who is spending her
Church basement. The next meet vacation at the Albert R. Havener,
ing will be held the first Monday in Jr., cottage at Crescent Beach, en
September. The winner of the tertained a group of classmates of
contest, the proceeds of which R.H.S. 1945 at a picnic supper.
bought an electric stove for the Sis Tuesday night. The evening was
ters of Atonement, was Mrs. Walter spent reminiscing. The guests were
M. Spear, and the prize was a quilt Mrs. Albert R. Havener, Jr., Mrs
donated by Mrs. Willis Anderson. Theodore Allard, Mrs, Dcnald Rus
Mr:;. Emily Murray distributed little sell, Mrs, Lawrence Elood. Miss
aprons with pockets in which Pauline Stevens. Miss Sylvia Adams.
members put a penny for each inch Miss Vina Delmonico and Mrs
of their waistline. Mrs. Frank Ralph T. Clark, Jr.. of Rockland,
Gustin put in the most pennies and anc Mrs. Dcnald Morang oi Owl’s
won a picture as a pr.ze. The pro Head.
ceeds of this contest was donated
Mrs. Lydia Cummings has re
to the organ fund. Father George
Goudreau was a special guest. turned to Nobleboro atfer being the
Beano was enjoyed by the mem guest of Mr. ar.d Mrs. Robert Wil
bers and guest. Refreshments were son of Whit nsville, Mass., for sev
eral weeks. The Wilscns accom
served.
panied her home and have been
Senter-Cranes has just receive guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
a large shipment of Dresses—Sheer Spear at Nobleboro and more re
Crepes, etc ,—Regularly $8 95 an cently of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
$10.95, they go on sale for $5.95.- Cummings, North Main street.
adv.
57-j They left for their home today ac
companied by Jeanette Cummings,
who will be their guest for several
weeks.

Peak of
Delight

"COME AS YOU ARE"
(Reviewed by George Berliawsky)
Be sure to put away your history
Doris Brewster’s Sparkling Events Of 1904, As Compiled books when you go to the Camden
For This Paper By James Hills Theatre this week for the zest
Brain Child Available At
ful bunch of Thespians have turned
Bufns
Huston-Tuttle’s
the discovery of America upside
(By James Bums)
down Instead of a determined sea
Whimsical ditties, spited with a
July 16
captain peering fixedly from bow
dasli of philosophy, are being of
Rockland was planning a Fire c.f his ship, we find explorer Colum
fered today at Huston-Tuttle Book
Co. In a gay little red velour men's Muster, and Chief John A bus to be a simple and comical guy.
Karl was inviting participants from Personally, I like this new fellow
volume, Doris Brewster of Cam all parts of the State.
very much
den, formerly of Rockland, has as
The five-masted schooner Mar
Ycu 11 laugh when you see Chris
sembled a collection of her own garet Haskell was launched at Cam being taken in by the wiles of
original verse, certain of which den
Queen Izzy, you’ll smile as he tries
appeared in a Portland paper the
Yesterday was a banner day for his hand at metion picture haming.
past season. The Camden Herald the livery men. One stableman re and you’ll chuckle sympathetically
is the publisher
potted every horse out before 10 to see him at the mercies of a fe
"Felix the Flea" is the captivat o’clock, and many people were ob male psychoanalyst.
ing title and each page is illustrat liged to use the electrics on account
Credit gees to Alfred Dumais for
ed with a droll sketch by Sid Maxell. of the scarcity cf livery teams.
the creation of a witty and clever
When Junior or little Mary teases
bock. Sometimes author Dumais'
July 17
for a bedtime story, this is the very
ipa.ked rhymes start to get a bit
Roland V. Follett, a former al too heavy, but then the sure hand
booklet to pick up, and Mother or
Daddy will find a chuckle, tco, in derman, died of blood poisoning of the director goes to work and
as a result of a scratch from a lob Icieatts funny bits of stage busi
each beguiling line.
light and amusing, it is the ideal ster claw.
ness which restores the balance.
The granite industry was boom ; Composer Richard Cutts musical
antidote for a wearisome day—no
ing,
all
quarries
near
Rockland
were
tax on thought, just sparkling tid
| score is also good except thai one
bits of the passing show known as going at full blast, and gianite was could wish for a little more con
said
to
be
rapidly
replacing
marble
life, which even a flea can
sistency
laugh at now and then, as witness: and brick for building construction.
In the leading rcle Robert SnivGermany
protested
against
Russia
erly creates a warm and enter
"Said Felix. "Something bothers me.
in the seizure cf steamers and mails taining Columbus while Priscilla
A worry that's persistent
Why ls it humans seem to be
in war of Russia against Japan.
Groggins manages to change frcm
So gosh darned In onslstent?'
C E. Rising was driving a new one colorful characterization to an
‘Examinations they must pass
4
h.p.
Crest
runabout
automobile
ther with the ease of a chameleon
Before they d ire a .'
This machine was one of the latest changing colors. Other interesting
A law to safeguard human lives;
in its line and was attracting con performances were mined in by
A law that reaches far"
siderable local attention.
"But HUNTING licenses they give
Marjean Hartzler. Al Dumais and
To anyone at all—
Limerock Council, Knights of Co many ethers.
Then w utter at the accidents
lumbus
we:e
planning
a
field
day
The dancing was lively and suit
Occurring every Fall!"
at Hurricane Island.
able with Madelyn Oliver's per
Unpretentious.
the
sprightly
July 26
formance doing Rockland credit
lines skim alcng like a brteze, ex
The Knights of Columbus base Versatile Miss Groggins has coached
cept in one instance on Page 22
where tire rhythm skips a beat or ball team was composed of the fol the voices to advantage, while Law
something, but what's a mere line lowing players: c. Hogan, McInnis; rence Dunn has contributed some
between friends? It wouldn’t bother p, Henry Costello, Pelletier lb, mighty nice sets. Under Herschel
Felix, for lies a bright little fellow LaCrosse, Handley; 2b. Early, Baird; Bricker's supervision. David Haskell
who knows human natuie inside out ’ib; Stanton, ss; Violette, lf; Mc has bhnded all these elements into
a fine production and one which
and likes it just the same. His Neil; cf, ONeil; rf, Cole
should be seen by all those who likt
vantage point on cne occasion was
July 21
entertaining theatre.
a parking meter (didn't forget your
Rockland’s most threatening fire
A reception was given for the cast
ni.kel. did you Felix?) whereupon in years occuirtd when fire de
at the Yacht Club following the
he bubbled forth with this sally:
stroyed tlie cold storage building performance, by these friends ot
"O.i top a parking meter smooth
owned by Tillson Estate on Sea tlie theatre:
Sat little Felix Flea
He watched tiie humans passing by street, Shuman Machine Co. and
J Gleason .Perry, Milford PayIn curiosity.
Simmons & White were among the son. Mr. and Mis. Hcdding Carte:.
He scanned each face that passed him principle losers:
Steamer J. T. Mr. and Mrs. J. Rikcr Proctor, Mt
by.
Morse and other craft, tied up at and Mrs John Montgomery, Ralph
Those tlr tl. cross and grim:
The pleasant cne . the sunny smiles— Tillson Wharf, were forced to move Wilson. Dr and Mrs. Harry Tcunge
out
into the bay.
The carefree and the prim
Mrs. Betty Foxwell, Mrs. Thomas
'Of all expressions humans have.
Crimmins Camden; Mr. and Mrs.
July 26
The most contag.ous one
The Steamship City of Rockland Ambrose Cramer, Mr. and Mrs. Lew
Thought Fel.x. Is the human smile."
(So try it. Just for fun).
on her regular run frcm Boston to Dietz, Rockport; Mr. and Mrs. WilRockland, went ashore on Gangway liam Talbct, Mr. and Mrs. Almon
Mrs. Maud Orbeton has returned ledges at 5 30 in the morning in Cooper, Joseph Emery, Mrs. Richfrom an extended visit in Massa- I dense fog. There were about 400 aid Harden, Rockland; Mrs. Ed
chusetts and Rhcds Island.
passengers aboard, all of whom es ward Martin, Stamford, Conn.; and
caped without injury. Much of its members of the beard of directors
Rev and Mrs. Alfred G. Hemp cargo of fi eight was lost and six and their wives.
stead are vacationing at their cot horses aboard were drowned. Cap
tage. Springside Lodge. Onawa, Me. tain Pierce was in command of the
Rev. and Mrs. R. G. Carruthers steamship.
The Rockland was
of Toronto, Canada, are living in built in East Boston in 1900 bythe parsonage while Rev. and Mrs , William McKie and cost about
Hempstead are away. Mr. Carruth $350,000.
By Carol Lane _____
ers will prea: h in tlie Methodist
July 28
Church fcr the next lour Sundays.
Women's Travel Authority
A waiting station was being erect
Look again before you throw
Mrs. Charles Walsh, Mrs. Enos ed at the entrance of Oakland Park
out those old summer clothes.
Nokes and Mrs. Fred Parker of by the R.T&C St. Railway.
With a little imagination they
July 29
Cambr dge, Mass., are ai Mrs.
can be turned inta wonderful
Parker's cottare at Cooler's Beach
The Steamer Ransom B Fuller
vacation wardrobe items.
for several weeks.
was on the Boston to Bangor run,
That pair of frayed, faded
replacing the City of Rockland, was
Mrs. Catherine Libby, on vaca still fast on the ledges.
dungarees, for instance. Cut
tion front the Van Baalen Com
them off at the knee, fringe the
A Trolley wire was being placed
pany. with her sisier. Mrs. Etta in position on the new Rockland,
cuffs, sew on a gay print
Tribou. have returned from a visit South Thomaston and Owl's Head
pocket, add a simple matching
:n Massachusetts.
Railway under the direction of Supt. sash or belt — and you have a
John T. Berry.
perfect in-style
The Business Girls’ Club of the
There was a price war on between
roughing out
Congregational Church met Wed beet blacks and hot dog vendors.
fit.
nesday night at the parsonage and Boys with shine boxes were drop
Old scarves
enjoved an outdoor picnic supper ping their price from 10 cents to
make excellent
A business meeting followed and 5 cents, but Charlie Cables mainhaltersbecause,
wc-k was dene on the project The taine the old price of 10c. Seme
since you would
nc; meeting will be held July 27 vendors were selling hot dogs for a
have thrown
vt the vestiy at 6 c clo k. tc leave nickle. while others maintained the
them away
. for a picnic supper and swimming
10
cent
charge.
anyway, you
party.
There was a scarcity of ccoks and
Miss Lane
don’t have to
seamen and several vessels were
GROSS NECK
worry about
lying in the harbor ready to sail,
sun oil lotions or salt water
Mrs. Alca la Genthner and Mel but with incomplete crews.
spray. Ditto for that old shirt
vin Genthner recently attended an
I auction ai Round Pond with Clin- of Camden were guests Sunday of John was about to discard.
Now . . . those tired, basic
i ton Gres; of Dutch Neck.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genthner.
dresses in the closet. Perk them
Mrs. Arthur Poland was a busi
Mrs. Eldora Gross was in Skow
up with a scarf of brightly col
ness caller here last week. Mr. hegan Friday where she called at
and M:*. Poland and family were the home of her granddaughter, ored striped taffeta or white
callers Su: ay at Harold Colla- Mrs. William Bragg, Jr.
pique, add a few scatter pins
more's in Me omak.
John Simmons and Melvin Gross made from unmatched ear
Melvin Centdner and son, Mel were Rockland visitors Monday.
rings, and notice the difference.
vin Jr., were in Friendship Friday
Ernest Eugley called recently at Your other jewelry might come
to deliver a dory which Mr. Genth W. K. W.nchenbach’s, Dutch Neck.
from the dime store ... it will
ner recently built.
wear well enough for the vaca
Mrs. Eben Wallace and children
Boswell Is a masculine personal tion and ease your mind con
of the village visited Saturday name of Teutonic origin signifying siderably about the possibility
with Mrs. Edna Gross.
dweller by the spring where the of loss or theft.
Mrs. Alcada Genthner returned cattle are watered
Any woman can be well
to Ctimden Wednesday after spend
dressed on an unlimited bud
ing her vacation with Mr. and Mrs
get, but the really clever wo
Melvin Genthner.
Miss Helen
man makes the most of what
Richards of Friendship is now
she lias with the comforting
guest at the Genthner home.
knowledge that away from
MAKE A HAPPY
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Marius
home everything she wears
and family moved Saturday to Har-:
DAY
HAPPIER
looks new to new people.
rington where they will make their
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Light and
children and Mr. Light's mother

Felix Makes His Bow

Its Nineteenth Year

E.

& M. Walnut Ice Cream

cqMFQBT-long-life . ECONOMY

PHOTOGRAPHY
All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups,
Weddings, Industrial,
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.

HOTEL AND

INSTITUTION

Spaded
INNER SPRING MATTRESS

CANDIES

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

comes in convenient car

NEW BE^CH WEAR

tons for easy storage in

CHISHOLM’S

Sidney L Cullen

your refrigerator.

438 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 907 or 770
97’tf

Order E. & M. Walnut

AT REDUCED PRICES

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.
23 TILLSON AVENUE
TELEPHONE 214
ROCKLAND, MAINE

R.H.S. STUDENTS HONORED
Three Rockland High School
' juniors were among the more than
200 students who attended a twoday pre-ccllege guidan e conference
at Tufts College recently. The pur
pose of the conference, directed by
Dean Nils Wessell cf tlie School of
Liberal Arts assisted by Joseph W.
Fordye. assistant director of coun
selling. was to provide counsel early
in the secondary school course to
students planning to apply for ad
mission tc Tufts College in the
schools of Liberal Arts, Engineer
ing, Religion or Jackson College,
division fcr women at Tufs. The
thrte students from Rockland were
John W. Stevens, Bruce G. Strat
ton and Roland Ware, Jr.

Vacation Time
Is Open Again
The Fourth usually “pops”

open the vacation season.

Whether you go to the

beach or the mountains,
you'll find plenty of use
for

a lightweight

beach

robe.
Colorful

cotton

soap’n

water robes are practical

during the Summer and
inexpensive.

$7.95

Sport Shirts

$1.95 to $6.95
AT YOUR DEALERS

369 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 288

For my part I have ever gained
the most prefits, and the most
pleasure also, from the books which
have made me think the most.—
Julius C Hare.
Two new plays "The Red Key"
a one-act drama and "The Day
after Forever," a one-act comedj'
drama, by Charles Emery, Rock
land’s own playwright, have reently been added to the shelves.
Both plays are gifts cl tlie author
and are having wide circulations
since his unpublished play “The
Gioriiied Brat was recently pro
duced at the High School.
New books added to the shelves:
Fiction
Arnow. H Hunter’s Moen.
Bellairs, Geoige, Case of tlie Fam
ished Parson.
Bonett, John, Dead Lien.
Brand. Max, Seven Trails
Carnac. Carol, Over the Garden
Wall
Downes, Anne M., Such Happy
People.
Ermine. Will, Rustlers’ Bend.
Fenisong, Ruth. Snare for Sinners.
Grey. Zane, Tiie Deer Stalker
Hagen, M. A , Dig Me Later
Kaye-Smith, S.. The Happy Tree.
Lan. , J„ Murder Spoils Every
thing.
Lynd, Leslie, Hilltop House.
Lobaugh, E. K , I am Afraid.
Leonard, C. L , Sinister Shelter.
Mayrant, D. Running Thread.
Newcomb, Norma Princess cf
Moonlight.
Sherwood, J, Dr. Bruderstein
Vanishes.
Standish, Rcbert, Elephant Walk,
Sweet, F., Fail Videf.
Yerby. F, Pride’s Castle.
Eoeihart, M „ House of Storm.
Ford, L.. Date with Death.
Gardner. E. S , Case of the Cau
tious coquette.
Non-Fiction
Batchelder, M., Art of the Hooked
Rug Making.
Beebe W., High Jungle.
Eeston. H . Tlie Outermost House.
Coffin, R.P.T., One-hor.-e Farm.
DeBoth, J. Modern Household
Encyclopedia.
Keilino. P. & M., Cats in our
Lives.
Oxenham. J., Selected Poems.
P arson, H. Dickens: His Char
acter, Comedy and Career.
Pepe, B. R. Upholstering Home
Furniture.
Rubin. R., Bock of Camping.

With Long or Short Sleeves

Ice Cream TODAY!

SA V1TTS

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian
Every week-day I o. m. to 8.30 p. m.

283 MAIN ST., ..ROCKLAND, ME., ..TEL. 1154

Marm’s
Home Cooking

Week-End Cases
$7.50, $9.00, $12.50
Plus Tax

Pies. Cakes, Cookies. Rolls. Bread, Doughnuts, Birthday Cakes of
all Kinds. Baked Beans and Brown Bread Saturday Special.
"The Best Cooking—At Reasonable Prices"
All Orders Filled—None Too Large or Too Small. Call Day or
Night, 24 Hour Service. Orders delivered if desired.
TELEPHONE 783-W’2

MARM DUGAN

HOLIDAY BEACH, OWL’S HEAD, ME.
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Practice
WHAT A STRANGE “AD” BROUGHT TheGeneralDoctor
Lives

Sunset Island, Near Vinalhaven, Will Be Occu
pied By a Honeymoon Couple
Advertise for almost anything
you want in The Courier-Gazette
and you will get results, even if it
Ls a lone house on an uninhabited
island—plus a romance.
Three front page ads which rec ntlv appeared in this newspaper
called for the property in question,
tetgether with certain conveniences
whi h nobody thought it possible to
obtain.
But Howard W. Barnard of Cam
bridge. Mass., was a winner, and
when he was offered an island off
Vinalhaven. just suitable for spend
ing a honeymoon, he was much
elated, though net as much sur
prised as folks hereabouts.
The Boston Post and Boston Her
ald carried stories cn the unique
deal, the Post even having a por
trait of the bride to be. The story
follows:
The romantic wish of most bridal
couples to spend a honeymen alone
on an Lsland will become a reality
for a Cambridge man and a Wal
tham girl.
Howard W. Barnard, 29, a book
binder. cf 116 Brattle St.. Cam
bridge. and Miss Ruth Pottle of 2
Nriumbega Ter, Waltham, an auto
mobile agency secretary, have
made plans to spend their honey
moon on Sunset Island, 12 miles
off the Rockland. Me., coast.
Their wedding date is Oct. 1.
They plan to arrive at their hon
eymoon island sometime that night.
The owner of the island, John A
Trinnier, will take a trip to Boston
while the honeymooners enjoy a
honeymoon most brides and grooms
hope for
Sunset Bland is three miles from
Vinalhaven Island and its only ap
proach is by boat. The honeymoon
ers will have a completely fur
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nished house but no electricity.
Bright oil lamps are used for light
ing.
The couple first met last Decem
ber and became engaged eight
weeks ago.
They spoke about
spending a honeymoon somewhere
on an island alone and away from
the world. Barnard decided to do
something about it.
He placed an advertisement in a
Maine newspaper which read:
"Wanted: Maine island. O t 1 to
15 Willing tc pay $200 Must be
private island with only one house
on it. Must have boat withoutboard motor capable of getting
inhabitant to nearest mainland.
House must have hot water system
and bath, heat and electricity.”
Trinnier saw the advertisement
and answered it. He sent details
and photograph- of the island to
Barnard. The latter shewed them
to Miss Pottle and the island was
hired.
When the island becomes a hon
eymoon paradise its owner will
come to the mainland and take a
trip to Boston When the honey
moon is over he will return for the
Winter.
Mr. Barnard explained last night
he and Miss Pottle plan a quiet
wedding with only a few friends
present. Tiie details cf the wed
ding have not been de ided as yet
While cn the Lsland they will
travel to Vinalhaven for their gro
ceries and other needs
When they return from their
storybook hon ymoon alone cn an
island they will reside in a Cam
bridge apartment.
Barnard is chairman cf the youth
committee cf the Boston Exchange
Club and is in charge of an under
privileged moonlight cruise to Nan
tucket in July 22.

Cedars Endangered
,ng along the main branches, it
off the supply of rap to the

Valuable For Shade. Com cuts
mercial Purposes and 1 tips.
Deer Food In Winter

I ncle Sam Says

Almost a third of all cedar trees
in Maine are endangered by a
heavy infestation of an insect that
will kill many of them. II. B Peirson, State intomologist said.
The invasion of tne insect, the
arbor vitae miner is spreading, he
said, and may engulf the entire
State. The unchecked spread of the
in ect can cause a heavy loss to
manufacturers of cedar products
and to commercial users, Peir. on
said.
Ftsh and game officials were al
so a aimed over the nfeslation as
cedar is a favored Winter food lor
deer.
Peir.-on said that experiments
show hat otnamenal cedars can
be raved by spraying but that it is
impractical to spray those growing
in the woodlands as the spray must
be directed upward to the unders de of the foliage For that rer.s n.
Build a ladder to the boat of
he raid, airplanes or ether means your dreams with I . S. Savinas
of large scale spraying cannot be Bonds. They ofTcr the best boat*
used o advantage.
catching plan in the world, the
For spray.ng ornamental cedars chance to sail away to those far
he recommended the use of one distant shores of which you have
part of nicotine sulphate to 400 dreamed. So join the smart people
parts of water in which soap cakes and enroll today in one of tlie safe,
have been dissolved. This, he said, automatic Plans provided for you:
gives almost complete control. He the Payroll Savings Plan where you
discouraged the use of DDt which work, or if eelf-employed, the
Plan at your hank.
he pointed out, would lead to other Rond-a-Month
Either wav you will receive ? I- for
complications.
every S3 you invest iu Savings
In its first stage the offend ng in Bonds within ten short years.
sect is a gray moth whi~h lays its
l/.S. Treasury Department
eggs on the under surfa-e of the
Kansas is the State in the geo
foliage. The tiny caterpillar that
emerges mines into the scale-like graphic center of the country.

Family
Still
On, Declares a Portland
Physician

Blue Hill Pottery
Is Being Exhibited At Massa
chusetts Workshop In
Lincolnville

iby Adrian Scolten, M. D.)
I have specialized in Dermatology
Allergy, anl Psychiatry, and I have
been a country doctor. Therefore,
•I quality as a general practitioner.
It is not quite three years since the
American Academy of General Prac
tice was organized during the time
when physicians from every State
in the Union were attending the
American Medical Association meet
ing at Atlantic City. It was my
privilege to be one of those who
helped organize this r.ew medical
organization.
The Academy of General Practi e defines a general practitioner
as a legally qualified doctor of
mtdicine who does not limit his
practice to a particualr field of
medicine or surgery cr to any one
specialty
There is a crying need for gen
eral practitioners in the smaller
towns and in the remote rural dis
tricts of Maine The Academy of
General Practice along with the
American Medical Association is do
CHICAGO—Electric appliance prices advanced less than oneing everything possible to fill this half the amount of the average of all commodities since 1939, and they
need. It has been difficult to get led all durable consumer products in ‘'rapid and thorough price re
young dolors to settle outside of duction to pre-war levels." James J. Nance, right above, president
the larger cities. Various induce of one of the nation's largest appliance manufacturing companies,
ments are now being contemplated explains recent message “The Truth About Appliance Prices" to
to remedy this. One deterrent to Leslie Hicks, president of Hawaiian Electric company.
Here to study price stabilization moves. Hicks was told of recent
wards settling in a small town has
been inadequate preparation for activity by which 10,000 Hot point dealers received letters explaining
country work in the hospital train prices; meanwhile, local and national advertising is being scheduled
to inform the public that some appliance prices have returned to 1939
ing period.
The Academy of General Prac levels Nance said that business was in a leveling off period follow,
tice Ls not only attempting to im ing the recent post war readjustment from economy of scarcity to one
prove the hospital training period I of ample supply. This change brought the sharp price reductions
which have brought back pre-war appliance prices so that “today
of future country doctors, but I dealers
can go forward with their sales and advertising programs,
as a member cf the Educational
consumers can buy needed appliances with full confidence that
Committee of the Academy which and
they are getting their money's worth," he added
lias recommended that every medical
school establish a chair of medical
practice; in other words, in addi
MRS. SUSIE S. MOREY
Rockland High School in 1901 and
tion to chairs in surgery, medicine,
Mrs.
Susie S. Morey died at her Farmington Normal School in 1903,
dermatology, ear, nose, and threat, I
there should be one chair which at home. Pacific street Sunday night. and taught in Rockland schools un
tempts to teach all future doctors As she had been engaged in tele til her marriage in 1913 to Mr.
how to be good general practition phone conversation only a few Morey. She was a member of the
Baptist Church for many years and
ers.
hours before her death, with
There are many physicians who friends, this was an unexpected an active worker in its service.
Besides her devoted life as a wife
still hold to the earlier belief that shock to her family and friends.
and mothr, Mrs. Morey will always
no man should practice any spe
Mrs. Morey was the widow of
cialty who has not had three or Charles H. Morey, wlno died in be pleasantly remembered by a
more years as a general practi February, 1948 She was a daugh circle of friends as a cordial hostess
tioner If this rule, and it is a de- ter of Charles L. and Louisa Sherer, of the cozy home type. She was
trable rule, could be established, born Feb 16, 1883, at their West never happier than when enter
then it would stop this present un- Meadow home. She was one of taining her ftiends in her home or
tn social gatherings.
ontroiled desire that all young doc
children, hav.ng two brothers,
Funeral services were held at the
tors have towards becoming special three
C.. and Dana A. Sherer. Baptist Church cn Wednesday,
ists We need to redignify the be Herbert
both
of
whom
are
deceased.
Mrs.
lief that was most common in years Morey is survived by a son. Cleve- 1 Rev. J. Charles MacDonald offi
ciating. Organ music for this
past, the belief that a general prac
titioner, not a specialist was the land D. Morey, and two grandchil- I service was rendered by Mrs. Faith
dren,
Charles
W
.,
and
David
C.
G. Berry.
man who was the best doctor in
Morey.
The bearers were Harold W. Look.
the community.
Mrs.
Morey
graduated
from
the
Ansel Young, Maurice Snow. Her
For four decades, attempts have
man Hart, Joseph Robinson and
been made to write the family doc
tor's death certificate, but he still conditions that are beyond him. Albert E. Averill.
Interment took place at the fam
lives cn. He will continue to be j he sends them to the speciallythe friend, the counsellor and the trained boys, but a large percent of ily lot at Achorn Cemetery.
Beautiful floral decorations were
vmpathetic advisor on all things the medical problems of his pa
medical to most of the American tients are within his province and presented by friends, neighbors,
people. When he meets medical he handles them well.
and church organizations.

The hand-made pottery from the
Rowantees Kiln of Blue Hill, will
be exhibited and sold in the large
exhibit room cf the Massa: husetts
House
Workshop,
Lincolnville,
for two weeks beginning next Mon
day
Mrs Dorothy Che ter Heywoed of the Rowantree, Kiln will
explain the use of native materials
in the hands cf the native Btue
Hill craftsmen on the opening day.
The ovenproof tableware come
in 10 lovely pottery colors including
sea gull grey, duck's head black,
evergreen and tuiquoise.
Rowantree: potters “throw" and
"turn" on the potter's wheel their
shapes of simple beauty and finish

hand-woven fabrics in unusual
color combinations that blend and
contrast with the pottery when used
as runners and place mats. Some
of the fabrics as well as a few mu
seum pieces of the pottery will be
shown with the large display cf the
open-stock tableware. The Blue Hill
potte:y is cne of the special exhibits
by Maine artists and craftsmen
planned by The Massachusetts
House Workshop of Lincolnville, 20
miles from Rcckland on Route 1.

TENANT'S HARBOR

Blanche Widecomb
and Byron
Chaples operated the Delca Lunch
in their absence.
The townspeople will again have
the opportunity of witnessing an
other performance cf Ihe DeLa
Tour Dancing School when they
will again give a demonstration at
Odd Fellows Hall, Friday. ior the
benefit of the hot lunch program.
Fred Wilson of Rockland, who
has been guest several days of liii.
brother, WillLs Wilson, lias rcl
turned Lome.

Guests this week-end of Mrs. AIb n Falla were Mr. and Mrs. Cort
land Wadman of Hamilton, Ma s..
Mr. and Mrs. David Faulkner of
NELSON BROS. GARAGE
Salem, Mass., and Percival Wad515 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
man of Cambridge, Mass.
47-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jacobson
spent the week-end in Boston. Mrs.

Radiator Repairing

them with skillful precision and
speed. Decorations in fruit and
flower shapes ate modelled deftly
by hand. The red-firing marine
clay, dug on the Blue Hill shore,
is fired to an unusually high tem
perature to give the pottery it:,
durability and fine clear ring.
The glazes are made lrom the
wealth of rocks and ores near at
hand Gray grani'c from old quar
ries along the east shcre of Eitt”
Hill Bay and white quartz sand
from the edges of the ponds are tlie
foundation of all the glazes. Color
ing oxides come frm the ore sf
abandned copper
mines
that
boomed in the region in the 1880’s
The rare mineral, manganese, found
on the top of Blue Hill Mountain,
gives another range of rich colors
in creating glazes from raw (un
purified) pies, Laura Paddock, the
directing ceramist, introduced a
practi'e long used by Oriental potters, but little known elsewhere.
The first small pottery with one
kiln was bulit for Blue Hill Vlllag
as a "hobby" in 1934. Such native
-kill became evident that by 1939
the hobby had grown to be a village
industry and by 1941 seven skilled
craftsmen were at work. During
the war years mere kilns were add
ed and white buildings rambled out
beyond the garens cf the original
house as mere floor space was
needed
"Rowantrees 1,00ms” make the

PRICES ARE LOW AT

BOBILL’S
Store Hours—Open from 8.00 A. M. to 9.0(1 P. M.
Including Sundays

Maxwell House Ccfiee............ lb. -55
Armour’s Milk.............. 4 tall cans .45
Canned Corn.............. 2 No. 2 cans .25
No. 2.1A Tomatoes .................. can .23
Armour’s Butter...................... lb. .61
Armour’s Lard ........................ lb. .14
Smoked Beef Tongues............ lb. -40
Minced Ham............................ lb. .43
Macaroni and Cheese Loaf .... lb. .43
Hamburg Steak ...................... Ib. .49
Heavy Steer Sirloin Steak........ lb. .73
Rib Corned Beef...................... lb. .29
Fowl, native ............................ lb. .43
Cukes, large........................ 2 for .25
Carrots.......................... 2 bunches .21
Oxydol Washing Powder .... pkg. .28
1512 Can Beef and Gravy........ can .53
You Can Have Your Orders Delivered for 25c, within City Limits
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

Francis L. Tillson

BOBILL’S MARKET

Carpenter and Builder

Corner Broadway and Pleasant Street

THOMASTON, MAINE
TELEPHONE 178-4

39’40-tf

TELEPHONE 1218

■—iiw —■■iiii'inw ' wMik-AiswimahBit

FOR VACATION VARIETY

CHOOSE

NEW ENGLAND
1 the spice of va90 miles of ocean
aches, sprawling
eat white villages,
yside, hills and
stage upon which

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

ELECTRICIANS SINCE 1918
RADIO SINCE BROADCASTING BEGAN

Appliance Prices Pace Reduced Living Cost

1-tf

motions, county fairs, visit famous,
rough it in primitive woodla,ldS'^r. f
ern highways through scenic sp Boston Baked Beans, ocean-fresh
'picnic in any of 545 state forests and
„y a clambake along the co.st,^
,gt,„4 you'll find »«
*’e”en“
,tion —in w'de variety.

This is a sample
of the advertising
that

the

New

Look! Out-of-season foods for
your all-year-round enjoyment
... a complete variety of foods
on hand at all times. Cuts the
number of shopping trips . . .
enables you to save money by
buying in larger quantities when
priies are lowest. The new Phi I co
upright freezer is efficient . . .
separate glass doors on sharp
freezing and frozen storage compattnients prevent loss of cold
when opening outer door.

Council

England

is running outside

THE NEW ENGLAND COUNCIL

New England to

summer

attract

vacationists.

Vacation visitors spend 5750,000,000 annually in our six states,

benefiting every one of us.
Let all of us —the gas station attendant, the room clerk, the
sales person and the average citizen show every courtesy to our

out-of-state guests.

Help them have a good time!

Send them

home singing the praises of New England — so that they and
their friends will come back again — and again.

300 G. P. N. at Fifty Pounds
Operating Costs Four Cents Per Day

What helps New England, helps all of us!

Visit our store and let us show you the Many

Features and Uses of This Fine Pump

This message is published as a public service

IMAIN ST. HARDWAREC07I
PA.NT • STOVES • HOUSEWARES
44 I MAIN ST.
;.
^Derives
ROCKLAND

rei
2 &3

by

The Courier-Gazette

COMPTON’S
17 PARK STREET,

t

ROCKLAND. MAINE,

TEL. 1135-W

*
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To Bar Communists

NELSON IN WASHINGTON

Delegates To Convention Ot
the National Educational
Our New Congressman Tells What’s Going On
Ass’n Thus Vote
•e-e-e-e-e~e-e«

In the National Capital

Delegates to the 87th annual
meeting of tlie National Education
iWociation, representing
825,000
tRchers throughout the United It was certainly grand to be able
States and its territories, officially to get home. I had a wonderful
voted to bar members of the Com
munist party from employment in and quite unexpected birthday
American schools .according to Mrs. luncheon in Auburn and saw that
Diana Pitts, who has just returned city's fine baseball team take the
from the convention.
measure of the Colored Giants on
In taking this action, the 3000
delegates who participated in the a grand new field. I spoke to the
advertisers at
Poland
convention at Boston, July 3-8 de-i Maine
dared, ‘ As a measure of deiense Spring. On the Fourth there was
against our most potent threat, a grand parade in Belfast and the
American schools should teach dedication of a new shoe factory
about communism and all forms of (Which is a fine monument to the
tetalitarianum, including the prln- I self-reliance and courage of the
rsples and practice of the Soviet 'people of that community in solv
ing their own problems and shap
Union and tlie Communist Party in ing
their own future without gov
the United States. Teaching about
aid. Just one trip to
Communism does not mean advo ernment
cacy of Communism. Such ad Maine and I am anxious to get
vocacy should not be permitted in <back.
The IHousing Bill 1
American schools.
“Members of the Communist ] Congress has passed by a narrow
Party shall not be employed hi the margin and sent to the President
American schools. Such member for signature the Administration's
ship involves adherence to doc (Housing Bill. It is a decision that
trines and discipline completely in may well be the most fateful so far
consistent with the principles of as our system of government is
lreedotn on which American edu- concerned that has been made in
depends. Such membership
and the accompanying surrender This is one reason why the federal
of intellemual integrity, render an government should provide funds
individual unlit to discharge the to help the States to adjust school
duties of a teacher in this country. expenditures to the new high
“At tlie same time we condemn levels."
the careless, incorrect, and unjust President Truman in the follow
use of such words as ‘Ked' and ing telegram to Miss Mabel Stude
‘Communist’ to attack teachers and baker of Erie, Pa.. NEA president,
other persons who in point of fast joined the delegates in advocating
are not Communists, but who federal aid to education to help
merely have views different from strengthen the nation’s school sys
those of their accusers. Tlie whole tem:
spirit of free American education "You and all the teachers you
will be subverted unless teachers represent are engaged in a task of
fvee to think lor themselves. the utmost importance to our na
It is because members of the Com tional welfare. The trainers of our
munist Party are required to sur children and youth are a bulwark
render this rigitt. as a consequence of good character, good citizenship,
of becoming part of a movement and good government, and I greet
characterized by conspiracy and them as such. I have repeatedly
calculated deceit, that they shall be pledged my support to federal aidi
excluded from employment as to the States in the amount of
teachers and from membership in $300,000,000 annually for the pur
the NEA.”
pose of more nearly equalizing edu
The delegates' notion thus estab cational opportunities and improv
lishes as formal policy for the na ing the salaries of our teachers. As
tional professional organization of you kow, such an appropriation
teachers
the
recommendations was provided for in the budget for
jtnade a month ago by the NEA's this year and a bill has been passed
Educational Policies Commission in by the Senate. I fully expect the
its report on "American Education House Committee and the House
and International Tensions." In itself to take early and favorable
the report, which was pre.-ented to action on this subject. I hope to
the convention, the Commission al have the pleasure of signing a sat
so expressed great concern about isfactory federal aid bill before the
the financing of the nation’s close of the present session of this
schools, now chiefly paid for from Congress."
taxes upon real property.
In a spirited election contest. Dr
“Public schools are now support A. D Holt, executive secretary of
ed primarily from State and local the Tennessee Education Associa
revenues, the report. ol the Com tion, Nashville, Tenn.. was chosen
mission noted. "Such revenues do by the delegates to serve as presi
not respond so flexibly to rapidly dent of the Asssociation for the
rising costs as do other sources. coming year.

4r*'

years. A far more constructive
alternative, I believed, would have
provided for long-term loans at low
interest to
enable low-income
groups to build their own homes
and appropriate more money for
slum clearance. My philosophy I
expressed in the Record. I would
like you to know it I think it ex
tremely important. It was this:
"I have no fear of the word ‘so
cialisin' if that is what the Ameri
can people want.
I have a most
urgent fear that socialism will be
foisted upon the American people
by the philosophy of despair and
politically exped.ent liberalism too
prevalent in Government circles
today. Socialism means government
ownership and operation of the
major sources of production. It has
as its inevitable counterpart gov
ernment ownership and assignment
of living space.
"What is the American alterna
tive? Our entire system has been
built upon the right to private
ownership of property. Presumably
America should offer to every citi
zen equal opportunity to own a
home. The desire that lies deep in
the heart of every American man
and woman is to build and own his
own home and raise his family in
surroundings of his own creation.
Your answer to this desire is po
litically allocated living space in
Government-owned buildings. If
this bill were a temporary measure
designed to meet an emergency, it
might well be justifid.
I should
vote for it. But it is not merely
a temporary program. It is one
that extends for 40 years and will
cumulatively freeze more and more
thousands of Amricans as tenants
of the Government and deprive
them of an essential American
right because of tlie increasing bur
den of taxes necessary to support
the Government
program. It
changes the whole basis of our so
ciety from private to public owner
ship of housing . I do not for one
moment believe that any veteran
fought for the privilege of living
out his days in Government-allo
cated living space.
“I have no sympathy with those
who maintain that slums can be
cleared by private enterprise in
connection with local self-govern
ment. It never has been done; it
never will be. I believe this is a
field which the Federal Govern
ment must enter and tjs soon as
possible. Let us appropriate money
to do that job. This bill has no
direct relation to slum clearance.
Prior Federal housing laws have
provided that for every Govern
ment hous ng unit built an approxi
mate number of slum units must

OfUVlNG~

be cleared. This bill has no such
provision. It is easily conceivable ;
that billions in Government hous
ing could be built and not a single
slum cleared.
Let us clear the slums and after
we have done that, let us solve
housing in an American way. Let
us provide credit terms that will
enable the low-income groups,
whether as individuals or co-opera
tives. to own their own homes,
whether in single—or multiple
dwelling units. Lt us find means
to reduce the cost of building ma
terials instead of increasing them
as this bill would immediately do.
Let us provide cheap, nonspeculative land. Lastly and very impor
tantly, let us increase their takehome pay by cutting out inefficient
and non-essential Government ex
penditures and then repealing the
heavy wartime excise taxes that
fall largely on this group and in
creasing the income-tax exemp
tions in the lower brackets to a
minimum living standard.
"This bill has no provisions that
approach this solution to the 1
problem. On the contrary, it ties
up billions of dollars over the next
years, dollars that will be added to
our already staggering national
debt, dollars that will be beyond
the control of Congress to cut off
regardless of any national or in
ternational emergency that might
arise, dollars that will undoubtedly
prevent any reduction in taxes.
"Our job is to furnish the oppor
tunity to own a home to every
American. After that we should
place a premium on enterprise, not
despair. This bill is almost of only
academic interest to my State.
Little of the money will be used
there. If a working man in my dis
trict. were granted as a loan the
estimated cost of one unit of this
Federal housing, he could build
himself a fine home and pay ior
it easily over the period of your
proposed program. I am sure he
would prefer it. There is no pro
vision in the bill that would allow
such a sane approach in my own
or a comparable district. Instead
the working men of my district are
to be taxed to build homes and pay
a good part of the rent for a fa
vored few in largfe metropolitan
areas. By the very amount of tax
they will increasingly have to pay
they will be prevented from better
ing their own conditions and build
ing their own homes.”
A well-planned public works pro
gram is to my mind a sounder al
ternative than Government-owned
housing.
Excise Taxes (
In further pursuit of that theory
of improving the purchasing po
sition of the low-income groups, I
have signed a discharge petition
designed to force the Committee on
Ways and Means to report out a
bill doing aawy with our wartime
excise taxes that burden our lowincome group. It is unlikely that
an Administration bent on spend
ing more and more money will al
low it.
I believe it essential in
these times. The removal of the
tax would reduce the cost of many
essential items substantially and
might well start other prices down.
It would do much to halt any pos
sible depression.
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Saved The Stephen M. at Owl’s Head* Names His Workers
Waldoboro King Lion Selects
A Full List Of Com
mittees

Principals in the rescue of the handliner, Stephen M., Wednesday off Owl s Head.
Left to right are, Byron Bray, left and Alton Raynes, right who brought the partly sub
merged hull into Owl’s Head harbor lashed to their lobster boats. Center left, David
Underwood of Matinicus standing beside Alonzo Willey of Rockland, crew of the Stephen
M. The saving of the 40 foot boat included a mile and a half tow of the hull by Under
wood and Willey with a dory to beach her on Monroes Island after she had sprung her
planking off Fisherman’s Island in the early afternoon and drowned her engine out as
she flllled in a race for the beach.

Lakewood Theatre
Neva Patterson takes over in
"The Heiress' next week at Lakewood Theatre the role in which
Wendy Hiller thrilled New Yorkers
for more than a year. Proving her
versatility. Miss Patterson is cur
rently rehearsing the role of the
timid lady of the 1850’s and in the
evenings placing the witty soph’sticate of "See How They Run."
The present attraction co-featurse
John Baragrey making a guest ap
pearance following screen work in
five Hollywood films. Still playing
to delighted audiences in England.
"See How They Run” is receiving
its initial U. S. presentation by
the Lakewood Players under Mel
ville Burke’s direction.
"The Heiress” closed only this
Spring on Breadway following its
successful
year-and-a-half
run
with Miss Hiller and Basil Rathbone as cast headliners.
Set in the year 1850, "The
Heiress” will be the first period
piece staged this season at Lakewood, with its beautiful costuming
due to lend added color to the hit
show's presentation Royal Beal is
scheduled for the role of stern Dr.
Sloper in the production and James
Engler for that of the fortune
seeking ' lover.
“See How They Run" is being
staged tonight through Saturday,
at 8. and in matinee Saturday at
2.30. On Monday the 18t.h, the
curtain rises on the week's run of
“The Heiress.”

TENANT’S HARBOR
Mr. and Mrs J. Herbert Ward
are at “What Cheer” for the Sum
mer. Mr. Ward has retired as head
of the science department of Classi
cal High School. Providence, after
teaching there 40 years. Mrs. Her
bert M. Allen is visiting them for a
short time.

New Holiday Coupe
Oldsmobile Is On the Market
With a Luxurious New
Futuramic
Oldsmobile's glamorous new Holi
day Coupe, resembling a convertible
but possessing a permanent steel
top, is now in production at the
Division's main plant in Lansing. S.
E. Skinner, vice president of Gen
eral Motors Corporation and gen

eral manager of Oldsmobile an
nounced today.
The Oldsmobile Holiday Coupe
has the long low graceful lines of
the Series '98'' deluxe convertible
coupe yet it has a rigid steel top
that provides greater passenger pro
tection and comfort. Innovations
in design of the Holiday Coupe, in
addition to the steel top, include
the new rear window of curved glass
which gives greater visability in that
direction than any other closed
body style in the Oldsmobile line
elim.nation of support pillars be

The Waldoboro Lions Club is
bent upon continuing its successful
activities the coming year, and to
that end the King Lion has named
the following committees:
Attendance, Clarence E. Reed.
Arthur Bacon and Lawrence 1.
Weston; program, Roland A. Gen
thner
Wilmot Dow, Jr., and
Charles Odell; constitution and by
laws, Ralph Glidden, Floyd. Ben
ner and Frank Jones; health and
welfare, Franklin Randolph, Philip
Cohen and Harold David; publicity.
Harold Gross. Maynard Genthner,
and Truman Thomas; citizens and
patriotism. Philip Cohen, Frank
Boggs and Arnold Standish; com
munity betterment, Glen Creamer,
Clinton Mank and William Ken
nedy; activities—boys and girls,
Perry Greene, Truman Thomas
and James Vanderpool.
Convention, Kenneth K Weston,
Roland A. Genthner and Vellis
Weaver; membership, Samuel Wes
ton. Lawrence T. Westcn and Har
old W. Flanders: finance, Virgil
Morse Daniel McMullen and Ken
neth K. Weston; editor of the Bul
let n Box Clarence E. Reed and
Roland A. Genthner; civic Im
provement. Wilbur Hilton, Elliot
Oliver and E. Ashley Walter, Jr.;
education, Earle Spear, Brainard
Paul and A. D. Gray; safety, Frank
Jones. Herbert Crosby and James
Waltz:
sight conservation and
blind. Dr. Franklin Randolph and
Gabriel Wincliebach; Lions inform
ation. Maynard Gnethner, E. Ash
ley Walter. Jr., and George Stern;
United Nations. A D. Gray Brain
ard Paul and Frank Salmi; greeter,
Frank Wright, Warren Genthner
and Charles Odell; agriculture,
Wilmot Dow. Jr., Thomas Winston
and Wilmot Dow.

tween the top and lower portion of
the body, thereby giving an unre
stricted view to the sides, and new
styling touches in interior trim.
Oldsmobile's Holiday Coupe Is
powered by the Division's new highcompression “Rocket” engine of 135
horsepower.
Bradshaw is a masculine personal
name of Teutonic origin signifying
dweller in the big forest.
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GET YOUR CAR SET FOR THE TOUGH, HOT WEATHER AHEAD I
Here's extra all-weather engine protection .. . new oil economy! Have
your Esso Dealer drain and refill your crankcase with fresh, summergrade NEW Esso Extra Motor Oil to help that hard-working engine beat
the heat. For smooth, power-full “Happy Motoring"... fill 'er up with
improved Esso Extra Gasoline!
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R.C.A. Radio to be
Given Away

IN THIS

Stevens' Market, Rockland, and Woodcock's Market. Thomaston, will give away
absolutely free, an R.C.A. Victor Radio on Saturday, July 23. Free coupons
toward the radio will be given with every $5.00 merchandise purchase from now
up to the 23rd.

PAPER

57*60

STEVENS’ MARKET

WOODCOCK’S MARKET

ROCKLAND. ME.

THOMASTON. ME.
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Cinema Highlights

Dodge Introduces Modern Roadster

(By Bill Coffleld)
I am a movie fan. I have tra
veled everywhere. Samarkand and
the Barbary Coast. On the camel
trails of the Sahara and through
the Khyber Pass. I have followed
the seaways and the airways to
the familiar places and to the
strange ports of call all around the
world. 1 am a 20th Century Marco
Polo.
I am a movie fan.
I saw the Battle of Hastings, and
I was there when King John
agreed to the Magna Charta I
was present when the redoubts
were stormed at Yorktown and
“the world turned upside down "
I saw the Constitutional Conven
tion, and I have walked with Lin
coln in the shadowed White
House grounds. All the past is
known to me through tny own ears
and my own eyes.
I hate lived
forever.
I am a movie fan
Ivanhoe. Micawber and Yancy
Cravatt are friends ol mine
I
heard the knight proclaim his chal
lenge in the Lists cf Templestowe
I walked the streets of Osage with
the Oklahoma pioneers All he
gTeat characters of literature have
come alive for me. transmuted 1: mi
the printed page to men of fle-li
and blood
I am a movie fan
I have heard and watched Chopin
and Mozart and Johann Srau.compose their
All the best in music has been
brought to my eat.
I 3nt a movie fan.
I was with MacArthur on the
battleship Missouri. I attended tlie
sessions of the United Nations. I
was at the Paris Conference. I
will bc at the next Olympic Games
I am informed of tl
for I am present on all great
casions and at all great events.
I am a movie fan.
Good fortune has brimmed m.v
cup. No man before me was ev r
so ricnly endowed or more for
tunate.
I am a movie fan.
—Anonymous.

Historians say the roadster is the only auto
body style that originated in this country.
The others are said to have come from
Europe. Typical of early roadsters was 1916
Dodge, shown at right. Car is owned by
Morristown, N. J. Dodge dealer. It still runs.

“WASHINGTON AND ME”

*

And How It Enters Into the
Price You Pay For
National Capital Incidents As Related By a
Canned Goods

New Correspondent

i—

New Dodge Wayfarer roadster is ultra modern in construction. Top framework is made of aluminum for ease of operation. Clear plastic side windows, framed in aluminum, slip into sockets in doors.
Recently Dlaced in uroduction. the roadster is America’s lowest priced full-size open car.
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The Cost
Of Tin
____

(By Richard G. Kendall)
Washington. D. C.—The State of
Maine Society recently held a pic
nic at Palisades Park, a parcel of
parched real estate westward up
Die Potomas, i.t which the piece
du jour, if you will pardon my
lapsing irto my native Swahali.
was the baked bean.
Besides several cases of authen
tic lly Maine baked beans sent
alont. by a packer of food p’oduc's.
there were several local versions in
pea. yt'Jow eye, and kidney. It
was apparent that while many of
the women had lived long in Wash,ngton. their hands had not lost
their touch.
It was a wonderful experience for
an incurable bean eater who had
several times been defrauded by na
tive restaurateurs.
Deluded by a sign in a restau
rant window reporting that home
baked beans could be had on the
premises. I once went in and or
dered a portion. I received a
thickened version of bean soup.
The base of this mush appeared to
be a variety of large, white bean.
I learn my lessons the hard way.
A history teacher whose memory
I revere, succeeded where others
failed to teach me by using a base
ball bat.
Thus, the next time I saw “Home
Baked Beans," on a menu I fell

like a ton of bricks. I was served
some boiled white beans, with ma
caroni and spinach.
Recalling the history teacher
with the fungo stick, I circled
warily the next time I saw "Home
Baked Beans” on a menu.
“These seeds are really baked >”
I asked the girl.
She assured me they sho' enough
were
“This is a great day for the
' zealous missionaries of the Maine
Development Commission," I said.
“They have succeeded in affixing
the word ‘Maine’ in front of every
legitimate lobster that is found
south and west of Kittery and now
they have taught a host of Sicilians
and Albanians how to bake beans.
Bring them on.”
She brought me an order of pea
beans, undoubtedly
baked, but
without the assistance of molasses,
dry mustard, or onion. This pale,
inedible mass was accompanied by
an order of French fried potatoes.
I wept bitterly, attracting the at1 tention of a stranger who came
[ever and patted my shoulder.
J “Don't take it so hard, Congress
man,” he said. “We can’t win all
I the time But take heart. There’ll
be another Roosevelt along any day
now.”
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consumption may not top 138,000
tons. The International tin study
group says the surplus will grow
in the next few years.
The tin that the Reconstruction
Finance Corp, buys is sold through
the Commerce Department to
American manufacturers of cans,
solder and bearings. So far, the
world surplus is no burden because
we, and others are putting It go
strategic stockpiles.
This Summer the food pack is
likely to be smaller than last. This
is due to fairly large inventories
left over from last year’s pack. To
move this surplus canners have
trimmed prices. They now stojr
they plan to pay farmers less this
year, and to be more choosey in
what they buy, since they plan to
can less.
The weather, however, could still
iplay hob with their plans. In fact,
the drought in the East already has
restricted Eastern cannery
ty and sent Californians scurrying
to revise upward their quotas for
vegetable pacts this Summer.

Credit part of the money you
spend for canned goods to the dol
lar crisis abroad and Uncle Sam's
good will policy.
Americans are spending about
$65,000,000 a year for the tin to
coa- their cans of fruit, vegetables
and beer. Tin might cost consid
erably less, lf the law of supply and
demand were allowed to operate.
But the price of tin is being
held at $1.03 a pound in spite oi
growing surplus. It’s part of our aid
to dollar-short Britain which con
trols a third of the world tin out
put, and our good-neighbor policy
toward Bolivia, another chief tin
source.
From the American-British fiscal
parley in London comes word that
we have promised to speed up buy
ing of strategic minerals for our
PORT CLYDE
government stockpile—that means
Charles F. Collins has as guest*.
dollars for Britain and security for Mr. and Mrs. John Hill of Boston
us in time of war.
and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Folsom of
With the new food packing sea West Newton, Mass.
son at hand, the price of tin is up
for much debate among American
The sardine inhabits the deep
businessmen.
particularly
since ! seas, coming toward the shore only
most ether metal prices have skid during spawning seasons.
I■ I .
■ ——’"tfr
ded this year, and the w’orld now I .1- ■■ ■— ■ ■ ■ —
USE TE-OL FOR
*
mines more tin than it uses.
The U. S. Government buys all
ATHLETE
’
S
FOOT
the tin we use from the British,
the Bolivians and the Dutch. Bri BECAUSE—
tain sets the price by what it pays 1 It has greater PENETRATING Power.
undiluted alcohol base, It
the Malayan mines, and our agree , With 90%
the active medication DEEPLY.
ment with Bolivia is tied In with, | carries
to kill the germ on contact. Get happy
this price. About 170,000 tons of i relief IN ONE HOUR or your 35c back
tin will be mined this year and at any drug store.

The Decay Of Teeth
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Merely place a FAST-WAY Portable Electric Water
Heater in areceptaclecontaininx water Plugin near
est socket. Eureka. Hot water.- Thousands use for
bathing, washing clothes dishes windows hands and
face shaving cleaning cream separators milk cans,
wateringstock etc Heats fast as average gas burner
Speed depends on quantity No fires to build hot
water to carry — no running up and down stairs
Birections are furnished Caution Be sure to read
directions before using and follow Handy!. . Inex
pensive! . . Convenient! For sale by
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Friday and Saturdai/ >
ip/ZA COUPON

$939

BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY
170 MAIN STREET,
TEL. 677
Tire Service Headquarters
... M M M
M ■ BRING THIS COUPON

Only

Repay
Monthly

CASH YOU GET
$110 $190 $260

15 Mos. $9.21 $15.88 $21.60
20 Mos. 7.39 12.73M7.29
Inferei/ charges:

3%

per month on

• Need money for balances up to $150, 2r/2% per month
any remainder of tuch balances up
bills . . . medical or dental on
to $300.(12)
expenses . • . seasonal needs ... or
•ny good purpose? It’s “YES” to 4 out of 5 at PwAemal. No out
siders involved. Phone or visit Pe/i&cnaLo YES MANager today.
$25 te $300 on Signature, Furniture or Car
"THf coMFAwr^rwAr irxfs ro sat rrt-

FINANCE CO.

2nd Floor • FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG
3S6 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
Phone 1133 • John Sawyer, Jr., YES MANoger

Small loon Statute Ikente No. 35 • loam mode lo residents of oil surrounding towns.
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HORIZONTAL
1-Abides
8-Part of the feet
14-Amuse
16- Father (Sp.)
17- Peek
18-To shut
20- lmage
21- Mischievous child
22- Sang in praise
24- Consumed
25- State of United
States (abbr.)
26- Cultivated a garden
27- A metal
29- Prefix. From
30-Twist
31- Quietest
33-Fathers
35- The cranium
36- Ameriean Temper
ance Society (abbr.
37- Bow the head
38-Those outside any
profession
39- Raw metal
40- Girl's name
41- Bill of fare
42- Part of a time-piece
44—Comes as a result
46- Adjusts
47- Half an em
48- Combining form
Middle
49 Steamers (abbr.)

1

YOUR
Saturday Issues
of

The Courier-Gazette
Will Carry These Features in the Weeks to Come
1. Signed Article Series—F. A. Winslow.
2. Illustrated Series—S. L. Cullen.
3. Poets’ Corner, The Lyric Muse—Kay McDonald.

4. Guardians Of Our Coast—Lighthouse Feature.
5. Golfers’ Column—Pro. Arthur Flanagan.
6. Steamboat Yams of Boats and Men—John M. Richardson.
7. Fisherman’s Column.

8. Rockland As It Is Today—(Pictures).
9. Legion Column.

10. Knox and Lincoln Industries.
11. Activities Of the Churches.
12. Serial Story.

63

| HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
50- Cerium (Chem.sym.) 19-Weirdly
51- Mountains (abbr.)
22- Studies carefully
23- A plaything
53-Councils of state
26-L isten
55- Deface
56- Small particle
28-North latitude
(abbr.)
58- Railway eating car
59- Long ago (Poet.)
30- Wide
60- Mischievous dwarf 31- Short literary
62-Dates back
articles
64- Pertaining to Aesop 32- Gets by labor
65- Openings into which 34- Those who originate
something is fitted 35- Native of Sardinia
38- Debarked
VERTICAL
39- A grain (pi.)
40- Hermit
41-Tints
1- Languishes
42- Pronoun
2- Foe
43- Prophetess
3- Part of a stairway
4- Termination denot 45- Order of merit
(abbr.)
ing vocation
E-Debtor (abbr.)
46- Combining form.
6- Engraved with an
Hard
49- Lets stand as
acid
written
7- Dish of greens
8- Originate
50- Sign denoting
9- A country of Europe
omission
(abbr.)
52-To nip off (Scot.)
10- Japanese food fish
54-Girt’s name
11- Collection of Ice
55- Small particle
landic literature
57-High mountain
12- Dissented
59-Wild ox of Asia
13- Chooses
61-Fifty-one
'5-Electric bearing
63-Six hundred
atom

13. Drama and the Arts Column.
14. Short Story Writing Contest.
15. Knox and Lincoln School News.
Suggestions For Special Features or Departments Will Be

Gladly Received.

aridi

*

AT THE STRAND THEATRE
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY

THE WORD FROM BAYSIDE

HOPE

Celebrate 100th Birthday? Not So You’d
Notice It, Says Commander Reed
*

*

*

*

Bayside, July 9.
Bayside is celebrating Its 100th
birthday this month, but, like a
lot of other nice old ladies, she is
not saying much about it.
It was Just 100 years age. this
month that the Eastern Maine Con
ference of Methodist Churches
bought 30 acres of virgin wilderness
on the shores of Belfast Bay and
pitched their tents under the oaks
and birches to form the nucleus of
the now thriving Summer colony
which refuses to get excited about
its birthday
It isn’t that Bayside is ashamed
of its age—quite the contrary in
fact—but age has brought wisdom
and Bayside just doesn't want any
thing in the way of centennial cele
brations to disturb its .serenity.
“Gracious no!" said ’ Dr. Whit
worth when the matter of a suit
able celebration was brought up be
fore the board of overseers recently:
"This is a place to rest and not get
all het up and excited. Let's for
get it?’’ And so it was decided.
That’s the reason why the calm of
this little self-sufflciefit Summer
resort will remain unruffled for an
other 100 years or so, while younger
and more pretentious places can
fuss around and get a headache
if they so desire—Bayside is just not
having any.
Habitues (and sons of habitues)
from Rockland and the towns
roundabout will be wejeomed this
season by a black ribbon of smooth
roadway, freshly tarred and rolled
extending all the way frem Park
street, Rockland, to the Mortimer
Summer home on Bayside's south
shore. It was finished just in time

Beware of Pin-Worms, ugly pests that live
and grow inside the human body... and ran
cause eerious trouble... even internal inflam
mation and bleeding. One of the danger signs
Is the tormenting rectal itch.
Don’t take chances. Get Jayne's F-W Vormlfsoe. F-W’i vital ingredient is a medicallyapproved drug that scientifically and eaaily
destroys Pin-Worms and removes them from
the body.
So if you suspect Pin-Worms, ask your drug
gist for F-W, the email, eaay-to-take tablets
perfected by the famous Jayne Co., specialists
in worm remedies for over 100 years.
Get reel relief: P-W ® for Fin Worms I

for Fourth of July traffic and it
rides fine.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Daniels
were among those who tried thus
road last week and Mrs. Harry Wil
liams, Mrs. Faith Berry and Mrs.
Philip Howard helped to smooth
out some of the minor wrinkles.
Around 30 young men and ladies
arrived on the c.ld campground
Wednesday for tlie shakedown
cruise of the famous Northport
Navy under Admiral Miss Marion
Eaton, who has conducted her
highly successful Maine Sailing
school here for the past several
years Miss Eaton, whose home is
in Ridgeway, N. J. will also operate
a small fleet of sailing craft, based
on the Samoset Hotel anchorage
this season.
The demand for cottages exceeds
the supply this year but there are
several families, which were casual
visitors a year age., who have suc
ceeded in obtaining seasonal rentals.
Among these are Admiral and Mrs
George C. Thomas of Chevy Chase.
Maryland, who have taken the Hill
top cottage opposite the Golf Club
And Miss Mabel Spear who is occu
pying "Wayside" cn George street.
Dr. and Mrs. Carr of Waterville
were week-end guests of Mr. and
Mrs. E. A Lightner at their cot
tage on Merrithew Square. Mrs.
Lightner is assistant to the presi
dent of Colby College and he and
Mrs. Lightner will entertain their
son, Allan Lightner of the U. S
Consular Service, for a brief vaca
tion before he sails for his new
post in Germany the last of July.
Not a casualty July Fourth in
spite of sporadic firing throughout
the day and a modest display of
fireworks by some unreggnerated
oldsters who figured, "by gum,”
they'd have a final fling before the
lid was clamped on by the State
Legislature.
Among the more respectable
visitors to the Reed ccittage (Wood
land Lodge) during the past week
were Rev. and Mrs. Charles Mon
teith and Mr. and Mis. Henry B.
Bird.
Mrs. Eleanore Reed Stevens and
sons, Roger and David, of Rye, N.
Y„ are occupying "the Ark" fcr the
season. Roger is one of the junior
councillors at the Maine Sailing
School
Divots are flying at the golf

June Allyson and James Stewart share acting honors with six-monthsold Larry Douglas, playing their son in "The Stratton Story," M-G-M’s
stirring drama based on the spectacular career of Monty Stratton, former
big-league diamond star. The picture opens this week at the Strand
Theatre.

ROUND POND
Miss Mary Fuller and Miss Mary
Kinney of St. Petersburg, Fla., and
New York are at the J. Anderson
house for the Summer.
Mr. ard Mrs. Malcolm Cox of
Salem. Mass., are at their Sum

mer home here for the Summer.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Huston have
returned from Newton Center.
Mass.
Mrs. Alice O’Brien of Portland
was in town recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold S'eer and
family were in Portland last week.
Mrs. Helen Bundy and son Dick
of Washington D. C., were the
guests of Carrie and Mary Nichols
for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernard Carter,
and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ethridge of
Portland were in tewn over the
week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Goodridge
ot Wollaston, Mass., are at their
cottage for the Summer.
Mr. and Mrs. .Lewis Doering and
son Paul who spent a few days at
their cottage have returned heme.
Mrs. L. B. Lewis of Reading,
Mass., has opened her cottage on
the Southern Point.

course as the devotees of the game
are getting the Winter constric
tion out of their shoulders in prepa
ration for the tournaments to come.
Pro John Perry is on hand again
this year to help ’em keep in the
groove.
Charles Mahoney, one of the old
er residents of Northport, long iden
tified with the life of the place, and
cne of the Mahoney family, whose
farm was a part of the old Northport campground, died Tuesday
morning at his home near Brown’s
corner. In his passing the com
munity loses one of its best-known
residents, a former greenskeeper at
the old Country Club in the days
According to an official estimate,
of its early development and an ac
tive figure in the horse and buggy made Oct. 6, 1916. 7.000,000 Ger
days when Bayside was Northport mans, military and civilian, were
killed during World War II.
campground.

Mr. and Mrs. William G. Ayles,
son William and grandson Robert
of Stamfc.d. Conn., are at the H.
B. Coose home for a fortnight.
Miss Theresa MacDonald
of
Wellesley, Mass., and Miss Eileen
MacDonald ol Lewiston were week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Guil
ford Payson.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hardy of
Orono passed the week-end with
his father, Herbert Hardy.
Miss Caroie Clarke of Island
Falls is spending the Summer at
the Gu lford Payson home.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Payson
and daughters Glenn Ann and Nat
alie were guests Sunday of Mr. ad
Mrs. Herbert Brown in Stockton
Springs.
A pre-school health conference
was held Monday at Mrs. David
Brown's with Dr. H. G. Tounge of
Camden in attendance.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Moulton
and Mrs. Simon Moulton of Sebago
have been spending a few days at
tlie E. L. True home and attended
the Philip Wentworth song recital
Friday in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. T. William Petrie
cf Waltham. Mass., arrived Monday
at the Bills house after a trip to
New York City. Lake George, Ver
mont, and the White Mountains.
Enroute they visited Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. Ross in Rumford. Mrs. Ross
being a former Waltham friend of
Mrs. Petrie.
The Woman’s Club accomplished
considerable work at its latest
meeting July 6.
Among those from here who at
tended the Philip Wentworth song
recital Friday in Camden were
Col. and Mrs. John Wilson, Jr., Mr.
and Mrs. John Wilson. Sr.. Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Brown, Mrs. David
Brown, Mrs. Elmer True, Mrs.
Grace Lincoln, Mrs. Wallace Rob
bins. Mr .and Mrs. C. A. Dunton,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Mank, Mrs.
Raymond Ludwig, Miss Anne Lud
wig. Mrs. Olive Noyes, David Hardy
and Winona Talbot.,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brown ac
companied their grandson, Alan
and his friend. Bob Thompson, as
far as Damariscotta on their re
cent return trip to Waltham. They
then called on Mrs. Esthelle Daw
son, dined at Cheechako and
browsed in the gift shops of Boothbay Harbor.
Everett Hobbs attended an outing
and lobster party Sunday in
Vinalhaven, where
the county
Postmasters were guests of Post
master O. V. Drew.
Mr. Hobbs
■says, "It was a rough crossing but
we had a grand time and two lob
sters apiece.”
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than the next two makes combined!*

ONE BILLION IN FIFTY YEARS

ORFF’S CORNER
Miss Leona Vannah of Plymouth,
Mass . was a week-end guest at Al
bert Elwell’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Achorn of
Watertown, Mass., were week-end
guests of his father, Harold Achorn.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Meyer and
daughters Marjorie and Eleanor of
Beverly, Mass., spent the week-end
with his parents, Mr. and Mis.
Henry Meyer.
Miss Mabel Borneman and Mrs.
Annie Borneman of Lawrence,
Mass , are at their Summer home
for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell and
daughter Elizabeth were in West
brook Wednesday.
Muriel Parlin, Betty Elwell, Ver
non Hutchins and Wayne Keene
returned Saturday frem a week at
the Methodist Camp at Winthrop.
Byron Ludwig entered a Water
ville hospital Monday for an eys
operation.
Several of the young people at
tended the Rally at the village
Methodist Church Thursday night.
Mr and Mrs. George Kimball and
daughters are with her mother. Mrs.
Byron Ludwig while Mr. Ludwig
is hospitalized.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Miller are
receiving congratulations cn the
birth of a daughter, Paula. July 8
Mrs. Graham Hall is employed in
the Miller home.
Mr. and Mrs Henry Meyer and
son Leonard, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Meyer and two daughters, Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Damon and children
enjoyed a picnic at the Mocdy cot
tage on Jefferson Lake the Fourth.

The one billionth hearing turned out by the world’s largest manu
DUTCH NECK
facturer of tapered roller bearings is a feature of the Open House held
by The Timken Roller Bearing Company as they celebrate fifty years
Rev. and Mrs. John Snook and
in the business of smoothing the progress of American Industry.
two daughters of Winchester, Mass,
are spending several weeks’ vaca
An interested visitor, pretty Phyllis Lee, watching Harry Craig tion at Butter Point Inn.
make a final check on a large mill bearing in the special inspection
Mr. and Mrs Austin Wallace ac
department, was amazed when told the hearings were checked to toler
ances of thousandths of an inch. “Not like cooking when I use a pinch companied James W. Vanderpool
of this and a pinch of that,” said Miss Lee. "And the final inspection on a business trip to Newport, and
is the satisfaction that shows on the faces of those eating.” Little other places several days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Benner
Judy Cramer, 4 Vi-year-old onlooker, thought the bearings were wheels
have returned to Randolph after
for oversize roller skates, and wanted a set.
spending several days with their
Timken started making hearings when buggies were the principal son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and
mode of transportation and the company has grown, in fifty years, to Mrs Linwood Miller and family.
see the stage where practically all wheeled vehicles, from roller skates
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Jenkins have
to locomotives, run on anti-friction, metal bearings.
returned to Stoneham. Mass., after
spending a ten days’ vacation at
Butter Point Inn.
gins, and their family in Belfast.
SEARSMONT
Mr and Mrs. Gordon Crosby and
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Aldus and daughter
Joan of Dover, Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Thcmas of little daughter Suzanne of Peabody.
Auburn, Mass., were recent guests Mass., were recent guests of his have returned home after spending
of their uncle and aunt. Mr. and parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Aldus, a week’s vacation with his parents,
Mrs. Maynard Cushman.
Suzanne is remaining for a month Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crosby.
Mrs. Harold Robie of Marshfield
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Wood of with her grandparents.
Hills, Mass., has been visiting at
Camden were supper guests of Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Loren Jackson, the home of her sister, Miss Ada
and Mrs. Albert Bardsley and fam their daughter. Miss Maud JackWinchenbaugh
ily July 6.
son. and their granddaughter. Miss
Miss Ada Winchenbaugh, Mrs.
Fred Wiley is a medical patient Catherine Jackson, all of Morrill,
at the Bradbury Memorial Hospital were recent guests of Miss Belle Harold Rcbie, Mrs. Blanche Dodge
and Mrs. Lucke were in Boothbay
in Belfast.
Lowell.
Harbor on Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bardsley
Mrs. Katie Libby of Charleston,
Mrs. H. Lucke has returned to
were guests of the. MacLeod Poultry
Co. at the Broiler Day Banquet at Mrs. Fannie Hurd, Arthur Libby, Worcester, Mass, after spending
and Miss Louine Libby. R. N„ all of several weeks as guest of Miss
the Belfast Shrine Club July 8
George Sibley is a medical patient Dover-Foxcroft, Mrs. Charles Mon Blanche Dodge.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Wragg of Bos
at the Veterans' Hospital in Togus. teith and her son. Charles. Jr., of
Mrs. Albert Bardsley, Sr., and Rockland, visited at the home of ton are spending ten days’ vacation
at Butter Point Inn.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bardsley, Jr. Miss Belle Lowell on July 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Higgins and
and little son Billy, attended the
NO ROOM FOR HATE
Broiler Day Barbecue in Belfast Eddie French, all of Brooklyn,
We have room for the man with an
spent
last
week
at
the
home
of
July 9.
honest dream.
Mrs. Albert Bardsley, Jr. entered Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jones. Mrs. With his heart on fire and his eyes
Susie
Braley
and
Mrs.
Minnie
agleam;
the Bangor Osteopathic Hospital for
Brown, both of Belfast, were recent We have room for the man with a pur
an appendectomy July 10.
pose true.
Mrs. Ethel Butler was a recent dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Who comes
to our shores to start llfo
guest of her daughter. Miss Alice Jones.
anew.
All
14
members
of
the
WideBut
we
haven't
an Inch of space for
Higgins, and her son and daughterin-law, Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Hig- Awake 4-H Club were present at Who him
comes
to
plot
against Ufe and
the last regular meeting. July 8 at
limb.
the home of their leader, Mrs. Les
ter Stearns. After the business We have room for the man who will
ways,
meeting, the members went to the Wholearn
will stand by our Flag lo Its
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Sewall
troubled days;
in Liberty fcr a swim in their We have room for the man who will
till the soli.
beautiful natural pool, and a picnic Who will
give his hands to a fair day’s
supper. Mr. Sewall. who is equally
toll.
noted for his etchings and his fine But we haven't an inch of space to
spare
handmade furniture, explained both
breeder of hatred and black
Of Tired Kidneys
crafts to the club. His neighbor. For the
despair
When disorder of kidney function permits Miss Elizabeth Crawford of Stone
poisonous matter to remain in your blood,
Against the vicious we bar the gate!
it may cause nagging backache, rheumatic House Pottery fame, also gave the This ls no breeding ground for hate
pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, get club members a demonstration of This is the land of the brave and free
ting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the pottery-making.
Visitors included And such we pray lt will always be
eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
We have room for men who will love
scanty passages with smarting and burning Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Gammon and
our flag.
sometimes shows there is something wrong the Sewall’s sen. Richard.
All But none for the friends of the scarlet
With your kidneys or bladder.
members
agreed
that
this
was
cne
rag.
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s
—Edgar A. Guest.
Pills, a stimulant diuretic, used successfully of the most enjoyable meetings
by millions for over 50 years. Doan’s give ever held. The next meeting will
happy relief and will help the 15 miles of
kidney tubes flush out poisonous wastefrom be on Aug. 13. and it will feature to which the parents of the mem
the annual club tour and picnic. bers have been invited.
your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.

BACKACHE,
LEG PAINS MAY

w'

BE DANGER SIGN

Again . . . NEW

LOWER PRICES!

•»

Complete Facilities (or
Handling Your Vessel '

*

ALL REPAIRS DONE RIGHT HERE
Yes, it’s true! Truck users are buying more

Here at the General Seafoods yards in Rockland, you’ll

Chevrolet trucks than the next two makes

find the kind of complete service you need to save you
combined. What more convincing proof could there be

ar

lime and money.

All repairs are made right here in our yards. Your

that Chevrolet Advance-Design trucks give more value! Come

problems are familiar to us—and wc have the knowledge
and equipment to solve them.

in and let us discuss your truck requirements!

Come in and see us now—whether you want your
present vessel repaired or a new one built.

•According to latctl eHlclal track rogictro-

flon flguroc, January through April, 1949.

it

ADVANCE-DESIGN TRUCKS

Complete machine and steel-plate shops; mill,
carpenter, and joiner shops; switchboards fabri
cated and installed; motors rewound; radio tele
phones, direction finders, and depth-recording
machines installed.

CHEVROLET
General Seafoods Division

■

General Foods Corporation

ROCKLAND, MAINE

PEASLEE & ROSS
VINALHAVEN, MAINE

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

BARKER’S GARAGE
UNION, MAINE
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SAYS DEFLATION IS HERE
Senator O’Mahoney Declares That Buyer Re
sistance Is No Longer a Myth
(By U. S. Senator Margaret
Chase Smith i
Answers to many of the import
ant question marks of June are in
creasingly indicated as July begins.
So far ;hese answers are only in
dicative and are not conclusive.
For instance, the major economic
question of whether or not we are
in a period of deflation now -terns
to be almost unanimously "ves.”
Even the Administration is begin
ning to indicate admission of a re
cession
Senator OMahoney, who heads
the Joint Committee on the Eco
nomic Report and who is one of the
Administration stalwarts, has ac
knowledged that deflation is here.
He has a staff preparing a study of
present conditions and will hold
committee sessions in an attempt
to identify business troubles and
their solutions. Witnesses before
the Committee will include a com
plete cross-section of representa
tives from various phases of busi
ness, labor, agriculture and govern
ment.
Buyer resistance is no longer a
myth. The only question now is
how serious is its tmpast on general
economic conditions. Is it so great
that it threatens turning the re
cession into a depression? Unem
ployment is materially increasing
The question is how much unem
ployment can we have without
risking depression? Some have
lifted the phrase "peril point” so
generally used in the discussion of
Reciprocal Trade Agreements. A
new ‘'peril point" is be.ng talked
of now. The question is. what is
the "peril point'’ of unemploy
ment?
However the deflation that we
are going through doesn't neces-

fjier Shining .Hour”
is symbolized by the shin
ing brilliance of this pre
cious diamond, carrying
your love for all the world
to see.
$100°°

393 MAIN ST., TEL. 1450
ROCKLAND. ME.

sarily have dire aspects. As a mat
ter of fact, it is the richest reces
sion we have ever had. Our eco
nomic level has been at an un
paralleled high. So that we are
able to be cut down a notch or two
without any great economic dan
ger
The high hopes that were held
for the
Big Four" meeting in
Paris have met with considerable
disappointment in the limited re
sults of that meeting. About the
only favorable thing that can be
said about the Paris meeting is
that Europe is now thinking more
in terms of peace than war.
Chances of a peace treaty for Aus
tria have been improved as a re
sult of the Paris meeting. Some
feel that there is a good chance
an Austrian Treaty will be written
some time this Fall. The basic is
sue is Russia’s desire to keep her
hand in the control of Austria.
Some observers have said that it is
a matter of how much the United
States is willing to pay Russia in
ordei to get Russia to give Austria
the independence that was prom
ised as far back as 1943
Most of us naturally are incensed
by the thought that the U. S.
might have to pay Russia some
thing in order to obtain indepen
dence for Austria. But Austria
may well be the key to peace and
ultimate victory or defeat in the
“cold war" in Europe. It is in
the center of Euroiie between the
Russian sphere and the Western
powers.
Two other major spots in the
foreign picture are Germany and
China. The Paris meeting strength
ened all the more the impression
that merger of East and West Ger
many is the real issue between the
Big Four" Both the Russians
and Germans want the merger.
France is bitterly opposed to Ger
man unity and will do everything
within her power to get up to keep
our troops in Germany for a long
time. Russia retains her same
grip on Eastern Germany but the
Western Powers are losing their
control over Western Germany, be
cause of two developments—(ll
more and more we are turning selfgovernment over to the Germans,
and (2) differences between France,
England and the United States
over Germany policy are becoming
sharp and tense.
There are growing indications
that the Administration will do
business with Communist China.
General McArthur, with authority
to speak for b oth the U S. and
Japan at the direction of the Ad
ministration, is the negotiator on
the trade arrangement between Ja
pan and Communist China. Some
safeguards will be attempted such
as prohibiting the movement of
strategic commodities to China
More graphically and simply, U. S.
will trade its seafood for China’s
soy-beans but at the present time
will not trade copper wire for the
soy-beans.
The ultimate question
is whether the Administration
plans to officially recognize the
Communist Government of China.
All in all. the most that can be
said of the Paris meeting is that
it has slowed down, but not won.
the “cold war.’’
The drive for economy continues
in Congress even though all spe
cific attempts have thus far been
defeated. Feeling is growing that
we cannot sustain indefinitely a
40 billion dollar budget The ques
tion then arises as to how we can
cut that budget down. There ate
two general ways of doing this.
Cne is to levy a cross-the-bcard
percentage cut on all appropria

tions and expenditures.
Under
this proposal, tlie budget would be
cut 5. 10 or 20 percent. In dollars
this would mean a cross-the-board
cut from between 2 billion dollars
and 8 billion dollars. The principal
argument against this kind of cut
is that it would hamstring the ap
propriations of the Government
and would not be a logical and or
derly approach to the problem
The other way of cutting the
budget is taking specific segments
or items of the budget and reduce
the authorizations and appropria
tions on these items. Under this
procedure, the most logical target
is the largest segment of the Bud
get. The largest segment is that for
national defense, being over 15 bil
lion dollars.
Talking about the military, De
fense
Secretary Johnson
has
tackled one of the most difficult
and delicate problems that has
long plagued the National Military
Establishment. That problem is
the long dispute beiween the Na
tional Guard and the Organized
Reserve. The Gray Board headed
by Gordon Gray, when he was As
sistant Secretary of the Army, rec
ommended the merger of the Na
tional Guard and the Organized
Reserve into a single Federal Re
serve Force. The late Jams Forrestal modified1 that recommendation
by limiting usch a proposed merger
to that of the Air National Guard
ana the Air Force Reserve.
With unmatched political effect
iveness, the National Guard moved
immediately in a drive that won
the commitments of many Members
of the House and Senate against
such a proposed merger. The re
sult is that the Gray Board
recommendation has been burled
without hopes of resurrection in
the foreseeable favorable future.
Although
Secretary
Johnson
started eliminating and abolishing
hundreds of boards and committees
within the National Military Es
tablishment shortly after he suc
ceeded Mr. Forrestal, one of the
rare boards or committees that he
did create was a permanent com
mittee on the Reserves and the
Guard. It is now reported that he
has asked former Supreme Court
Justice Owen J Roberts to be the
Chairman of this new permanent
committee and to attempt to find
ways of integrating the Guard and
the Reserve
Too often, our top public serv
ants are practically crucified by po
litical opponents exercising the
democratic right of criticism. Un
fortunately, non-partisan activity
often results in a good administra
tor being "kicked out’’ because he
didn't go along with the party in
power In other words, high public
office is a two-edged sword—the
public executive being attacked not
only by those on the outside but al-

MORE “BROOMSTICK” MEMORIES
0
Trolley Line Happenings Recalled By Fred
Blaisdell Of Oak Grove, Oregon
Eddie Cox and I live a couple of
whoops and a medium loud holler
apart—by crow trail, but on rubber
it is quite a way around. What
with a couple of wars, a depression
or two and a few moves apiece we
sort of drifted apart. Recent re
vival of Broomstick lore has stirred
up the old timers and set them to
wondering what has happened to
whom ln the last quarter ceniury.
Come to find out quite a few of us
are still around, and doin' purty
well, thank ye.
I figured that if anyone would
know Eddie's whereabouts it would
be Alec Herrick, now of Portland,
Oregon, but himself an ex-Broomstlck, since as telephone line fore
man he had set poles all over the
Beaverton country.
Sure enough, we located Eddie at
the home of Si Pomeroy, a neigh
bor. Eddie had recently suffered a
mishap that put him in the hos
pital for a wliile. During the re
pair of a haylil't for a neighbor
misplaced confidence in a length of
2x4 sent him to the barn floor in
a nasty tumble. No brisk young
man of 79 is to be daunted by such
trivia, and he is up and about and

so by those on the inside.
There are strong indications that
this very thing has happened to J.
Edgar Hoover, the F.B.I. director.
It has been reported that the Ad
ministration is making matters as
uncomfortable as possible for Mr.
Hoover. Indiscriminate public dis
closure of F B I. confidential files
on Investigations of Communists,
during the Judith Ccplon trial, has
done much to undermine the tra
ditionally strong position of the
F B I in public opinion. This dis
closure was made over the protest
of Mr. Hoover and it was reported
that he had submitted his resigna
tion. However, this has been denied
by the White House.
At long last, the 81st Congress
has acted on the controversial subi ject of repeal or revision of the
Taft-Hartley Act After consider
able debate, sometime ago, the
House first adopted a bill that
would in effect make very little
change in the Taft-Hartley Act and
then put that bill back on “ice”
by recommitting it. Since that
time, the House has taken no ac
tion on the Labor bill.

anxious to get back to work.
An ardent Courier-Gazette fan,
and vitally interested in doings
'back home," he intends to speak
his piece along with the rest of the
boys as soon as an injured finger
heals, Mr Pomeroy, himself 81, will
be remembered as the companion of
Eddie on a trip to Maine a few
years ago. We found him out in
his garden, operating a motorized
jump-johnny of some sort making
dirt fl.v with all the energy of a
flock of leghorns.
Neither Si nor Eddie look to be
within 20 years of their age Alec
Herrick, a youth of 67, has
changed little since hts Broomstick
days—except for a
bit more
weight and a spot of frost around
the temples. This writer is a mere
infant of 62, and skip the looks.
If there is a better way to spend
a Summer afternoon than sitting
in a comfortable lawn swing ln the
cool shade of an apple tree, eating
Oregon cherries of two-bite size
and swapping yarns with old and
cherished friends, I never heard of
it. We think that Ernest Jones
has a fine idea in the Broomstick
reunion, and wish we could be
there.
By the way. just to settle an ar
gument, how did the nickname
"Broomstick" originate
I An wer
solicited—Ed.)
Naturally our talk ran on the
happenings of long ago. One thin",
we ai reed The cordial relation
between management and men
made work on tlie R. T & C. so
enjoyable. “Pa" Hawken was a man
of strong will, and hairtrigger emo
tions. yet he had an exceedingly
kind heart. Quick to reprove lax

ness of duty, he was equally quick
to forgive ihot,e who deserved for
giveness.
Valentine Chisholm (Chiz) had
that all too rare ability of com
manding respect without being
overbearing. In emergencies he
often donned overalls and worked
side by side with his men.
Bob House, Charles E. Gregory.
Fred Gregory; sincere, kindly men,
all of them. Men with whom it
was a pleasure to work.
While on the extra list I worked
in nearly all departments, but most
of all in the Power House, either
as coal passer or pinch hit fireman.
If memory serves it took around 36
tons of coal every 24 hours to run
the four boilers. Handled in two
12-hour shifts it added up to
plenty of work, especially on hot
Summer days. As I recall it, the
boiler room crew of that day, 1608.
was Frank and Heman Seavey, Jack
Richardson, Eddie Sullivan, and
part of the time, Phil Lane.
In a previous article I mentioned
the runaway car of flour in Cam
den when Henry Tripp got injured.
This Eddie had read, and ne opined
that I could be just a mite mixed
because he was qu.te sure that it
was a car of wool, and that Lanny
McGune (spelling not guaranteed!
was on the train. A bit of discus
sion and comparison of dates
proved that there must have been
two accidents involved, several
years apart.
Alec called to mind that his
brother, Fred Herrick, once slid on
leaf strewn rails into that same
curve with a passenger car and got
derailed Yours truly once took a
sleigh ride on No. 12. at lhat same
place from ihe same cause. I put
the controls in generating position
and let nature have its way. We
were not derailed, though I think
we straightened the curve several
degrees. Fred Thomas was my
conductor at the time, I remember
A runaway freight, on Power
House Hill, and a passenger car
parked on the car barn siding
could have added up to stark tra
gedy, but for the heroism of motor-

45 Lb. Roll
Roofing,

Supplies

90 Lb. Roll
Roofing,

3.49

3 Tab Thick Butt
Shingles per sq.

1.25

‘/z ” Type L Copper
Tubing,
ft.

.17

^4” Copper Elbows
and 45 L’s, ea.

.14

V2” Copper x Male
and Female
Adaptors,
ea.

.14

V2 ” Copper
Couplings,

.14

ea.

KEEP CONTROLS
IN YOUR HANDS!

V2” Copper T's ea.

.22

1 " Copper Stop
and Waste,
ea.

.JO

V2” Polished Brass
Plain Faucet,

It’s no joke to have your car
»teer you wrong through defec
tive parts in the steering gear.

IV2” Galvanized
"S ’ Traps,
Lennox Steel Furnaces,
This is a rugged

We’ll repair the front end lo overcome

20".

“shimmy” action and coil sagging.

steel furnace made espe

Combination Wall
Chrome Swing
Faucets,
set

o2

cially for small homes.
and double cheek!

The No. 10 gauge body is

riveted, calked and weld

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
WINTER ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 889

ed, complete with

humidifier-—

$138.50
We also have a com
plete line of the Famous

Beauty by Chrysler

National Boilers for hot

DuPont Paint
Interior Flat White,
Qt.,
Gal.,
Interior White Semi
Gloss, qt.,

J - LL....(*.

Goulds Balance Flow

16 x 24 White Enamel

$95.00

Economical Floor
Mops,
Electric Stove,

Single Burner,
Wide Mouth
Quart Jars,
Dozen,
Long Handled
Forks,

Ames Clam
Diggers,
Beauty In Comfort! A chair at home
is beautiful if fine design gives it grace
and comfort. Chrysler chair-height seats
have this kind of beauty, too. Perfectly
proportioned for comfort, they seat you
at the proper height to see the road and
to enjoy your drive. Comfort that has
beauty through fine design—that’s the
secret of Chrysler engineering and the
relaxing pleasure of driving a Chrysler.

Beauty In Performance! You know what we
mean the moment you feel the smooth response of
the great Spithre High Compression engine. With
Prestomatic Fluid Drive Transmission, driving is
wonderfully easy. Start in third, a slight lift of your
toe takes you into cruising range. You
rarely touch the gear shift lever. A few
minutes in this car gives you pleasure it would take«a book to describe.
Phone for a demonstration today.
•gyrol Fluid Oriv*

Fr-ifS s-‘:

Cold Pack (blue
enamel) Canner
(7 quart),

8 Qt. Watering
Pots,

plated fittings.

Close

SMITH'S GARAGE -

ROCKPORT, MAINE

Toilet

Coupled

Combination with white

enamel seat.
17x19 Cast Iron White
com

plug, chain stay. Chrome

Uniflow Pump

shallow-well, piston type

$79.50

GARDEN
Electrical

Green and Silver Gray

50 Ft. Plastic
Garden Hose,

Supplies
14-2 Romex Wire ft.
Brown Duplex
Outlets,

ea

.04
.12

Toggle Switch,

.19

2 Cell Flashlight,

.79

Plug Fuses,

.05

Wall Cases,

.26

1.49

;i.i9
3 l/4 Junction
Boxes,

ea.

8” Delta Tilt
Table Saw,

36.95

Garden Hose
Washers,

_

6.95

.15

Hose Menders,

doz.

5 Lb. CO2 Fire
Extinguisher,

. lu

29.00

Electric Fans
8” Deluxe Fans,

4.98

10" Deluxe Fans,

8.49

10" Oscillating,

11.95

Free Engineering Service On Plumbing, Heating And Electric Water Pumps
It is with a great deal of pleasure that we announce a new service of giving free estimates on your plumbing,
heating or electric water pump requirements. Take advantage of this free engineering service, and call—

ROCKLAND, 205 or 206

You Will Enjoy

chrome

plated fittings.

5.95

.69
.49

filler,

Special $9.95

KITCHENWARE
Percomatic Baster

rim

over

plete with faucets, P. O.

Sink

39.00

Pump

Trip lever waste,

Enamel Lavatory,

fit your pocketbook.

r—’'

5.99

Type

59.00

Either White Toilet
Seat,
coal fined or oil fired, to

1.56

3.22

500 gal. Septic
Tank,
Heavy Gauge,

Iron White Enamel Tub.

the

Touraine Outside
White,
Gal. 5.49

29.50

water or steam.

1.34
3.95

5.30

Gal.,

gal. Electric Water
Heater with 10
yr. guarantee, 129.50

300 Gal.
Heavy Gauge
Septic Tank

Five foot Recess Cast

1.49

Wall Type Toilet
With Chrome L

ZVEZSZ/ZV US. SAMV6S BOMBS

$1.95

DuPont No. 40 Outside White, Gal.

O.4U

At Rockledge
Rockledge Inn, Spruce Head
Island, has these present and re
cent guests on its register:
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Parker and
son Malcolm, Eliot; Mr. and Mis.
William F. Perry. Keene. N. H.;
Mr. and Mrs. H. Parker Munro,
Haverhill, Mass. Mr. and Mrs.
Frank G. Vidito, Andover, Mass.;
Mrs. Walter A. Phelps, Madison,
N. J.; Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Hum
phries, Cincinnati; Miss Alice and
Miss Freda Baker, Providence, R.
I.; Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Detiveler,
Rochester, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. R.
C. Rush New York; Mr. and Mrs.
Guido Palcari and son Kenneth,
Mrs. Robert Preble. Rockport,
Mass.; Paul Smith, Montclair, N.
J ; Mrs. Frank E. Buckley, Essex,
Mass.
Dr. David Sanders, New York;
Dr. and Mrs. Krahower, New York;
Mr. and Mrs. John Edstom, Mr.
and Mrs. G. Burdick New York;
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Aurig, West
Englewood, N. J.; Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Seavey, Mrs. E. H.
Fldtcher. Brcckton, Mass.; Mr. and
Mrs. Hartley B. Gardner, Newton
ville, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Littlefield, Mr. and Mrs. F. c.
Schworting, Mr. and Mrs. Dana
O. Bean, Lovell, Me.; Mr. and Mrs.
R. E. Short, Springfield. Mass.;
Miss Miriam T. Courtney, New
York.
Mr. and Mrs. Humphries are
spending their fifth Summer at
Rockledge. Mrs- Fletcher is also
spending her fifth Summer; Mr.
and Mrs. Gardner, their fifth Sum
mer; Miss Courtney, her third
Summer.

Civil servants' in India may or
ganize but may not trike, under
a new proposal.

Plumbing

LENNOX

CO

man Benny Hunt . Although off
duty at the time, lie saw the dan
ger and leaped to the front end of
the crewless car, kicked off the
hand brake and got the controller
on a few notches before the impact.
This did much to break the force
of the blow though the car was
carried several hundred feet before
it stopped.
Two passengers were on the car:
Pearl Barter, near the back end,
cooly stretched prone on the car
seat and hung on. A drummer,
near the front end, jumped to his
feet just in time to do a flying frog
trip the length of the car, closely
followed by his grips. Fortunately,
for Benny the door into the car
behind him was open. He did a
series of what Uncle Remus would
call double tumm’l back sets down
the isle, to fetch up along with
the drummer and his grips. Pearl
got off without a scratch; the
drummer received minor injuries,
and Benny sprained his shoulder.
The names of the crews and the
cause of the runaway are lost in
the mists of time.
One Autumn night motorman
Frank Brown was on his peaceful
way from Camden to the car barn
on No. 18. Along about Oakland
Park clouds of smoke and flames
from under the front end warned
him that all was not well. Find
ing a well and bucket would take
time, he chose to run for it.
A group of us sitting in the lobby
after work were warned by a fran
tic whistling that somebody was in
trouble and was most anxious to
have something done about it. We
dashed outside, to behold what
seemed like a miniature volcano
speeding down the hill. Roy Col
burn took one look and sprinted for
the fire hose. Somebody turned on
the valve and the fire was met by
a flood of water, of which Frank
got about as much as did the car.
Fred L. Blaisdell,
Box 93, Oak Grove. Ore. .

Take Advantage Of Our Budget Plan.

Take Three Years to Pay.

H. H. CRIE CO.

328 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

